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A B S T R A C T

D E S I G N A N D I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F R E S O U R C E A L L O C A -

T I O N P R O T O C O L S I N W I R E L E S S N E T W O R K S , U T I L I Z I N G

T E S T B E D E X P E R I M E N TAT I O N P L AT F O R M S

by apostolos apostolaras

university of thessaly, greece

prof . leandros tassiulas chairperson

Particularly for the cooperative scheduling problem, a novel communication ar-

chitecture is proposed which considers the exploitation of intermediate relays.

Relays are employed for forwarding information to the final destination when

networking conditions do not benefit the direct transmissions from source to

destination. Our architecture improves drastically networking performance by

incorporating advanced mechanisms from optimization theory. As a result, so-

phisticated scheduling and resource allocation techniques for unicast and mul-

ticast scenarios are activated so that a wireless network to attain desired power

performance vs. networking delay trade-offs. A primitive design of our archi-

tecture is the ability offered to operators to fine-tune and balance the network

operation through a control knob that achieves power savings with an induced

cost in the networking delay. The above design feature is enabled by effectively

exploiting information storage capabilities and power efficient scheduling. Fi-

nally, testbed experimentation conducted in NITOS testbed has revealed a sig-

nificant reduction in the transmission power with the use of our cooperative

architecture. Moreover, we identify ways to incorporate the same architecture

principles in LTE-A cellular networks. To this end, we assume wireless mesh

networking by evolving the user equipment to act as a relay in a 3GPP LTE-A

system. Thus, interconnecting two eNBs with mobile user equipment. Wireless

mesh networking in LTE networks has recently become a focal point of inter-

est in the emerging scenarios for 5G technology. We propose specific scenarios

where this architecture can be effectively applied and illustrate the correspond-

ing results from the experimentation that was conducted in the OpenAirInter-

face.
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For the data offloading problem, we study a framework for toggling LTE-A cel-

lular mobile users to WiFi mesh networks. Mobile network operators can lease

these mesh networks to offload their traffic and reduce their servicing cost. In

this context, we determine the most-costly users to the cellular network and

we design a routing policy that the mesh network can employ so as to serve

the offloaded traffic with the minimum possible cost. Moreover, the reimburse-

ment offered by the operator should be dispensed to the different mesh users,

according to their contribution and added-value significance. We address this

issue by employing the Shapley value profit sharing rule, which ensures the

participation of the mesh nodes in this joint task.
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PerÐlhyh

Sqediasmìc kai UlopoÐhsh Prwtokìllwn An�jeshc

Pìrwn se AsÔrmata DÐktua

me th Qr sh Peiramatik¸n Diat�xewn

Apìstoloc Apostol�rac

Ta teleutaÐa qrìnia h èreuna me b�sh ton peiramatismì me qr sh eidik¸n diat�xewn

kerdÐzei perissìtero èdafoc kai gÐnetai idiaÐtera dhmofil c metaxÔ twn ereunht¸n pou a-

sqoloÔntai me asÔrmata thlepikoinwniak� dÐktua. Oi ereunhtèc gia na axiolog soun ta

montèla touc anazhtoÔn trìpouc kai mejìdouc gia ulopoi seic se pragmatik� sust mata

prokeimènou na epitÔqoun uyhl  akrÐbeia kai orjìthta kat� ton peiramatismì. H trèqousa

ereunhtik  praktik  sta thlepikoinwniak� dÐktua qrhsimopoioÔse èwc t¸ra thn jewrhtik 

an�lush kai katìpin thn prosomoÐwsh gia thn axiolìghsh enìc nèou asÔrmatou prwtokìl-

lou   miac politik c dromolìghshc.

Basizìmenoi sta parap�nw, oi ereunhtèc eÐqan wc stìqo thn apìkthsh shmantik¸n plh-

rofori¸n sqetik� me thn apìdosh kai thn apotelesmatikìthta twn montèlwn touc, axiolo-

g¸ntac ta apotelèsmata pou proèkuptan kat� thn prosomoÐwsh. Ta en lìgw apotelèsmata

aforoÔn sun jwc metrikèc apìdoshc ìpwc o rujmìc met�doshc thc plhroforÐac, h qronik 

kajustèrhsh, h katan�lwsh isqÔoc, klp. Wstìso, me aut  thn praktik  sun jwc uiojetoÔn-

tai aplousteÔseic sthn montelopoÐhsh prokeimènou na èqoume eÔqrhsta kai prospel�sima

montèla sthn prosomoÐwsh.

En¸ me th qr sh prosomoi¸sewn up�rqei h dunatìthta na qrhsimopoihjoÔn akribèste-

ra montèla, oi ereunhtèc praktik� periorÐzontai apì thn poluplokìthta tou logismikoÔ thc

prosomoÐwshc kaj¸c kai apì thn periorismènh gn¸sh pou diajètoun gia to asÔrmato pe-

rib�llon met�doshc thc plhroforÐac. Qarakthristik� anafèroume tupikoÔc periorismoÔc

oi opoÐoi perilamb�noun thn anakrib  anapar�stash tou asÔrmatou mèsou met�doshc, thn

aplopoÐhsh thc diadikasÐac sugqronismoÔ twn suskeu¸n epikoinwnÐac kai thn aploÔsteush

twn poll¸n ptuq¸n pou èqoun na k�noun me to upologistikì kìstoc. Lìgw twn parap�nw

periorism¸n, oi ereunhtèc epikentr¸nontai ta teleutaÐa qrìnia sth melèth twn asÔrmatwn
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susthm�twn epikoinwnÐac mèsw peiramatismoÔ me qr sh peiramatik¸n diat�xewn. Aut  h

nèa t�sh ston peiramatismì kai thn melèth twn asÔrmatwn diktÔwn prok�lese thn dh-

miourgÐa kai thn an�ptuxh diafìrwn peiramatik¸n diat�xewn se panepisthmiak� idrÔmata

kai ereunhtik� kèntra an� thn uf lio. Gia touc parap�nw lìgouc kai me skopì ton peira-

matismì arqik� se asÔrmatec teqnologÐec epikoinwnÐac (kai metèpeita kai se ensÔrmatec)

dhmiourg jhke h peiramatik  di�taxh NITOS, (Network Implementation Testbed using Open

Source software) h opoÐa brÐsketai sto ktÐrio tou Tm matoc Hlektrolìgwn Mhqanik¸n kai

Mhqanik¸n H/U tou PanepisthmÐou JessalÐac.

Kaj¸c h an�gkh gia perissìterh akrÐbeia ston peiramatismì twn asÔrmatwn diktÔwn

gÐnetai perissìtero epitaktik , sto pr¸to mèroc aut c thc diatrib c perigr�foume tic pro-

sp�jeiec gia thn dhmiourgÐa kai thn an�ptuxh mÐac upodom c gia peiramatismì se asÔrmata

dÐktua epikoinwni¸n. H di�taxh NITOS èqei dhmiourghjeÐ me skopì na prosfèrei ìla ta

aparaÐthta mèsa gia thn dieukìlunsh tou peiramatismoÔ se dÐktua epikoinwni¸n kai eÐnai

anoiqt , kai prosb�simh ex apost�sewc suneq¸c (url: http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr). Sthn di�taxh

gÐnetai qr sh logismikoÔ anoiktoÔ k¸dika apì touc eggegrammènouc qr stec me skopì ton

peiramatismì. Arqik� o stìqoc mac den periorÐsthke sto na mimhjoÔme th sÔgqronh pra-

ktik  pou sun jwc perilamb�nei th dhmiourgÐa thc peiramatik c di�taxhc kai katìpin thn

qr sh thc metaxÔ twn diaqeirist¸n thc platfìrmac   twn topik¸n qrhst¸n tou antÐstoi-

qou ereunhtikoÔ idrÔmatoc   panepisthmÐou. Antijètwc, prosblèpontac sthn apodotikìterh

axiopoÐhsh twn diajèsimwn pìrwn kai sthn eukolÐa sthn prìsbash apì exwterikoÔc ereu-

nhtèc, katafèrame na anaptÔxoume nèa ergaleÐa diaqeÐrishc kai na exelÐxoume ta  dh ufi-

st�mena ergaleÐa eleÔjerou logismikoÔ kai anoiktoÔ k¸dika, ètsi ¸ste na aplopoihjoÔn

kai na epitaqunjoÔn oi f�seic tou peiramatismoÔ. Basikìc stìqoc tèjhke h dieukìlunsh

sth diadikasÐa peiramatismoÔ pou sun jwc mh proqwrhmènoi qr stec hlektronik¸n susth-

m�twn apofeÔgoun.

Epiplèon, oi treic kÔrioi pul¸nec se aut  thn prosp�jeia dhmiourgÐac thc peiramati-

k c di�taxhc NITOS  tan na epiteuqjeÐ gia touc qr stec èna perib�llon pou na prosfèrei

ta aparaÐthta mèsa gia orj  epal jeush, epan�lhyh kai epanektèlesh twn peiram�twn. H

di�taxh NITOS suneq¸c exelÐssetai kai filoxeneÐ eterogeneÐc kai diaforetikèc teqnologÐec

thlepikoinwni¸n kai aisjht rwn prosfèrontac dunatìthtec peiramatismoÔ se apomakru-

smènouc qr stec. Epiplèon, apoteleÐ thn kÔria asÔrmath platfìrma peiramatismoÔ gia to

eurwpaðkì èrgo OpenLab FP7. EpÐshc poll� eurwpaðk� ereunhtik� èrga èqoun qrhsimo-

poi sei kai suneqÐzoun na qrhsimopoioÔn tic upodomèc thc me skopì ton peiramatismì gia

thn exagwg  asfal¸n sumperasm�twn kai thn axiolìghsh twn ereunhtik¸n apotelesm�twn

touc. Anafèroume epÐshc ìti h qr sh thc upodom c kai thc org�nwshc leitourgÐac thc di�-

taxhc NITOS èqei uiojethjeÐ apì �llec parìmoiec diat�xeic ìpwc aut  pou brÐsketai sto

ereunhtikì institoÔto Eurecom to opoÐo anaptÔssei mÐa ulopoÐhsh anoiktoÔ logismikoÔ gia

asÔrmata kuyelwt� dÐktua tètarthc geni�c 4G.
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Sto deÔtero mèroc aut c thc diatrib c, meletoÔme di�fora probl mata se asÔrmata

dÐktua. H axiolìghsh thc apìdoshc twn montèlwn kai twn teqnik¸n pou proteÐnontai, ègi-

ne sth peiramatik  di�taxh NITOS. H prosèggis  mac sundu�zei thn jewrhtik  an�lush

gia ta montèla upì exètash me thn pragmatik  ulopoÐhsh touc sthn peiramatik  di�taxh

kai tèloc thn axiolìghsh touc. To pr¸to prìblhma me to opoÐo asqoloÔmaste afor� thn

sunergasÐa twn qrhst¸n se asÔrmata dÐktua se epÐpedo pakètou plhroforÐac. Melet�me

sunergatikèc mejìdouc pou mporeÐ na efarmostoÔn tìso se dÐktua teqnologÐac WiFi ìso

kai se kuyelwt� dÐktua kinht c thlefwnÐac, ìpwc to LTE-A (4G). ProteÐnoume mia nèa ar-

qitektonik  h opoÐa se epÐpedo pakètou qrhsimopoieÐ anametadìtec oi opoÐoi sunerg�zontai

gia thn met�dosh thc plhroforÐac. To deÔtero prìblhma me to opoÐo asqoloÔmaste afor�

thn apofìrtish twn kuyelwt¸n diktÔwn metafèrontac k�poiouc qr stec se parakeÐmena

dÐktua WiFi. Melet�me tic proôpojèseic upì tic opoÐec h apofìrtish twn qrhst¸n mporeÐ

na prosfèrei ofèlh tìso stouc kinhtoÔc qr stec kai touc thlepikoinwniakoÔc parìqouc ì-

so kai stouc qr stec pou apoteloÔn to WiFi dÐktuo. Sqedi�zoume èna plaÐsio pou kajorÐzei

touc kinhtoÔc qr stec pou prèpei na apofortÐsoun to kuyelwtì dÐktuo, me b�sh to kìstoc

thc enèrgeiac pou ja upostoÔn oi stajmoÐ b�shc thc kinht c thlefwnÐac (eNB) lamb�nontac

upìyin thn exuphrèthsh twn aithm�twn touc.

Pio sugkekrimèna, ìso afor� to pr¸to prìblhma sunergatik c epikoinwnÐac, proteÐ-

noume mia nèa arqitektonik  h opoÐa ekmetalleÔetai thn parousÐa anametadot¸n gia na

prowj soun thn plhroforÐa ston telikì proorismì. H qrhsimopoÐhsh twn anametadot¸n

eÐnai wfèlimh, ìtan oi sunj kec diktÔwshc den wfeloÔn tic �mesec metadìseic apì thn ph-

g  ston proorismì. H arqitektonik  pou proteÐnoume belti¸nei drastik� thn apìdosh thc

epikoinwnÐac k�nontac qr sh mhqanism¸n apì th jewrÐa beltistopoÐhshc. Wc apotèlesma,

èxupnec teqnikèc dromolìghshc kai katanom c twn pìrwn tou diktÔou energopoioÔntai ètsi

¸ste na epifèroun èna isozÔgio metaxÔ thc katan�lwshc isqÔoc kai thc kajustèrhshc sthn

exuphrèthsh thc epikoinwnÐac. Melet�me sen�ria pou perilamb�noun unicast kai multicast

metadìseic.

àna basikì pleonèkthma thc proteinìmenhc arqitektonik c eÐnai h dunatìthta pou pro-

sfèrei stouc parìqouc na rujmÐzoun to isozÔgio thc leitourgÐac tou diktÔou mèsw enìc

diakìpth elègqou pou epitugq�nei exoikonìmhsh sthn katan�lwsh enèrgeiac me èna kì-

stoc to opoÐo antistoiqeÐ se aÔxhsh thc kajustèrhshc sthn exuphrèthsh thc epikoinwnÐ-

ac. To parap�nw pleonèkthma ofeÐletai sthn apotelesmatik  axiopoÐhsh twn dunatot -

twn apoj keushc twn pakètwn se ourèc kai sthn oportounistik  energopoÐhsh twn qrìno-

dromolog sewn. O peiramatismìc sthn di�taxh dokim¸n NITOS apok�luye shmantik  meÐ-

wsh thc katan�lwshc isqÔoc gia met�dosh me th qr sh sunergatik¸n teqnik¸n.

Epiplèon, ereun same trìpouc gia na enswmat¸soume thn Ðdia arqitektonik  se ku-

yelwt� dÐktua teqnologÐac LTE-A. Gia na pragmatopoihjeÐ to parap�nw ja prèpei na a-
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nabajmÐsoume touc kinhtoÔc qr stec na mporoÔn metafèroun plhroforÐa leitourg¸ntac

san anametadìtec se mÐa topologÐa plègmatoc. H asÔrmath diktÔwsh plègmatoc se dÐktua

LTE-A èqei prìsfata apotelèsei shmeÐo endiafèrontoc gia thn anaduìmenh teqnologÐa 5G.

ProteÐnoume kai anadeiknÔoume sugkekrimèna sen�ria, ìpou aut  h arqitektonik  mporeÐ

na efarmosteÐ apotelesmatik� kai parajètoume ta antÐstoiqa apotelèsmata apì ton pei-

ramatismì pou diex qjh sto OpenAirInterface.

Gia prìblhma thc apofìrtishc dedomènwn, melet same èna plaÐsio gia thn metakÐnhsh

kinht¸n qrhst¸n apì LTE -A kuyelwt� dÐktua se asÔrmata dÐktua plègmatoc teqnologÐac

WiFi . Oi p�roqoi kinht c thlefwnÐac dÔnatai na misj¸soun aut� ta dÐktua plègmatoc pro-

keimènou na apallagoÔn apì thn auxhmènh sumfìrhsh dedomènwn me skopì na mei¸soun

to kìstoc exuphrèthshc. EpijumoÔme na prosdiorÐsoume touc pio dapanhroÔc qr stec sto

dÐktuo kinht c thlefwnÐac oi opoÐoi eÐnai kostobìroi gia ton stajmì b�shc kai sqedi�zoume

mia politik  dromolìghshc pou to dÐktuo plègmatoc mporeÐ na qrhsimopoi sei, ètsi ¸ste

na exuphret sei thn kÐnhsh twn qrhst¸n pou metakin jhkan me to el�qisto dunatì kìstoc.

Epiplèon, h qrhmatik  apozhmÐwsh pou prosfèrei o p�roqoc ja prèpei na dianèmetai stouc

di�forouc qr stec-kìmbouc tou diktÔou plègmatoc, an�loga me th sumbol  tou kajenìc

sthn exuphrèthsh twn kinht¸n qrhst¸n pou metakin jhkan. To z thma autì to antimetw-

pÐzoume qrhsimopoi¸ntac ton kanìna thc antallag c kèrdouc/kìstouc tou Shapley.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 motivation

Over the last few years we are witnessing a drift in the research community

for experimentation-based research.Researchers and experimenters seek ways

to validate their models with real system implementations in order to achieve

high accuracy and precision capturing real world settings. From one hand, the

current research practice has considered the theoretical analysis and the sim-

ulation for the evaluation of a new wireless protocol or a policy/technique.

Relying on them the researchers have aimed at obtaining important informa-

tion about performance evaluation and efficiency in terms of various metrics

such as throughput, delay, power consumption, etc. However, in order to have

analytically tractable models, several simplifications of the real world have to

be made.

While the simulations have the ability to incorporate more general models,

researchers are practically limited by the complexity of the simulation software

and their limited knowledge of the wireless environment. Some specific limita-

tions of the simulation approach in depicting a real wireless network include

inaccurate representation of the wireless medium, simplification of synchro-

nization issues that occur in wireless terminals and ignorance of several aspects

such as the computational overhead. Due to the above limitations, researchers

have focused in the last few years on the studying of wireless schemes through

implementing them on real platforms. This new trend in wireless networks has

triggered the birth and evolution of several wireless testbeds around the globe.

Although the provision of testbeds can become a remedy against the simu-

lation defects, testbed experimentation itself poses challenges that can in some

cases cause inconsistencies and inaccuracies. Factors such as time relevance or

hardware and software compatibility can have such confounding features that

can lead in lack of precision and deception during experimentation. Moreover,

those confounding factors can also be a product of the different and variant

3
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4 introduction

tools that a user/experimenter is called to handle properly. Alleviating those

factors is of paramount importance for testbed provision and experimentation

services support. One of the goals in this work is to facilitate a testbeds’ in-

strumentation and evolve the experimentation procedure by enabling a sys-

tematic experimental methodology. This Thesis consists of two parts that are

strongly related to each other and aim at close interaction with experimenters.

An overview of the organization of this Thesis is illustrated in Fig. 1. Relying

on this organization, we give an extensive summary below.

Figure 1: Thesis Overview.

As the need for realistic wireless experimentation becomes prominent, the

first part of this Thesis describes the efforts for developing (deploying and

evolving) a wireless testbed infrastructure. Our scope was not limited to im-

itate the contemporary practice that usually considered the provision of re-

sources among the administrators of the testbed or the local users of the re-

spective research institute or university. Instead, we aimed at moving beyond

and achieve efficient utilization of the testbed resources. We managed to de-

velop and evolve existing free and open-source software tools so as to simplify

and accelerate the experimentation phases. Our focus aimed at the provision

of ease in the experimentation procedure that usually frightened and alienated

non-advanced linux/systems users from real experimentation.

In the second part of this Thesis, we study two different networking problems

that were evaluated upon the wireless testbed infrastructure. Our approach

combines both theoretical model design with real testbed implementation and

evaluation. The first problem under consideration deals with user cooperation
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1.1 motivation 5

in wireless networks. We study cooperative schemes that can be applied in

WiFi networks and contemporary cellular network technologies such as LTE-A

(4G). To this end we propose a novel architecture for packet-level cooperative

forwarding and scheduling. The second problem under consideration deals

with the hot topic of data offloading from cellular to WiFi networks. We study

the conditions under which data offloading can provide benefits both to users

and operators. We design a framework that determines which mobile users

should be offloaded, based on the energy cost incurred to the cellular base

stations (eNB) for serving their demands.

1.1.1 Part I - Testbed Development

We rethink the standard operation of a wireless testbed, in order to deploy

a wireless testbed infrastructure characterized by a user-oriented twist. The

building of functional wireless networking system prototypes and the deploy-

ment of the respective large scale experimentation, although they have become

a standard research practice among many researchers, they pose significant

challenges that deal with testbed management and control. To that end, wire-

less testbed support has a significant role: “to provide users with an efficient envi-

ronment that will simplify development, and conduct of experimentation as well as the

evaluation of observed results”.

Getting inspired by the above principles, we have deployed NITOS (Network

Implementation Testbed using Open Source software) so as to offer means for

easing the process in wireless testbed experimentation. NITOS wireless testbed

has been established and built in the premises of the University of Thessaly

and it is open and remotely-accessible 24/7 providing its resources for exper-

imental purposes (url: http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr). Open Source and custom-made

software can be utilized, modified and tested upon the NITOS hardware facili-

ties. Initially, the gist of NITOS wireless testbed was the experimentation with

WiFi technology. Since then, it has been evolved and now incorporates differ-

ent wireless and wired technologies (WiFi, WiMAX, LTE-A, sensors, OpenFlow,

SDN), being available to researchers, for remote experimentation.

Filling the Gap between Theory and Practice: Nothing can make a re-

searcher/experimenter in wireless networks wonder - the state of an intense

brain-teaser in which he finds himself when his certainties fall to pieces; when

the assumptions that he has adopted (usually following the current practices

in the literature) and the designs that he has modeled and proved on the pa-
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6 introduction

per fail shortly to reveal the correct and many times expected results. Before

identifying the reason why this can happen and why results cannot be straight-

forwardly obtained when implementing the designed model, the researcher

struggles to fathom and revisits his model again and again to determine any

possible missing parameter that might toggle his model from the state of being

inefficient to operational. At this particular point the experimenter identifies

the gap that separates the theory from practice when math equations indicate

the correct solution but the real implementation apparently not.

Of course, there is always the possibility that the experimenter to make a

mistake. However, without ignoring the researcher’s inattentive oversight or

coding erratums, the need for a framework that can offer sufficient methods

to a researcher so as to assist him with the experimentation is rather impor-

tant.This framework should allow the researcher to select the resources that

best fit in his model for a particular scenario under consideration. In addition,

it will also aid the researcher at assessing the wireless experimentation envi-

ronment so as to be able to estimate better the performance of his models.

In addition, a researcher having the flexibilities offered for systematic experi-

mentation by a testbed control and management framework, can have all the

essential means to detect and avoid possible errors, to identify scenarios and

perform comprehensive and qualitative analysis of the results.

While moving from simulation to real testbed experimentation much more

realism rather than abstraction is considered. As real experimentation is consid-

ered as more accurate and can offer consistent results that can lead researchers

to safe inferences, simulation and emulation offer a more scalable environment

for experimentation at a cost of an induced imprecise model representation.

However, since the real wireless environment is not likely to be fully controlled

when experimenting, offering the flexibility to a researcher to handle and in-

strument efficiently his experimentation by reproducing, repeating and verify-

ing the same scenario will be of paramount importance. In Fig. 2, we illustrate

a classification on validation of the current experimentation methods, and we

also provide some exemplary cases of simulators, emulators and real testbeds.

A short comparison the experimentation methods is also given in Table. 1.

The Need to Manage and Maintain Testbed Systems: Most of the ongoing

testbed deployments maintain a pilot profile, with a main emphasis on support-

ing the experimentation part focusing on the provision of various technologies

for validating protocols and algorithms and leaving the management part be-

hind. This effect happens regularly in small testbed deployments in academia
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1.1 motivation 7

Figure 2: Classification of Experimentation Methods.

Table 1: Experimentation Methods Comparison

Experimentation Methods Characteristics

Simulation

Closed environment

No interaction with external environment

System/Network is abstracted at all

Emulation
Semi-Open environment

Both Real and Modeled Network/System

elements are used

Real Testbed
Open environment

All elements are real

where the notion of supporting and maintaining an experimentation infras-

tructure is restricted to the scope of supporting the needs of a limited local

research group. However, once a testbed deployment scales up beyond pilot

trials to sustain more users and multiple technologies, management challenges

are likely to arise, impending the normal operation of the testbed.
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8 introduction

While in the early days of wireless testbeds deployments, the administra-

tors were using common (or even no) tools to manage the testbed, nowadays,

with the continuously increasing demand, they have appealed to more sophis-

ticated solutions which can efficiently manage the testbed resources. Therefore,

testbed management frameworks have been developed aiming at instrument-

ing testbed experimentation support.

Initially, Emulab and OMF (cOntrol Management Framework) were built

focusing on the special requirements of the testbed type that were destined.

Since their establishment, those frameworks have been evolved to accommo-

date to the realism of larger and more complex type of testbed experimen-

tation including federation of geographically distributed testbeds. Each one

has been designed to span and overlap over more heterogeneous technology

deployments and offer diverse means of experimentation to end users. Even

more, more specific tools and testbed experimentation frameworks have been

developed to complement and over-provision certain services for different and

various types of experimentation. Ofelia Control Framework, NEPI are such

paradigms. Some of the basic and most common features that characterize

their management operation are listed below in Table 2.

Table 2: Testbed Operational Features

Remote control and management

Publicly available remote access

Federation and shared resources capabilities

Systematic experiment definition

Flawless execution environment with transparent procedures

A systematic and contrived way of measurement collection

Experiment repeatability/reproducibility

Experiment verifiability

Moreover, contrary to wired network testbeds, wireless testbed deployments

face very important challenges, that derive from the unpredicted behavior of

the wireless connectivity which can affect seriously the experimental results.

Therefore the management framework that controls and presides over the ex-

perimentation in this type of testbeds should incorporate means for assessing

the wireless medium as well as to utilize efficiently the available resources. In

this thesis we describe our approach towards the dissemination of wireless

bandwidth on a non-RF isolated testbed using WiFi technology. Our contribu-
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1.1 motivation 9

tion is composed of two basic subsystems that have been incorporated and

utilized in the NITOS platform: i) An OSI layer 2 protocol that assesses Topol-

ogy and Link Quality and ii) A scheduling service that performs fine-grained

distribution of wireless bandwidth and prevents user experiments from inter-

fering with each other.

1.1.2 Part II - Testbed Experimentation

Although the Testbed Experimentation part complements or follows logically

after the first part of the Testbed Development, it can also be seen in a standalone

fashion. In this second part we present topics and provide respective solutions

inspired by the latest advances, trends and requirements in the field of wireless

communications. Our initial motivation was the evaluation of the performance

of the proposed techniques in a real system implementation so as to prove

their validity and ensure their applicability. In this thesis we have proceeded

in the implementation and evaluation of certain techniques and schemes that

are pertinent to scheduling and resource allocation schemes in wireless networks.

Considering the current challenges that contemporary networks face we have

managed to provide consistent solutions relying on optimization theory tech-

niques. Furthermore, as our intention was not limited by theory, we tested

our solutions in real system implementation aiming to obtain tangible results.

Below we describe the basic pilots that were the gist of our inspiration.

Are Contemporary Wireless Technologies Sufficient to Address Mobile

Users Demands? Today we are witnessing an unprecedented growth on data

traffic demand that puts significant strain to operators so as to provide suf-

ficient solutions for satisfying mobile user demands. Taking also into account

the mobiles users’ increasing data consumption rate, there is a rational concern

across industry and academia that networks are close to attain their capacity

capabilities in the near future.

Current LTE rates support a peak download of 300 Mbps and 75 Mbps in the

uplink under ideal conditions. Comparing those rates with the rates offered by

former 3G and 3.5G technologies, they are about four to five times faster. LTE-

A promises to offer higher rates, however, even those rates are insufficient to

address the forecast for the increased data traffic demand [63] (see also Fig. 3

taken from Cisco Visual Networking Index Report).
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Figure 3: Cisco Mobile Data Traffic Forecast [63].

Even for WiFi technology things have considerably changed since its first

introduction in the market in 1997. The first protocol promised to offer quoted

downlink rates of 2Mbps, in sequence 802.11a and 802.11b enhanced WiFi ver-

sions promised to offer 11Mbps and 54Mbps, respectively. Since then many re-

vised advancements have been unfolded and the latest 802.11ac version promises

to deliver rates of at least 1Gbps and a single link throughput of at least 500

Mbps. Moreover, WiFi has become the wireless connection of choice (when

it is available) for many mobile users, as most smartphones, tablets, laptops

and mobile handheld devices are equipped with WiFi. In addition, novel WiFi

advancements such as WiFi direct that allows the instant exchange of data

between users, can act as enablers for proximity services between local users.

With half of all IP traffic expected to be delivered over WiFi within 3 years

[63], WiFi access points and network management software are increasingly

important to mobile operators.

Alleviating the imminent capacity crunch is a challenge both for industry

and academia. Of course their motivations stem from different origins (either

pure fiscal or intellectual, or they can be a combination of the above), how-

ever, their targets lie on a common ground to deliver sophisticated solutions

for guaranteed services to end users. In order to tackle the ever-increasing

demand for data and to specify the requirements for future radio, wireless in-

frastructure companies and other members of the 3GPP standardization group,

have set out an astounding challenge to increase capacity by “1000x by 2020”

for the 5G standardization process. The key to the potential solution requires
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1.1 motivation 11

a combination of many methods and techniques that are offered but not ex-

ploited at all by the current technology. Smart multiplexing of those methods

can offer astounding tangible results. The above employs the management of

more resources (power, capacity, frequency etc.) in the form of small cells and

spectrum, as well as the adoption of radically different ways of acquiring, de-

ploying, operating, scheduling and allocating these resources. Some of these

methods incorporate techniques for cooperative networking, data relaying and

forwarding, data offloading, small cell and Heterogeneous networks manage-

ment and deployment.

Our aim in this thesis part is to study models that can be effectively lever-

aged in order to improve certain system performance targets as well as to pro-

vide tangible and practical solutions that can be incorporated into real system

implementation. Moreover, we seek to attain balanced tradeoffs among opti-

mization parameters and enable controllable knobs in order to provide flexible

and robust solutions tackling the diverse ambient conditions of the wireless

environment.

Relay and Cooperation: To Unfold the Hidden Potential of Wireless Com-

munications: Cooperative relaying and data forwarding can unfold the wire-

less medium potential to offer boost in networking performance. Both through-

put benefits and power consumption savings can be harvested just by rethink-

ing the way that the contemporary communication operates. Consider the sim-

plest scenario where a source node aims to transmit data to a destination node.

If the communication link or wireless conditions between those two endpoints

are insufficient to benefit the direct communication, then an alternative solution

would be to leverage neighboring intermediate nodes to assist communication

by forwarding the data. Despite the fact that the the above solution can be os-

tensible simplistic, it introduces novel ramifications that we seek to highlight

comparing to the current wireless communication approach.

We identify solutions that can be both applicable to WiFi and LTE-A cellu-

lar networks. From the one hand, current cellular deployments cannot benefit

users that are located in the cell edges and exhibit poor throughput perfor-

mance causing also increased power consumption. From the other hand, WiFi

wireless networks, either these are WLANS, mesh networks or rapid deploy-

able networks utilizing WiFi direct technology, warrant for a new low-cost,

ad-hoc, and viral approach that do not require traditional RF planning and can

better leverage existing premises and backhaul opportunities.
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Wireless Data Offloading: To Disrupt Contemporary Wireless Communi-

cations: WiFi offloading is emerging as an attractive solution to mobile network

operators so as to mitigate the strain that they face to satisfy the mobile user in-

creasing demand for traffic. As the number of mobile devices that feature WiFi

capabilities is increasing and WiFi Access Points are becoming widely avail-

able in locations such as homes, offices, shopping malls, airports or stations,

the offloading solution can play a pivotal role for becoming a shift paradigm

in future networks.

Not only the need to provide sufficient services to mobile users, not only

the total networking performance benefits, but also the interplay between op-

erators and home users is essential to be ramified.Mobile network operators

can lease already deployed WiFi networks to offload their traffic and reduce

their servicing cost. In this context, determining which mobile users should be

offloaded, based on the energy cost incurred to the cellular base stations (eNB)

for serving their demands is of paramount importance. Accordingly, a routing

policy that the mesh network should employ so as to serve the offloaded traffic

with the minimum possible cost should be identified. Moreover, the reimburse-

ment offered by the operator should be dispensed to the different mesh users,

according to their contribution and added-value significance.

Mobile data offloading warrants for a viral deployment approach where het-

erogeneous cells and diverse technologies co-exist and overlap in the same lo-

cation. A disruptive mobile data offloading framework is not limited to enable

the toggling of users from cellular to WiFi, but it should coordinate scheduling

and resource allocation decisions aiming to indicate efficient solutions for self orga-

nizing networks. Those decisions relying on the performance metrics and mon-

etary reimbursement should enable consistent motivation to operators, mobile

users and WiFi network users in order to participate in this interplay and ben-

efit themselves.

1.2 synopsis

In this thesis, we initially present at the first part the efforts for creating an in-

novative wireless testbed facility to provide the means for efficient experimen-

tation and instrumentation in wireless testbeds. Proceeding into the second part

we explore through testbed experimentation resource allocation and scheduling

problems. We study those problems, propose relative solutions and implement

models in the context of cellular and ad-hoc wireless networks.
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We begin with Chapter 2, where we propose a scheme that exploits wireless

testbeds functionality by introducing spectrum slicing of the testbed resources.

This scheme is incorporated inside OMF, an already existing wireless testbeds’

managerial framework, which is widely used by many researchers. Our aim

is to maximize the utilization efficiency of testbed resources among wireless

testbeds users.

In Chapter 3, we focus on testbed resource management. We present a Topol-

ogy and Link Quality Assessment Protocol (TLQAP), which we have imple-

mented as a wireless testbed management framework component, that is used

to inspect link quality between wireless testbed nodes and appropriately map

them to user experiment requirements. TLQAP is used by experimenters to

assess interconnection topology and link quality by estimating packet deliv-

ery ratio (PDR) and transmission delay at each node for all requested channel,

rate and transmission power combinations. Moreover, we demonstrate TLQAP

capabilities by developing a connectivity tool that utilizes TLQAP so as to vi-

sualize link quality assessment over the testbed topology.

Moving in the second part of this thesis, we deal with testbed experimenta-

tion. In Chapter 4, we present an implementation design of a TDMA protocol

for the canonical diamond-topology network containing a source, two relays

and a destination (single unicast session). We are getting inspired by the es-

tablished Lyapunov-methodology, to propose an online strategy for the relay

selection/scheduling problem. We implement this strategy inside the proposed

TDMA protocol in order to operate over a CSMA enabled WiFi infrastruc-

tureless network. Our scheme has been implemented and tested thoroughly

through experimentation in the NITOS wireless testbed.

In Chapter 5, we discuss the potential of leveraging relaying and data for-

warding in next generation cellular networks. Getting inspired by the latest

advances in the cellular networks, we discuss a potential evolution of LTE-A

that employs user equipments (UE) as an active element of the network, in or-

der to enable new use-cases. The proposed architecture leverages the legacy UE

and extends its capabilities to operate simultaneously over multiple base sta-

tions (eNBs). Therefore, an evolved-UE (eUE) is introduced to enable reliable

multi-hop operation through cooperative relaying and to achieve low latency

communication through L2/MAC forwarding.

In Chapter 6, we study data offloading for LTE-A cellular mobile users to

WiFi mesh networks. As the unprecedented growth of mobile data traffic places
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significant strain on cellular networks, alternative plans for exploiting already

existing and underutilized wireless infrastructure, become quite attractive. Mo-

bile network operators can lease WiFi mesh networks to offload their traffic and

reduce their servicing cost. We propose a framework to determine the power

costly users which need to be offloaded, and a sharing profit framework that

dispenses the financial merits among WiFi mesh users. We evaluate our work

by simulating the operation of the LTE-A network, and conducting experimen-

tation in the NITOS testbed for the mesh network.
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2
T O WA R D S M A X I M I Z I N G W I R E L E S S T E S T B E D

U T I L I Z AT I O N U S I N G S P E C T R U M S L I C I N G

As experimentation becomes one of the de-facto approaches for benchmarking,

researchers are turning to testbeds to test, review and verify their work. As a

result, several research laboratories build wireless testbeds, in order to offer

their researchers a real environment to test their algorithms. As testbeds be-

come more and more popular, the need for a managerial tool that will not only

provide a unified way for defining and executing an experiment and collecting

experimental results, but that will also serve as many users as possible max-

imizing the utilization of its resources, is growing. In this spirit, we propose

a scheme that exploits wireless testbeds functionality by introducing spectrum

slicing of the testbed resources. This scheme can be incorporated inside OMF,

an already existing wireless testbeds managerial framework, which is widely

used by many researchers.

Keywords: wireless testbed experimentation, management framework, spectrum slicing
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2.1 introduction

The theoretical analysis and the simulation of a new wireless protocol or

technique can give us important information about its performance in terms

of throughput, delay, power consumption, etc. However, in order to have ana-

lytically tractable models, several simplifications of the real world have to be

made. While the simulations have the ability to incorporate more general mod-

els, we are still limited by the complexity of the simulation software and our

limited knowledge of the wireless environment. Some specific limitations of

the simulation approach in depicting a real wireless network include inaccu-

rate respresentation of the wireless medium, simplification of synchronization

issues that occur in wireless terminals and ignorance of several aspects such as

the computational overhead.

Due to the above limitations, researchers have focused in the last few years

on the studying of wireless schemes through implementing them on real plat-

forms. Most of the implementation is done on open source platforms, such as

software defined radios or open source wireless drivers. This new trend in wire-

less networks has triggered the birth and evolution of several wireless testbeds

around the globe. Researchers may reserve a testbed for a specified time and

execute their experiments there. But, how is that reservation made? Until now,

the experimenter reserved the whole testbed (or a very large part of it if we are

talking for a really big testbed such as ORBIT) even if he actually needed only
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2.1 introduction 19

a few nodes and frequency channels. This reservation policy prohibits other

users from using the testbed at the same time, since the experiments may inter-

fere with each other. Moreover, most of the times the reservation is made after

an oral agreement between the potential users.

An answer to these issues would be the dynamic, on-demand partition of the

testbed to smaller parts, based on the available resources and the experimenters

demands. So, we need to build a managerial mechanism that will be able to

both handle multiple requests from the testbed users and partition the testbed

efficiently by creating virtual slices and assigning them to the respective users.

We intend to build such a mechanism using spectrum slicing techniques.

Currently, one of the most used testbeds is ORBIT [48] in WINLAB [20].

ORBIT consists of 400 nodes, available to the registered users. It has a very

well organized management system which allows users to book the testbed at

available time slots. Although ORBIT’s reservation framework is very useful

since it allows a large amount of users to remotely access the testbed, it has a

significant drawback: It does not allow for efficient use of the testbed resources.

In most of the experiments, only a small amount of nodes are being used, while

the rest are staying idle. Usually, a researcher reserves the whole testbed (400

nodes) for a couple of hours and he only uses no more than 10 nodes, leaving

the rest 390 nodes idle. With slicing, these nodes could serve the needs of other

users.

ORBIT’s example shows the need to develop a tool that will maximize the

utility of a wireless testbed. In this work, we are proposing a scheme based on

spectrum slicing, which takes advantage of the large availability of a particular

resource -that is spectrum- and, through that, increases the whole testbed’s

availability to experimenters. Of course slicing can refer to other resources

too, such as power (adjust the power that each slice will transmit to create

a “safe” area for each user), network cards (a node that has many network

cards could assign subgroups of them to different experimenters) and nodes

(many users could use the same node using virtualization techniques), how-

ever in this work we focus on spectrum slicing. This scheme is developed as

a part of a more generic managerial framework that is being designed in the

concept of OneLab2 [15]. OneLab2 intends to federate heterogeneous testbeds

located in different places under a unified system. As we are illustrating in

later sections, our new managerial mechanism allocates a particular group of

channels to a group of nodes that is assigned to one user. In this way, we opti-
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20 towards maximizing wireless testbed utilization using spectrum slicing

mize the resources usage of the testbed by allowing multiple users to operate

on the testbed simultaneously, without interfeering with each other.

The challenge in wireless testbeds slicing is the isolation of experiments, as

there are inter-dependencies among the resources. In contrast to a wired inter-

face where all we need to do is to manage the sharing of a specified resource

on a single node, sharing a wireless interface may also affect the sharing of

interfaces on other nodes. What correlates them are things like spectrum, loca-

tion and power which are also correlated. Power and location for instance, are

two factors that could affect each other.

2.2 related work

Several work has been made on efficient resource allocation on wireless

testbeds. However, most of this work is focused on virtualization techniques,

which implies more complex implementation and operating system depen-

dence. Next, we are giving two representative examples of such systems:

emulab. Emulab is a network testbed, giving researchers a wide range

of environments in which to develop, debug, and evaluate their systems. In

Emulab, there has been developed a system which virtualizes hosts, routers

and networks, while retaining near total application transparency. This system

is based on FreeBSD Jails, which provides filesystem and network namespace

isolation and some degree of superuser privilege restriction.[7]

mirage. Mirage is a resource allocation system, which was designed for

sensor networks testbeds and it is based on an auction scheme. The experi-

menters are bidders, who argue for resources, using a virtual currency issued

by the central system. So, if a user uses the testbed in a way that matches

the system’s criteria, then he has more credits to claim resources for a next

experiment.[39]

nitlab. In NITLab [12], we have implemented a spectrum slicing scheme,

which however had some significant drawbacks and we decided to change it to

this one we are describing here. Specifically, we had focused on the new frame-

work of Linux wireless drivers, provided by cfg80211 [4]. Those two packets,
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which are meant to replace Wireless Extensions [21, 108], can support Cen-

tral Regulatory Domain Agent (CRDA) [6] which controls the channels to be

set on the system, based on the regulations of each country. By making some

changes on this, we managed to succeed spectrum slicing on our testbed. How-

ever, this scheme limited us in terms of the available drivers that could be used

with it and the Linux kernel versions that could enhance CRDA. Moreover,

this scheme’s implementation was tricky and very much system dependable.

[28, 29]

Our work here is independent from the related works described above and

can be used in cooperation to them, as it schedules resource utilization from

a higher level. Furthermore, we are moving our implementation on to a more

abstract level, that is the one of the management framework, in order to set it

platform independent, since OMF is intended to cover more platforms that just

Linux. An analysis on virtualization schemes can be also found in [93], however

in this work, we are actually implementing the spectrum slicing scheme, which

as shown in Section 2.5 has a very good performance on our testbed, while with

its extensions that we are planning (see Section 2.7), we are expecting to scale

for even more large and complex testbeds.

2.3 wireless testbed managerial framework

We are using cOntrol and Management Framework (OMF) [95] for manage-

rial framework. Currently OMF is deployed on several testbeds around the

globe, including ORBIT. Using a ruby-like experiment definition language, the

experimenter writes an abstract description of the experiment, stating which

nodes to use and what for, uses traffic generators, sinkers and other utilities

which are being constantly updated and integrated inside OMF. Providing

full transparency to users, OMF is responsible for loading their images to the

testbed nodes that they have asked for, for configuring the nodes based on the

experiment description and for gathering the results. Currently OMF consists

of three basic components: Gridservices, Nodehandler and Nodeagent, where the

first two run on the testbed server, while the third one runs on each node. Next,

we give a short description of each one of these components:

gridservices. Gridservices consist of a set of web services, which are re-

sponsible for both executing system actions, such as turning a node on or off,
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rebooting nodes, loading images, etc. and getting information about the testbed

as they have access to two databases: one for the testbed and its configuration

and one for the scheduler where we keep information critical for slicing. Grid-

services are residing on the testbed server.

nodehandler. Nodehandler does the actual testbed management using

Gridservices and other operating system applications. The user interacts with

the Nodehandler to load an image to the nodes and to execute an experiment.

Based on the experiment definition, which Nodehandler is responsible to inter-

pret, this component is sending the respective commands to the nodes in order

to configure them and trigger the applications needed for the experiment. Like

Gridservices, Nodehandler runs on the testbed server too.

nodeagent. Contrarily to Gridservices and Nodehandler, Nodeagent runs

on the client-side of the testbed; that is the nodes. Previously we said that

Nodehandler is responsible for sending commands to the nodes, based on the

experiment definition. Here comes Nodeagent, which is responsible for receiv-

ing these commands them, understanding them and then trigger the respective

applications. These applications could refer to the node configuration, a traffic

generator, a traffic sink, etc.

We had to extend all the three components above to integrate spectrum slic-

ing support inside OMF. In the next section, we will show our basic idea for

achieving spectrum slicing, the dilemmas and the decisions we had to make

when implementing our scheme in OMF.

2.4 scheduling experiments on wireless testbeds

Currently OMF does not include any scheduling algorithms that would syn-

chronize the experiments execution. Its implementation does not include any

permissions checking for access to the testbed resources. However, in a public,

multiuser environment, we need a system that will be able to assign resources

only to the users that have the right to use them, while offering the experi-

menters a way to declare the resources that they need for their experiments.

In our work, resources are divided in two categories: nodes and spectrum. So,

we are providing a tool which is used by the experimenters to reserve nodes

and spectrum for some time (which should not exceed some limit). Using spec-
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trum slicing, our tool makes the testbed available to users who would like to

use different resources at the same time.

2.4.1 Spectrum Slicing

By slicing, we mean the partitioning of the testbed based on some criteria.

With spectrum slicing, we aim to partition the testbed into smaller, virtual,

testbeds which are using different spectrum and, hence, they do not interfere

with each other. The spectrum that each virtual testbed will use could be either

defined by the experimenter at scheduling or dynamically assigned, if the ex-

perimenter does not care about the channel that he uses (for example he could

ask for any channel of 802.11g modulation).

Spectrum slicing can be combined with any other resource allocation scheme,

since it does not require any “negotiations” with other system resources. Fur-

thermore, spectrum is always associated with a wireless testbed experiment

and, hence, there will always be a chance to slice the testbed based on the

wireless channels each experiment needs.

(a) Testbed deployment overview. (b) Selection of particular testbed

node.

Figure 4: NITOS Scheduler Node Selection

2.4.2 Allocating Resources - Slices

Slices are created dynamically, upon the user reservation procedure. As we

have already mentioned, we discriminate resources in two categories: nodes

and spectrum. Resource allocation can be made statically or dynamically. Cur-

rently, we have developed a static scheme, but we working on extending it
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based on Topology and Link Quality Assessment Protocol (TLQAP) [104]. In

this scheme, the experimenter selects the nodes and the channels he would like

to use during reservation, while at the same time, he also declares the time slots

that he will be using those resources. Next, we are illustrating the basic idea

of our resource allocation scheme, based on spectrum slicing. Finally, we are

making a brief report on how dynamic resource allocation would be succeeded

by extending our already existing tools.

Let us consider a testbed with OMF as its management system. As we have al-

ready mentioned, OMF does not include a scheduler, hence we need to develop

one as a separate component of our system. In NITLab, we have developed a

scheduler, whose User Interface is available to public, through our web site.

This User Interface is responsible for guiding the user through the reservation

process and is designed in such a manner that the experimenter may have a

very specific view of the testbed topology. Providing outside and inside view

of our six-floor building, we aim to give the experimenters the best perspective

of the nodes that they are reserving for their experiments.

Now consider an experimenter who would like to use the testbed. Assuming

that he has already registered, he may log in to the scheduler’s web site and

gain access to its User Interface. From there, he first chooses the date that he

would like to run his experiments. Then, the actual scheduling process begins,

with the experimenter seeing our testbed building with an indication beside

each floor on the number of each node type that reside on that floor, as shown

in Figure. 4.a.

Based on these data, the user can choose a floor and guide around it from

both an outside and inside view. Having an exact view of the position of each

node, he makes his choice by selecting to reserve one, as shown in Figure 4.b.

But, we said that we allow many users to use the testbed at the same time, so

how do we know that this user does not try to reserve a node, already reserved

by another user? There is a clock on each frame, which can be clicked by the

user on the time he would like to check the nodes status. By clicking there,

the frame is automatically refreshed and the nodes are colored according to

their status, while at the same time, the new user loses permission to request

a new reservation on that node at that time. So, at this phase, the demand for

reservation overlap prevention is satisfied; the experimenter chooses a node

available at the time he needs it and proceeds to the next step.
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At this point, the user has selected his node and he is about to reserve it for

some time. For this end, we give him two clocks, one for choosing the start

time for his experiment and one for the end time (see Figure 5a). But, hasn’t

he clicked on a clock before? If we give him another clock, how de we know

that he won’t try to use a node reserved by another user by “tricking” the

scheduler? First of all, we need to clarify that the clock of the previous step

is used for checking and not for reserving, as such a thing would not be very

practical for the user. The answer of the second question that may arise is that

we perform the same check of the previous step here too. So, when the time

duration that the experimenter chooses at this step, includes time of another

user on this node, the scheduler does not allow him to move on to the next

step and, hence, reserve the node.

Guided by the scheduler, the experimenter has successfully chosen a node

and some time to use it. The last thing he has to do is to choose the spectrum

he would like to use; that is a group of channels that will be reserved for

him during his time (see Figure 5b). Again, the scheduler does not allow the

experimenter to choose a channel that is reserved by another one during that

time. This is the final step; the experimenter submits his choice and the system

reserves the node and the spectrum for him. After that, he goes to the first step,

getting the picture of the whole bulding to continue with his reservations.

The scheduler identifies the user and lets him edit or delete his reservations

at any time. It also keeps track of the last choices that he made on reservation

time and spectrum, providing them to him as default choices for the current

session. Finally, the scheduler provides the experimenter with the option to

check out all his reservations, grouped by the reservation time. So, at any time,

he may login and checkout the nodes and the channels he has reserved for

some time.

2.4.3 Implementation

The implementation of our spectrum slicing scheme is done on two levels: (a)

the user interface which guides the user through the reservation process and

does not allow him to reserve an already reserved resource and (b) the OMF

components, where we have added new and extended old ones to succeed the

monitoring and control of the slices that are created at reservation. Next, we

are examining in more depth the implementation details of each one of these

two levels.
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(a) Time reservation of particular

node.

(b) Spectrum Selection.

Figure 5: NITOS Scheduler Resource Reservation

2.4.3.1 User Interface

The scheduler’s user interface is designed to be available through a web site,

so that any users may have access to it. Its goal is to allow the experimenters

reserve the resources they need (in terms of nodes and spectrum) in an efficient

way for the testbed usage. So, we need to reassure two things: on the first hand

an easy to use environment and, on the other hand, an application that does not

allow their choices to mess with other experimenters ones. Next, we are giving

the reservation procedure procedure giving all the details of what happens

underneath.

First the user has to log in and choose a date for his experiment. After that,

we create session for that user where we hold the details of his account. From

this point on, the scheduler knows who that user is and, based on that and the

date, it manages permissions to resources that the user might need to access on

the next steps. The main scheduling application is now deployed. This appli-

cation consists of a flash animation which uses multiple PHP scripts and XML

files to give the experimenter the information he needs, as we explain next.

The scheduler gives the user a perspective of the testbed topology. On our

testbed, NITOS, which is located on a six floor building, the scheduler shows

the number of each node type, residing on each floor. The topology view is

loaded dynamically by using XML files. The scheduler application reads the

respective configuration file and loads the topology that the experimenter will

be able to use during his session. We have reached the choice of XML files

because we are aiming to develop a tool that would easily support any other
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similar wireless testbed, without having to do any major changes on the code.

Moreover, the testbeds themselves are not static and it would not be convenient

for the administrators to change the code each time a node falls down, or a new

one is added to the testbed.

The user clicks on a floor and gets its perspective. Our user interface pro-

vides full inside and outside view of the floor. Along with this view, scheduler

provides the user a clock where he clicks on the time he would like to check

for reservations. Each click triggers a PHP script, which checks a database that

resides on the testbed web server (for greater speed) and colors the nodes re-

spectively. So, if the node is free at that time, it is colored with its native color

and the user can make a new reservation. If the node is reserved by another

user, it is colored red and the current user cannot do anything on it. Finally,

if the node is reserved by this user, it is colored purple and the user can edit

his reservation. What we actually do here is to grant permissions on each node

(resource) based on the user that claims it.

The next step, is using similar tools with the experimenter clicking on start

and end time for his experiment and the scheduler checking if those are avail-

able. At each step, the scheduler does not allow the user to move on without

making a right choice. When this step has finished, the experimenter has se-

lected a node and a time duration for his experiment.

Moving on to the final step, the experimenter has to declare the set of chan-

nels that he needs to perform his experiments. Again, using an XML file, sched-

uler loads all channels available, based on the laws of each country. After that,

it checks the database to see which of these channels are reserved by other

users and which ones are reserved by this user at a previous step. Keeping

the same template as before, we mark with red the frequencies that cannot be

chosen, with purple the user’s previous choices on this node (in case the user

had selected to edit his reservation) and with blue the previous user’s choices

on this session, so that he does not have to select the same channels again and

again for each node he reserves.

After that step, the user’s choices are committed to the scheduler’s database.

This database contains information about the testbed topology, the available

spectrum and, of course, all users reservations. Using PHP scripts and XML

configuration files, this database can be automatically updated through the

web site by the scheduler’s administrators. Furthermore, the scheduler’s web

site can provide information to each user of the reservations he has made until
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now, so that he may see older preferences which fitted, check the exact reser-

vation details when the time has come to execute the experiment, or anything

else.

Finally, since the scheduler’s user interface resides on the web server, while

the testbed has another server, we have setup a secure communication channel,

which is used by the scheduler to inform the testbed server’s cron daemon

to schedule necessary tasks for each experiment. Such tasks are unlocking the

users accounts when the reservation starts and locking them when it ends and

setting up firewall rules that prevent the users from trying to access nodes that

are not assigned to them, by using applications others than OMF (for example

secure shell).

2.4.3.2 OMF Components

Until now we have described the part of the scheduler which is focused to

the experimenter and his choices at reservation. This, however, is not always

enough. Mistakes can be made some times willingly, some times not; in any

case, we need to ensure that the experimenters will stick on their choices and,

even if they try, the system will not allow them to use any resources that they

have not reserved.

In order to do that, we have chosen to extend OMF, which is a very popular

managerial framework for wireless tesbeds. In Section 2.3, we gave a short

description on OMF, how it is structured and the role of its components. Here,

we give a detailed description of the additions and the extensions we had to

make inside this framework to integrate spectrum slicing support in it.

Before anything else, we need a way for OMF and the scheduler’s database

to communicate. For this purpose, we have added one more service group to

Gridservices named scheduler and we have added one more service to the in-

ventory service group. Now, let’s see what these services are responsible for.

First of all, the inventory service group is developed inside OMF and provides

a set of webservices that provide general information about the testbed (such as

node names, IP addresses, etc). This information is stored in a database resid-

ing on the testbed server and the inventory service group reads this database

to return the proper response. Our addition here is a service which gets a node

location (that is its coordinates) based on its IP address. Note here that the

node location is a piece of information that is the same on both the scheduler’s
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and the testbed’s database and, thus, we can use it to do the matching. We

have added this service, because when an experiment is executed, OMF does

not know a node’s location; only its IP address.

Now that scheduler knows the exact location of the node, it can use the

scheduler service group to get any information needed from the scheduler’s

database. Namely, the services provided by this group provide functionality to

get a node reservations based on its coordinates, the spectrum that this reser-

vation contains and the user that owns it. Furthermore, it provides services

that can do the matching between a channel or a frequency number and the

respective spectrum identification number as it is stored in the database. All

this information will be used by Nodeagent, which decides whether to allow

the user use the channel or not.

So, Nodeagent is responsible for deciding whether the resources declared

in the experiment should be allocated to the experimenter. In order to decide,

the Nodeagent has to ask the scheduler’s database if the specified resources

have been reserved by the experimenter. But when is the proper time to do

that? Nodeagent will wait until the time comes for the wireless network card

configuration on the node. At that time, the experiment defines a channel to

be used by the network card. So, at this point, Nodeagent knows the channel

and its own IP address. All he needs is the user identification to check with the

scheduler’s database if this channel (and, of course, node) should be allocated

to that user.

However, this is not straightforward, since the user usually logs into the node

as root (keep in mind that the experiment loads his own image to the nodes,

so he has full privileges on them). So, we need to track where did he use the

username that he also used for registering. The scheduler is designed in such

a manner that, when a user registers to the system, then an account with the

same username and password is automatically created to the testbed’s server.

The user uses this account to both access the user interface and the testbed

server (using secure shell connection). Now this can solve our problem, since

we can say for sure that the user that is running the experiment is logged into

the console with the same username that he has made his reservation.

This information, though, relies on the testbed server, while the Nodeagent

runs on the client side; that is the nodes. We need to pass that information from

the server to the clients. This is done by the Nodehandler, the OMF service that

is running on the server side and is responsible for controlling the experiment
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execution. Using its built-in message passing mechanism, Nodehandler tells

the Nodeagent the username of the experimenter and now the last one has

almost everything he needs to do the matching. Anything, but the date: the

system should not rely on the experimenter to keep the clock of his clients

coordinated with the testbed. This is why, Nodehandler sends, along with the

username, the date at that time and the Nodeagent adjusts its clock to match

the server’s.

At this point, Nodeagent has all the information needed to check with the

scheduler if the requested resources should be allocated to the experimenter.

Using the web services we described above, the Nodeagent checks if there is

a reservation at that time for that user and if the spectrum reserved at this

reservation matches the channel that the experimenter has requested to assign

to the network card through his experiment.

If all data match, then the Nodeagent lets the experiment execution move on.

Otherwise, it notifies the Nodehandler that a resource violation has taken place

and stops its execution (without assigning the channel to the node’s network

card). When the Nodehandler receives that message, the execution is termi-

nated immediately and an ERROR message is thrown back to the experimenter

describing the resource violation.

2.5 slicing in action - usage statistics

2.5.1 Testbed Description

The testbed that we used for design and deployment of our scheme is con-

sisted of 10 ORBIT-like nodes, as depicted in Figure 10b and 5 Diskless nodes,

as shown in Figure 6b. An ORBIT-line node consists of a 1GHz VIA C3 proces-

sor, 512MB of RAM, 40GB of hard disk, two ethernet ports and two miniPCI

slots which are used to host two Atheros WiFi cards. Our diskless nodes consist

of a 500 MHz AMD Geode LX800 CPU, 256MB of RAM, a 1GB Flash Memory

Card, two ethernet LAN ports and two Atheros wireless cards.

All the nodes are connected through wired Ethernet with the testbed’s server

- console. In console we have all the required testbed services running. These

services are both network services, such as Dynamic Host Configuration Pro-

tocol (DHCP) server which gives IP address to the nodes, Domain Name Sys-
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(a) ORBIT Node (b) Diskless Node

Figure 6: NITOS Nodes

tem (DNS) server which gives names to the nodes, Network File System (NFS)

server for experiment results and slicing support as we are going to see next,

and testbed services which are combined to the functionality of OMF.

We also maintain a web server where we keep the web interface of our sys-

tem’s scheduler. On this server, we also keep some scripts mandatory for re-

motely booking the nodes and a MySQL server for keeping records of the

testbed status at each slot. Finally, we have set up a secure communication line,

using Secure Shell (SSH) and a RSA key between the web server and console

so that the scripts on the web server trigger the respective scripts on console.

After the user books some nodes at a specific time on the testbed, he logs into

console at that time and from there, he can start using the testbed. The image is

loaded on each node from console through the wired Ethernet interface. More

information about our testbed’s architecture can be found at our web site.

Although we have built this scheme on our testbed, it could also be applied

to any wireless testbed which is using OMF as its management framework.

2.5.2 Usage Statistics

To outline slicing benefits, we have monitored testbed usage for a period of 5

months. We have added logging support to our scheduler as follows: The user

is firstly prompted to enter the number of nodes that are needed by his/her

experiment without being able to see which testbed nodes are occupied. If the

system has enough resources to satisfy the request, the user may continue with

the standard allocation procedure. Otherwise, the scheduler informs the user

that the required amount of nodes cannot be allocated. With this approach we

were able to log the allocation requests which were denied. Note that in the
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Figure 7: Slicing performance for a 5-month period, compared to the simple allocation

policy simulator results for exactly the same workload.

standard scheduler interface, the user is provided with enough visual informa-

tion to determine whether the required number of nodes is available or not

and avoids issuing requests which would be denied.

During these 5 months, the testbed use was approximately 500 hours. During

these hours a total of 1008 requests were issued. To determine overall testbed

utilization, we logged for each hour during which the testbed was in use and

allocation requests were denied, the number of nodes that were not occupied.

More specifically, we regard as the testbed idle time unit the idle hour of a

single node. If for example 5 nodes are idle during a testbed usage hour this

amounts to 5 idle hours. Since we have 15 nodes, the available usage time units

of the logging period were 7500 (TestbedUsageHours ∗NumberOfNodes). To

compare slicing with the simple allocation scheme that cannot allocate wireless

frequencies, we developed a simulator. We should note here, that our testbed

topology, in terms of physical wireless range, forms 2 indepedent neighbour-

hoods. The first neighbourhood has 7 nodes and the second 8. Therefore,the

simple node allocation scheme can assign each node neighbourhood indepen-

dently and host up to two testbed users concurrently. Our simulator imple-

ments this policy, replays the allocation requests that have been logged for the

5-month period, determines the number of denied requests and testbed utiliza-

tion time of the simple allocation scheme. In figure 7 we depict the number of

denied requests along with the testbed total idle time that we logged for slicing

and simulated for simple allocation scheme.
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2.6 conclusions

As wireless networking research emerges, the respective testbed infrastruc-

tures and management systems should employ more sophisticated approaches

to distribute available resources. While many of the management concepts that

have been introduced for wired testbeds, have been extended and reused by

wireless testbed management frameworks, the latter face an additional impor-

tant challenge: the distribution and management of the wireless bandwidth in

terms of frequency channels, which along with the node topology and connec-

tivity range can become a very complicated task. In this work we attempted to

address this issues.

Managing and distributing a collection of wire interconnected computers to

multiple users with guaranteed resource availability, like the number of dedi-

cated processors, memory and network bandwidth, has a number of challenges

which have already been addressed by wired media managing frameworks. To

deploy an experiment, the wireless testbed user will need to allocate nodes that

satisfy certain topology and link quality requirements. Moreover, the knowl-

edge of the maximum possible throughput that each connection can achieve,

allows the user to properly evaluate the observed experiment performance. In

some wireless testbed deployments [20] were all the nodes are in an RF isolated

room and are tightly located to avoid connectivity range problems, the alloca-

tion of frequency channel, also known as slicing, can be performed in a static

manner. In these setups, wireless channels and bandwidth can be distributed

as any other resource, like processors or memory and the user must not be able

to change them.

While the described wireless testbed deployments are appropriate for a wide

range of networking system experiments, there is also a need for testbed de-

ployments that are closer to an end user setup. In such deployments there

might be indoor and outdoor nodes with wireless links of varying quality,

where some of them might not be able to directly communicate. Moreover, the

testbed might not be RF isolated, e.g deployed on a campus site, where sev-

eral other wireless terminals, out of the testbed context, compete for channel

use. Nevertheless, for a certain range of experiments, that usually belong in

wireless mesh network research, the user can take advantage of the described

testbed setups to evaluate networking systems (e.g. adhoc routing protocols,

hidden terminal solutions).
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Regarding resource reservation, until now, the user reserved the whole testbed

(or a very large part of it if we are talking for a really big testbed such as OR-

BIT) even if he actually needed only a few nodes and frequency channels. This

reservation policy prohibits other users from using the testbed at the same

time, since the experiments may interfere with each other. An answer to these

issues would be the dynamic, on-demand partition of the testbed to smaller

parts, based on the available resources and the user demands. To address these

issues we have build a mechanism that uses spectrum slicing techniques but,

still, not all allocation problems have been solved. The user does not apriori

know which nodes will satisfy the experiment needs. Most experiments will

require certain topologies and link qualities between the nodes. A complete

system will interact with the user, gather experiment requirements, find the

nodes that satisfy them and proceed with the slicing allocation. In this work

we have merged our scheduler with Topology and Link Quality Assessment

Protocol (TLQAP) that is described in [104] to provide this support.

The proposed allocation scheme has been developed as a part of a more

generic managerial framework that is being designed in the concept of OneLab2

[15]. OneLab2 intends to federate heterogeneous testbeds located in different

places under a unified system.

2.7 future work

In the domain of scheduling experiments on wireless testbeds, there still

is much work that has to be done. Since we are expecting a growth to the

testbeds usage by the researchers in the near future, we should put our efforts

in developing a scheduling scheme, which will be able to allocate resources

to experimenters efficiently, while, in the same time, it will be providing a

transparent mechanism for executing the experiments.

First of all, we are working on integrating TLQAP in our scheduler. The

scheduler can use TLQAP to extract information about the status of the testbed

resources at any time needed. With this information, it is in place to match the

experimenters demands on power, spectrum, location, etc. with the resources

and schedule the experiment whenever they are available, without having the

experimenter himself to check for their availability at each slot.

As a next step, we are designing a smarter scheduler, which will be work-

ing in a mode similar to an operating system’s one. In detail, we are planning
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to create a tool, with which, the scheduler will be able to handle multiple ex-

perimenters and allocate resources dynamically to users. With this scheme, we

may have two users, running their experiments simultaneously, using chan-

nel 8, with the scheduler letting the first user to transmit for some time and

then the other (just like sharing a resource to many processes on a personal

computer).

Furthermore, we are working on implementing other slicing schemes, which

will depend on the transmission power control, the sharing of wireless net-

work cards and the sharing of nodes themselves. For instance, we may adjust

the power that a node will transmit based on the experiment characteristics

and, thus, create a smaller neighborhood where the experiment will take place,

while the rest of the testbed will stay available to other users. With network

cards sharing, we plan to let two users make use of a node which has two wire-

less cards on, by assigning one card to each user. Finally, nodes sharing will

give us the power to run multiple experiments on different images on the same

for multiple users. We are expecting that this last scheme, in combination with

spectrum and power slicing and wireless cards sharing, will give us a large

scale improvement to the testbed utilization.

Wireless testbeds federation is another step that we are planning to take. The

additions made for spectrum slicing in OMF services, provide us a very good

tool for this end. We are thinking federation in two aspects: that of experiment

execution and of experiment scheduling. Our work focuses on satisfying both

these aspects using web services, which can be used as the tool to remotely

invoke resource, get information, etc. However, with federation, we have other

issues arising too, such as security, since we are dealing with resource alloca-

tion through a public network (Internet).

Our efforts are focused in developing a framework that will give the end-user

a transparent solution for experiments execution, while at the same time, on

the inside, it will use sophisticated mechanisms for efficient resource allocation

and experiment execution. We believe that this work and our future plans are

the right steps to this direction.
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T L Q A P : A T O P O L O G Y A N D L I N K Q U A L I T Y A S S E S S M E N T

P R O T O C O L F O R E F F I C I E N T N O D E A L L O C AT I O N O N

W I R E L E S S T E S T B E D S

In this chapter we present Topology and Link Quality Assessment Protocol

(TLQAP), which we have implemented as a wireless testbed management frame-

work component, that is used to inspect link quality between wireless testbed

nodes and appropriately map them to user experiment requirements. TLQAP

is mainly an OSI layer 2 design for fixed location, non RF-isolated wireless

testbed deployments, which assesses interconnection topology and link quality

by estimating packet delivery ratio (PDR) and transmission delay at each node

for all requested channel, rate and transmission power combinations. Moreover,

TLQAP builds a measurement history log and creates a channel utilization pro-

file, in the context of each testbed node, for all the nearby testbed-external

devices that operate independently in the region and are not under the man-

agement framework control. The analysis of this information enables TLQAP

to choose the channels that have the highest probability of being free during an

experiment. TLQAP OSI layer 2 component has been implemented in the click

modular router framework and the controller component has been integrated

with OMF management framework for wireless testbeds. To outline TLQAP

benefits, we have performed experiments on our ORBIT node testbed and we

compare it to an existing application level measuring tool.

Keywords: link quality measurements, wireless testbed management framework
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3.1 introduction

As wireless computer networking is becoming mainstream for almost any

type of network deployments, research at all design levels of wireless systems

is very active. While for wired network solutions most researchers developed

prototypes on simulation environments, the unpredictable factors that can af-

fect the quality of wireless connectivity, especially in large-scale experiments,

made respective wireless systems simulations almost impossible. To that end,

there is a great need to deploy and manage wireless testbeds that can be used

for the development and evaluation of wireless networking systems.

Managing and distributing a collection of wire interconnected computers to

multiple users with guaranteed resource availability, like the number of dedi-

cated processors, memory and network bandwidth, has a number of challenges

which have already been addressed by managing frameworks for High Perfor-

mance Computing (HPC) clusters. In the same spirit, wireless testbed deploy-

ments also feature a wired ethernet backbone that is used by the respective

resource management frameworks [95]. Therefore, many of the management

concepts that have been introduced for wired testbeds[7][18], have been ex-

tended and reused by wireless testbed management frameworks. On the other

hand, the latter face an additional important challenge: the distribution and

management of the wireless bandwidth in terms of frequency channels, which

along with the node topology and connectivity range can become a very com-

plicated task.

To deploy an experiment, the wireless testbed user will need to allocate

nodes that satisfy certain topology and link quality requirements. Moreover,

the knowledge of the maximum possible throughput that each connection can

achieve, allows the user to properly evaluate the observed experiment perfor-
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mance. In some wireless testbed deployments [20] were all the nodes are in

an RF isolated room and are tightly located to avoid connectivity range prob-

lems, the allocation of frequency channel, also known as slicing [25], can be

performed in a static manner. In these setups, wireless channels and band-

width can be distributed as any other resource, like processors or memory and

the user must not be able to change them. An approach on how this can be

achieved is described in [25].

While the described wireless testbed deployments are appropriate for a wide

range of networking system experiments, there is also a need for testbed de-

ployments that are closer to an end user setup. In such deployments there

might be indoor and outdoor nodes with wireless links of varying quality,

where some of them might not be able to directly communicate. Moreover, the

testbed might not be RF isolated, e.g deployed on a campus site [40] [38], where

several other wireless terminals, out of the testbed context, compete for chan-

nel use. Nevertheless, for a certain range of experiments, that usually belong in

wireless mesh network research, the user can take advantage of the described

testbed setups to evaluate networking systems (e.g. adhoc routing protocols,

hidden terminal solutions). In these testbed cases, the user will need to know

the actual link quality of all the wireless links, as well as the possible topologies

that can be formed by the allocated nodes, in order to evaluate the experimen-

tal results. For example let’s assume that a user needs to test a network coding

design approach.

In network coding, each node that acts as a gateway between other nodes

that cannot communicate directly, may produce a linear combination (mix) of

two or more packets that belong to different flows and avoid this way explicit

transmissions by performing a single transmission of the mixed packet (which

must be appropriately decoded at each destination). Obviously, the biggest

challenge of network coding schemes is to properly identify coding opportu-

nities which directly depend on the network topology and link quality. In this

case the user needs to allocate nodes that satisfy certain topology requirements

and needs to know explicitly the location of each node on the connectivity

graph. In such cases the testbed management framework needs a system like

TLQAP to satisfy the node allocation requirement.

Of course, since the testbed deployment is not RF isolated and the environ-

ment is volatile, the link quality between any pair of nodes may unexpectedly

vary at any point in time due to external interference. For this reason the static
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distribution approach, that is used in RF isolated wireless testbeds, is not effi-

cient for these deployments.

The wireless management framework of non RF isolated testbeds should

feature support that can quickly and accurately inspect the current link quali-

ties between all the available testbed nodes and at all available channels. This

should be the first step of the management framework response to a node al-

location demand. Frequent inspection of the link quality will enable the frame-

work to allocate the nodes that at least have the highest probability to satisfy

the experiment requirements. Of course, during the actual experiment deploy-

ment, intrusive external interference may appear but this will happen with

reduced probability compared to a static channel allocation method. Moreover,

the management framework may perform inspections whenever the testbed is

not in use and identify, independently for each link, time periods where exter-

nal interference will be with high probability minimal. The main characteristics

of an inspection subsystem that frequently determines the quality of wireless

links between testbed nodes should be accuracy, speed and scalability.

In this work we propose the Topology and Link Quality Assessment Proto-

col (TLQAP) which has been designed to satisfy efficiently the aforementioned

need for node allocation on non RF isolated wireless testbeds. TLQAP is an

OSI Layer 2 protocol, tightly integrated with the underlying MAC layer that ex-

ports a control and configuration interface which can be used appropriately by

a management framework. The latter may use TLQAP support to quickly and

accurately determine the current quality of the wireless links between testbed

nodes, on all available channels and rates. We have implemented TLQAP in

the click modular router [73] taking advantage of the available click extensions

for the madwifi driver [11]. On the control side we have implemented an OMF

based controller plugin, that interacts with TLQAP, observes link qualities and

allocates the appropriate nodes based on the user experiment demands. In the

sections that follow we describe the TLQAP protocol, all system components

and their organization and we compare the accuracy, the speed and the scala-

bility of our approach with an approach that is based on existing tools.

3.2 tlqap protocol

The TLQAP approach is based on actual throughput measurements of a fixed

number of consecutive packet transmissions that are initiated at each testbed

node. A typical TLQAP session is as follows. The management framework in-
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Figure 8: TLQAP header.

teracts with the user and creates an xml file (presented in the implementation

section) that describes the required link quality between the nodes that form

the network topology. Then the framework generates a list of the available

nodes and channels, that are not currently assigned to other experiments, and

deploys the TLQAP system. After all the nodes are ready, the management

framework sequentially starts for each node, channel rate and transmission

power, the TLQAP transmission sessions.

Each TLQAP session is comprised of a user defined number of fixed size

packets which are transmitted in one burst at a specific channel, rate and power

combination. These packets are addressed to an arbitrary neighbor node of the

current transmitter and must be transmitted without the 802.11 support for

low level acknowledgements and retransmissions. Otherwise, the packet loss

ratio as captured by TLQAP will be far lower than the underlying, actual loss

ratio. Only one TLQAP session is testbed wide allowed at a time, so the next

TLQAP session on any node may begin after the previous one is completely

finished and all the scheduled packets have been transmitted. Each node initi-

ates TLQAP transmission sessions for all the required channel, rate and power

combinations.

On the other hand, each node sniffs (media is in monitor mode) and logs all

the TLQAP packets that it can hear. TLQAP features a network packet header

that is placed immediately after the ethernet header as depicted in Fig. 8. The

header fields are the sender IP address along with globally agreed identifi-

cation numbers for the channel, rate and transmission power that have been

used for current packet transmission. The TLQAP log is based on a counter

map that holds an independent counter for each sender IP, channel, rate and
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power combination. Each counter is incremented when a packet with the ap-

propriate combination arrives. After all TLQAP sessions have completed, the

management framework collects the counter maps from all the nodes and pro-

cesses them to calculate, for each node, the packet delivery ratio (PDR) for each

channel, rate and power. The PDR from node X to each node Y is calculated by

dividing the number of packets received by Y by the number sent by X. As we

have mentioned, during each transmission session a fixed number of packets

is transmitted. The respective session transmission delay is recorded and it is

immediately retrieved by the management framework which, along with the

counter maps, has all the information that are needed to: i)calculate PDR for

each available link direction and ii)inspect channel traffic. In the next section

we give more details on how we perform all the measurements.

3.3 system implementation

The TLQAP implementation features two main components: An OSI layer 2

component that has been integrated with the linux network stack and a con-

troller component that has been implemented as an OMF [95] wireless man-

agement framework extension.

3.3.1 Network Stack Support

We have implemented the TLQAP protocol in the click modular router frame-

work [73]. Click is a linux packet processor engine that has been integrated in

the linux network stack and is suitable for the development of real world, pro-

duction quality, networking systems that are primarily targetted at OSI layer 2

and 3. In the TLQAP implementation we have used the click extensions for the

madwifi driver that controls the Atheros 5212 chipset. With these extensions,

TLQAP can configure the underlying driver parameters like transmission rate

and power independently for each packet.

The click TLQAP implementation is comprised of two so called click ele-

ments: The TLQAP receiver and the TLQAP transmitter. The network stack

incoming and outgoing processing paths are depicted in figure 9 a) and Fig. 9

b) respectively.

Empty packets of a fixed size are generated by the click RatedSource element

that along with a Burster element form the packet generator engine. This pro-
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Figure 9: TLQAP in the Network Stack: a) incoming path, b) outgoing path

duces a fixed number of packets for each transmission session and pushes

them all at once to the next element which is the TLQAPtransmitter. This ele-

ment, based on its current configuration (rate, channel, power), encapsulates

the packets that arrive from the generator with a properly informed TLQAP

header (Fig. 8) and enqueues them to its transmission queue.

The underlying madwifi driver is instructed to transmit addressed packets

without 802.11x level acknowledgements and retransmissions but it does use

the transmission slot backoff policy. This way the transmission delay of a ses-

sion packet set depends entirely on the rate and the channel traffic. Transmis-

sion delay for a broadcast session is accurately recorded by the TLQAPtransmit-

ter and the value is immediately retrieved by the OMF management framework,

which has to wait for the transmission session to finish. The recorded delay is

used to determine possible channel traffic that originates from a testbed ex-

ternal source. This is a straight forward estimation because at a specific rate

Y bytes/sec, a fixed number X of fixed sized packets of byte size Z, needs

W ∗ X Z
Y seconds to get transmitted over a free channel. The factor W is used

because the wifi header bytes are stripped before delivery to TLQAPreceiver

without being counted, while other low level 802.11 details may introduce ad-

ditional byte transfer delay. After performing numerous experiments on free

channels and different rates we have seen that for 1400 byte ethernet frames W

is equal to 0.7. If the channel is not free, the low level 802.11 transmission back-

off delays will increase the overall packet transmission delay. The fraction of

the recorded TLQAPtransmitter delay by the theoretical transmission delay of a
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session packet set gives the respective free channel ratio. Obviously the larger

the packet set, the more accurate the free channel ratio estimation because a

larger time slot is inspected.

Notably, since TLQAP sessions are transmitted in a single burst and imme-

diately saturate the MAC layer at all available transmission rates, the channel

utilization can be again estimated during each transmission session and an av-

erage can be returned by TLQAP system for each channel. This approach is

employed to inspect channel utilization for a larger time slot which improves

the traffic observation. For this reason, TLQAP sessions, which are started from

the highest provided rate, do not stop when PDR is found equal to one at all

recipient nodes. Note that, in this case, PDR for lower rates will be definitely

equal to 1 for all nodes and the broadcasts from that point onwards are per-

formed only to inspect channel utilization. Of course, the fact that a channel

is found free during the TLQAP measurements does not provide any form of

guarantee that it will continue to be available during the actual deployment

of the user experiment. In the next subsection we describe framework support

that increases the probability that a channel will continue to be free during the

actual testbed use.

In the incoming path (Fig. 9 a), the madwifi driver is configured to operate in

monitor mode and delivers for processing all the frames it receives. After the

wifi header decapsulation the packet is delivered to the TLQAPreceiver element,

which checks if it contains a TLQAP header. If it does, the element reads all

the TLQAP field values and forms a hash identifier that is used to retrieve

and increment the appropriate counter from a hash table (counter map). The

received packet is then discarded. The counter map contents can be retrieved

at any time from the management framework.

Both TLQAPtransmitter and TLQAPreceiver elements can be configured via

the click communication interface. The latter can be accessed on each node via

telnet (over the wired ethernet) or locally via loopback interface. This commu-

nication channel is also used for data retrievals. The described support allows

easy integration of TLQAP with any type of management framework.

3.3.2 Management Framework Support

We have integrated TLQAP with the OMF framework for wireless testbeds.

OMF is a Control, Management and Measurement Framework that provides
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the users with a set of tools to describe, execute and collect the results of an ex-

periment in a straight forward manner. There are three main components that

comprise OMF: i) the gridservices, ii) the nodehandler and iii) the nodeagent.

Below, we give a short description for each one of these components.

Gridservices is a set of web services that are used by OMF to fetch informa-

tion and perform actions remotely on the nodes. These services can be used

for the node system image loading, the experiment execution and the results

collection.

Nodehandler resides on the central server that interacts with the user for

the experiment submission. Moreover, it provides the necessary applications

for node system image loading, experiment execution, image saving and node

status check. Nodehandler communicates with both the gridservices and the

nodeagent to get the required information and perform actions. Regarding the

experiment deployment, nodehandler contains a set of prototypes that can be

used for experiment definition. Based on a message passing system, the node-

handler uses either multicast or unicast communication to contact nodeagent(s)

in order to initiate and control experiment deployment. Finally, nodehandler

watches the experiment execution and notifies the user for any problems that

may arise.

A nodeagent instance is deployed on each testbed node. Contrary to the

nodehandler which is triggered upon load, execution, save or status call, the

nodeagent is constantly active. It is waiting for information to arrive from the

nodehandler, which contain instructions for the experiment deployment. Since

nodeagent runs as a background process, it reports its state to the nodehandler,

which in turn notifies the user.

Apart from these existing components, OMF is being currently extended

with a new component that performs scheduling. In this first scheduler ver-

sion, the user may request the topology and the resources needed for his ex-

periments. Obviously, the scheduler needs to determine the current testbed

topology, link quality and channel utilization to properly decide which node

set matches the experiment requirements.

More specifically, we developed an OMF based TLQAP controller component

to accomplish the following tasks: i) interact with our scheduler and get a

list with nodes and spectrum availability as well as topology and link quality

requirements, ii) configure TLQAPtransmitter and start transmission sessions
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sequentially on each node, iii) collect the transmission delay for each broadcast

session after it is completed, iv) collect the counter maps from all nodes, v)

process results, allocate the nodes and reply to the scheduler.

Initially the user should provide the framework with an abstract description

of the nodes and the link characteristics that are needed between them. Based

on those data, the scheduler creates an XML description of the users’ request.

Before starting the XML dialog, the scheduler also collects information about

the available nodes and the spectrum. Then it initiates communication with

the TLQAP controller, that runs on the OMF server and provides the available

nodes using the following XML syntax that is illustrated via an example:

<TestbedAvailability>

<Domain name="nitos">

<AvailableSpectrum>

<Channel>1</Channel>

<Channel>2</Channel>

</AvailableSpectrum>

<AvailableNodes>

<Node>node001</Node>

<Node>node003</Node>

</AvailableNodes>

</Domain>

<Domain name="sb2">

<AvailableSpectrum>

<Channel>3</Channel>

<Channel>4</Channel>

</AvailableSpectrum>

<AvailableNodes>

<Node>node001</Node>

<Node>node002</Node>

</AvailableNodes>

</Domain>

</TestbedAvailability> �
The TLQAP controller now knows which nodes and channels are available,

but it also needs to know which are the experiment link requirements. For this

reason the scheduler, which has already interacted with the user, issues the

following link quality request:

<NetTopoGraphReq>

<link id="1" type="bidirectional">
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<MaxChannelUtil>30</MaxChannelUtil>

<direction>

<MinRate>10</MinRate>

<MinPDR>60</MinPDR>

<TransPower>60</TransPower>

</direction>

<direction>

<MinRate>10</MinRate>

<MinPDR>60</MinPDR>

<TransPower>60</TransPower>

</direction>

</link>

...............

</NetTopoGraphReq> �
This request describes independently for each link and direction the mini-

mum requirements. Note that the maximum channel utilization refers to the

maximum allowed percentage of channel that may occupied by testbed exter-

nal devices. The TLQAP system should determine and reply with all the links

that meet these requirements. The reply XML syntax is as follows:

<NetTopoGraphRes>

<link id="1">

<node src="Node001">

<connection dest="Node005">

<Channel>48</Channel>

<Rate>10</Rate>

<PDR>60</PDR>

</connection>

<connection dest="Node007">

<Channel>4</Channel>

<Rate>12</Rate>

<PDR>70</PDR>

</connection>

.................

</node>

<node src="Node005">

<connection dest="Node001">

<Channel>48</Channel>

<Rate>10</Rate>

<PDR>60</PDR>

</connection>

<connection dest="Node007">
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<Channel>8</Channel>

<Rate>15</Rate>

<PDR>60</PDR>

</connection>

........................

</node>

..........................

</link>

</NetTopoGraphRes> �

(a) ORBIT Node Schema. (b) ORBIT Node.

Figure 10: ORBIT-Like Nodes

TLQAP controller is now ready to perform the TLQAP based measurements.

Firstly, it inquiries the testbed scheduler to get the list of available nodes and

channels on which TLQAP measurements may be performed. Then the system

uses OMF support to load TLQAP images to the nodes and start TLQAP click

instances. The transmission sessions are sequentially started on each node for

all available channels, rate and power combinations. The controller stores the

reported transmission time after a session finishes. Finally, when the last ses-

sion is finished, the controller collects all the counter maps, processes results

and replies to the scheduler.

Admittedly, determining the connectivity between a group of nodes that be-

long to a non RF isolated testbed, immediately before using them, does not nec-

essarily mean that the observed quality of all the links will remain stable when

the actual experiment is deployed. At least, TLQAP increases the probability

that the chosen nodes will satisfy the experiment needs. To further strengthen

this probability, we have developed a mysql based history log for the quality of

each testbed link on all available channels. Each time TLQAP is deployed and

results are collected and processed, the database is inquired for the quality of

the chosen links on each channel around this time of day and for the past week.
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If the link quality and/or channel does not appear to have stable availability,

the system tries to find a substitute node if it is possible. After this process is

finished, the database is populated with the current link quality measurements

that have been recorded by TLQAP which will be used for future reference. In

order to increase the density of the history log and improve its validity, we

schedule TLQAP sessions for all the idle testbed nodes and channels, every

fifteen minutes, for the sole purpose of expanding the history log.

3.4 evaluation

To evaluate TLQAP we have used our OMF [95] testbed that is deployed on

the main building of our department which is located in the center of Volos

city in Greece. The testbed currently features a total of 9 nodes which are

placed both outdoors and indoors. Around the testbed area and out of the

testbed context, are independently operating 56 access points which are located

in the nearby buildings. Notably, most of the neighbors use 802.11g channels

during business hours. Below we describe our testbed nodes and organization

in detail and we then present and compare TLQAP system with the existing

bandwidth measurement tools approach, that could have been used instead on

this testbed.

3.4.1 Testbed Description

Our testbed is comprised of ORBIT-like nodes, as depicted in Fig. 10(b). More

specifically, in Fig. 10(a) we can see a diagram of an ORBIT node design. Each

node consists of a 1GHz VIA C3 processor, 512MB of RAM, 40GB of hard disk,

two ethernet ports and two miniPCI slots which are used to host two 5212

Atheros WiFi cards.

All the nodes are connected through wired Ethernet with the testbed’s server

- console. On console we have all the required testbed services running. These

services are both network services, such as Dynamic Host Configuration Pro-

tocol (DHCP) server which gives IP address to the nodes, Domain Name

System (DNS) server which gives names to the nodes, Network File System

(NFS) server and OMF services. We also maintain a web server where we keep

the web interface of our scheduler. On this server, we also keep some scripts
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mandatory for remotely booking the nodes and a MySQL server for keeping

records of the testbed status at each slot.

After the user is assigned some nodes for a certain amount of time on the

testbed, he may log into console and start using the testbed. The selected sys-

tem image is loaded on each node via the wired Ethernet interface. More infor-

mation about our testbed (e.g. node connectivity graph) can be found on our

web site [14].

3.4.2 Using an existing bandwidth measurement tool

The most popular approach to assess the quality of a wireless link between

testbed nodes is using a bandwidth measurement application. Unfortunately,

in this approach, the default network stack allows packet broadcasts to be trans-

mitted only at the basic rate, so the TLQAP style transmit-receive sessions can-

not be used with these tools. Therefore, for each node that is within range, the

classic single addressed transmit-receive flows must be used. In our case we

used the iperf tool as follows. For every fixed rate, channel and power com-

bination we deploy iperf transmitter-receiver pairs for UDP unicasts on the

respective nodes and for each link direction. Iperf provides results every sec-

ond and usually needs to receive packets at least for three seconds to start

reporting the actual throughput.

Depending on the current fixed rate, the iperf packet generator is configured

to saturate the MAC layer. We have seen in practice, after performing numerous

experiments on free channels, that for iperf default configuration the observed

application level throughput of a high quality single link direction between

two testbed nodes, is 55% of the (fixed) transmission rate. Therefore, if the

iperf reported throughput is less than 55% of the used transmission rate we

assume that the channel is not totally free. The free channel ratio is calculated

by dividing the observed throughput by the maximum throughput that can

be observed in practice (55% of the transmission rate). Moreover, iperf receiver

reports the actual packet delivery ratio and during the measurements we have

disabled 802.11 support for low level acknowledgements and retransmissions.
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3.5 nitos connectivity tool

The gradually growing need for testbed use so as networking algorithms to

be validated in real environment, has given rise to optimal utilization of testbed

resources. Towards this direction, we present a new management tool that is

used for assessing channel quality information in wireless testbed deployments.

NITOS Connectivity Tool retrieves data concerning link quality measurements,

for providing testbed users with useful information about choosing nodes that

occasionally satisfy the requirements (link quality, connectivity) needed, for

their experiments. NITOS connectivity tool is a full-fledged managerial tool

that exploits testbed utilization by letting testbed users have a complete view

about testbed’s nodes. This tool allows a more sophisticated way to optimally

choose network resources of a testbed.

In this demo, we will present a management tool for assessing channel qual-

ity information. The tool was developed for NITOS testbed and measures chan-

nel connectivity among wifi interfaces. NITOS is a wireless testbed, located in

Volos, Greece with 15 nodes, each node equipped with two wifi interfaces. It is

deployed on Computer & Communication Dept. University of Thessaly build-

ing. NITOS testbed topology is depicted on the left part of Fig. 1. Although the

NITOS connectivity tool was developed on NITOS testbed, it can be adapted

for use on any wireless testbed, with minor modifications. NITOS connectivity

tool is a NITOS scheduler C.[7] component, which is used for resource alloca-

tion on NITOS testbed.

We have implemented NITOS connectivity tool, based on TLQAP [104], which

is a protocol, that is used to assess interconnection topology and link quality

by estimating packet delivery ratio (PDR) in downlink communication at each

node’s wifi interface for all requested channel, rate and transmission power

combinations. Specifically, TLQAP builds a measurement history log and cre-

ates a channel utilization profile, and stores that information in a database that

is used for link quality information retrieval by NITOS connectivity tool.

NITOS Connectivity Tool is comprised of three entities: a web interface, a

database and a set of .dot scripts. The web interface is the interactive tool that

an experimenter uses to choose testbed nodes for some time and it is depicted

on the right side of Fig. 1. A user enters the NITOS Connectivity tool through

NITLAB’s wiki http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr. Now, the user has the ability to navigate

through testbed’s site and select “Scheduler→ Topology-Connectivity" menu.
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Figure 11: NITOS Connectivity Tool

Specifically, at first the user selects through web interface, by using a drop-

down menu, a sender node that he/she wants to check and might want to use

in testbed. Then the user is prompted to select an operating frequency among

IEEE 802.11 communication standards 802.11a/b/g and selects the operating

rate. Then, he/she goes to the final step where he submits his/her query con-

cerning the link quality of a certain node. In sequence, the tool seeks to a

database where the channel quality results are stored and retrieves the infor-

mation that corresponds to the particular query. This information with the use

of .dot files that are used to depict graphs are presented to the users. On Fig.

2, the downlink communication link quality for node 4 among its neighboor

nodes is illustrated. Each node is indicated by a circle and the PDR of each

link is reported upon edges that indicate link connectivity to certain node’s

wifi interfaces. Those interfaces are reported with their MAC addresses, with

an arrow showing to the node where they belong.

3.5.1 Experiments and Results

We performed a series of experiments in order to: i)verify that TLQAP prop-

erly determines PDR and channel utilization, ii) evaluate the contribution of

the history log and iii) assess the scalability of TLQAP approach. Moreover, in

some cases we compare TLQAP with the iperf approach. Note that our testbed

nodes are not tightly located, so some nodes cannot directly communicate and

channel interference may not be the same for all the nodes as well.

We first examined the reported PDR using both TLQAP and iperf approaches

on channel 48. We chose this channel because it is not being used by any neigh-

bour and it is guaranteed to be interference free from any factor that is not
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Figure 12: Link Quality for node 4

Figure 13: TLQAP and Iperf PDR measurements at nodes 2-9 on a free channel and

fixed rate. The transmitter is node 1

under the testbed administration control. In Fig. 13 we present the packet deliv-

ery ratio (PDR) when node 1 transmits to the neighbors 500 1400 byte packets

using TLQAP at 54Mbits/sec on channel 48. We have repeated the experiment

using iperf reports for the same rate and channel and we depict the results on

the same figure. As expected, there are no serious PDR deviations between the

two approaches and they both determine it accurately.

The next figure depicts the channel 6 utilization by testbed external devices

which is determined independently at each node. We have employed the his-

tory log to improve the probability that a channel will be available, because

wireless network traffic usually follows a steady pattern during working hours

on business days. Of course, history log can only provide rough estimations.
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Figure 14: Average channel 6 utilization by testbed external devices for 2 consecutive

weeks. (measured at each node between 11:00a.m and 11.20a.m)

In Fig. 14 we present the average channel 6 utilization that has been observed

for two consecutive weeks, only on business days, in the time frame between

11:00a.m and 11:20a.m. On average, 30% of channel 6 is occupied each sec-

ond for testbed external transmissions. For these measurements we transmitted

1000 packets during each TLQAP session.

The basic advantages of TLQAP approach over the application level measur-

ing tools regarding the measuring delay are i) the use of a single session per

node, transmission rate and channel and ii) the fact that the layer 2 implementa-

tion can accurately determine when actual packet transmission takes place and

allows a fixed number of consecutive packet transmissions to provide accurate

delay measurements.

On the contrary, application level bandwidth measurement tools need to

generate traffic that saturates all the lower layer buffering mechanisms and to

observe the reception side for a fixed amount of time to make sure that they are

capturing the actual throughput. Iperf needs 3 seconds for each link direction

and, for example, for all 9 nodes of our experimental setup 3024 seconds are

required to exhaustively check all links on 14 channels and 9 different rates

using fixed transmission power.

In Fig. 15 , we present the TLQAP delay for the same example and for differ-

ent sizes of session packet numbers. As it is depicted, if we use 1000 packets

during each broadcast session TLQAP approach is 4 times faster than iperf and

produces the same results. Note that during these experiments, we did not em-

ploy any additional support for the iperf approach to examine if there is any
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Figure 15: TLQAP measured delay for inspecting link of 9 nodes on 14 channels and 9

different rates

connectivity at all (e.g. via ping) between two nodes, which would avoid per-

forming measurements between nodes that are not directly linked. As we have

explained, TLQAP performs all broadcasts at all available rates anyway, even

for the sole purpose of determining channel utilization.

3.6 related work

Adhoc routing protocols for wireless mesh networks, employ link quality

metrics that can be updated quickly without being particularly intrusive and

determine the best routing path to a destination. Most popular of these metrics

like ETX [45], mETX [74], ETT [53] are based on the PDR and/or the average

packet transmission delay, which are the only measurements that must be per-

formed at each node for all its immediate links. Exactly as it happens with

TLQAP, these routing protocols calculate PDR and transmission delay by peri-

odically transmitting the so called packet probes at all available rates, without

using 802.11 level acks and retransmissions. Increasing the probing frequency,

results in more accurate estimations but also increases the bandwidth overhead.

For this reason, in routing protocols, packet probes are emitted from each node

every few seconds. Since TLQAP has been designed for offline measurements it

can use relatively large number of consecutive probe packet broadcasts that in-

crease the accuracy of the estimations and, most importantly, better determine

channel traffic. Moreover, designers of link quality metrics can take advantage

of TLQAP feedback and use it as a reference to evaluate the performance of

their design during an experiment.
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In [55] authors determine channel traffic by sending back-to-back just two

probes and then measure their dispersion. They have observed in their experi-

ments strong correlation between probe packet dispersion and traffic in the air.

While we can use this approach in TLQAP to determine channel traffic by im-

plementing the proposed probe priority queue scheme, we decided to estimate

the average dispersion of large sets of consecutive packet probes. We believe

that this approach enhances the offline measurements because it captures ac-

tivity for a wider time frame. This is also why we have used history log as

well.

3.7 conclusion

Distributing the network bandwidth between experiments on wireless testbeds

can be a very complicated task, especially when the testbed nodes are not

operating in an RF isolated environment. The respective management frame-

works should employ support to frequently inspect the link quality between

the nodes. On testbeds where the nodes are in fixed locations, a history log

of quality measurements can significantly increase the probability that a link

will retain the measured quality during the actual experiment. What is more

important, the testbed user has a good reference of the achievable bandwidth

between the reserved nodes and can better evaluate the observed performance

of the deployed experiment. Management framework extensions that measure

performance should feature a low level subsystem that can bypass the net-

work stack buffering and retransmission mechanisms, to make more accurate

measurements and perform faster. TLQAP system design addresses the afore-

mentioned considerations.
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4
O N T H E I M P L E M E N TAT I O N O F R E L AY S E L E C T I O N

S T R AT E G I E S F O R A C O O P E R AT I V E D I A M O N D N E T W O R K

In this chapter, we present an implementation design of a TDMA protocol

for the canonical diamond-topology network containing a source, two relays

and a destination (single unicast session). Getting inspired by the established

Lyapunov-methodology, we propose an online strategy for the relay selection/

scheduling problem. In contrast to existing works, we implement this strategy

inside the proposed TDMA protocol in order to operate over a CSMA enabled

Wi-Fi infrastructure-less network. We elaborate a network controller within the

TDMA frame to solve a global optimization problem at each time slot in a cen-

tralized manner. In our formulation, we consider the class of scheduling poli-

cies that select concurrently a non-interfering subset of links. Our architecture

is tailored to achieve the objectives of stabilizing the network and either max-

imizing throughput or minimizing the total power consumption. Our scheme

has been implemented and tested thoroughly through experimentation in the

NITOS wireless testbed by exploiting Wi-Fi technology features. The results re-

vealed significant increase in networking efficiency for throughput maximiza-

tion.

Keywords – Relay Selection, Optimal Centralized Scheduling, TDMA, Wi-Fi

Testbed Implementation.
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4.1 introduction

Cooperative networking implies the notion of assistance among multiple

nodes to cooperate for forwarding a packet when networking conditions are

insufficient to favor direct communication. This can be achieved thanks to

the diversity in communication as a means of provisioning different routes

and schedules between a source and a destination via intermediate relay for-

warders. Occasionally, multiple networking paths exhibit good transmission

quality and offer better transmission opportunities for wireless communica-

tion. By exploiting this kind of diversity through cooperative schemes, we aim

at improving transmission quality and system performance.

In this work, we design a TDMA protocol that elaborates a centralized net-

work controller to activate scheduling and relay selection decisions towards

power minimization or throughput maximization in a cooperative diamond
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network. Those decisions are taken at each time instance according to network-

ing status conditions, so that the requirements which the aforementioned objec-

tives impose can be met. We exploit assistance of multiple nodes to cooperate

for forwarding a packet when networking conditions are insufficient to favor

direct communication. In our previous work [31], we demonstrated the feasi-

bility of this implementation scheme. In a sequel work [30] we presented a

solution that is formed but not limited, to provide an implementation frame-

work for optimization in diamond network topologies through a centralized

TDMA access scheme. Relying on the Lyapunov drift technique from optimiza-

tion theory [85, 56] we derived a concrete mathematical solution that converges

in time and suffices the networking constraints while also optimizes key objec-

tives keeping stability ensured. In this work, we extend the previous works ex-

perimentation part justifying the power efficiency of the proposed algorithms

through extensive experimentation and measurement collection. Moreover, we

provide details for the implementation and the modifications applied on open-

source software for delivering this framework, that can be transparently used

to commercial off-the-shelf hardware.

An important parameter that we consider is the sensitivity of the proposed

solution in key objectives against the total average delay or data queue back-

logs. By exploiting the features of the Lyapunov drift technique, we employ

a tunable V parameter that controls the objective goal. The objective goal is

mapped to a suitable penalty function and it is incorporated inside the equa-

tion of drift expression (see [85, 56]). Scheduling actions are taken every slot t

to greedily minimize the drift expression plus the V×penalty. This is employed

by the proposed TDMA frame design which defines separate periods for net-

working status collection, message passing for control decisions and actual

transmission. Different values of V tune the flexibility of the proposed scheme

to act in terms of a greater degree of sensitivity towards the key objective -

penalty function under optimization, creating a tradeoff between average delay

and the actual goal that we seek to attain, i.e. total average power consumption

vs. total average delay. Therefore, the proposed solution can adapt accordingly

to the volatile networking state information and be robust and agile in rich

interfering or low gain communication environments.

While prior work in wireless cooperative networks has shown that enhance-

ment in communication can be achieved in terms of throughput performance,

low delay, low power consumption and QoS guarantees, this work realizes the

potential of centralized networking for taking online smart scheduling deci-
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sions to enforce several networking objectives such as throughput maximiza-

tion or power minimization. Intellectual merit of this work relies on the follow-

ing contributions:

• We design and implement a TDMA access scheme for packet forwarding,

which is backwards compatible with CSMA enabled commercial devices

and it is also effectively applied upon Wi-Fi networks using off-the-shelf

equipment.

• We elaborate a centralized network controller in the TDMA frame to en-

force scheduling and relay selection policies, relying on Lyapunov opti-

mization.

• We explore performance enhancements in terms of either throughput op-

timal or power efficient scheduling by implementing centralized network-

ing.

• We seek to obtain desired tradeoffs between networking performance

efficiency metrics, such as power consumption (or system throughput)

vs. networking delay.

• We implement the proposed centralized relay selection algorithm for Wi-

Fi operational networks, by exploiting Open Source Software capabilities

of the Click Router [72] and the Ath9k driver [2] .

• We achieved a per packet power and rate configuration by exploiting the

Radiotap header [94].

• We tested and evaluated our solution on the NITOS [13] wireless testbed.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe sig-

nificant related works in the field of cooperative networks. Then in Section 4.3,

we give a system model description for the cooperative diamond network un-

der study. Then in Section 4.4, we explain details about the relay selection

policies which elaborate the Lyapunov optimization technique [85, 56]. In Sec-

tion 4.5, we describe the methodology to design a centralized algorithm exploit-

ing a TDMA access scheme upon conventional CSMA Wi-Fi networks. Next, in

Section 4.7, results considering the implemented and tested TDMA scheme, in

the NITOS testbed [13] that features commercial off-the-shelf Wi-Fi devices by

using OpenSource Software are discussed. Finally, in Section 4.8 we conclude

and present prospects for future work.
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4.2 related work

In this section, we describe previous works in the literature, studying the

relay selection problem in cooperative wireless networks. A notable number of

publications have been presented in the area of cooperative relaying, as it is

briefly summarized below. The seminal information-theoretic works of Cover

et al. [46] and Schein et al. [98] introduced a study for the capacity of relay

networks. The conventional three node relay model was studied by Van der

Meulen in [110]. Berry et al. in [114, 113] study cooperative communication

models that incorporate stochastic traffic arrivals for multiple sessions as well

as the related queuing dynamics in all network nodes. A two-hop diamond net-

work topology is considered for evaluation purposes, where N relays act as in-

termediary nodes for forwarding the traffic for a particular source-destination

pair, and a half-duplex communication constraint is also imposed.

Guan et al. in [59] investigate the problem of joint spectrum management

and relay selection for a set of sessions in order to utilize an interference lim-

ited infrastructure-less network. They rely in variational inequality theory to

propose distributed solutions to that problem. Zhang et al. in [115] formulated

the problem of distributed relay selection as a Stackelberg game and proposed

a framework for resource management in cooperative cognitive radios. Madan

et al. in [82] study a cooperative wireless network where a set of nodes coop-

erate to relay in parallel the information from a source to a destination using

a decode-and-forward (DF) approach. The source broadcasts the data to the re-

lays, some or all of which cooperatively beamform to forward the data to the

destination.

Halabian et al. in [62] considers a relay selection problem for multiuser co-

operative wireless networks and propose a throughput optimal relay selection

policy that stabilizes the system for all arrival rates in the interior of the stabil-

ity region. The optimal policy is shown to be equivalent to finding the maxi-

mum weighted matching in a weighted bipartite graph at each time slot. The

Hungarian algorithm is employed to solve the maximum weighted matching

for graph G. A similar approach of formulating the relay selection problem in

terms of a bipartite graph is presented in Gkatzikis et al. work [58], where the

joint problem of power control and relay selection is considered.

The influential work of Tassiulas et al. in [105] established a framework for in-

dicating throughput optimal scheduling in radio networks by introducing the
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well known backpressure algorithm that exploits queueing backlogs as system

state information to derive an optimal scheduling policy. As an enhancement

of the previous works Neely in [86] developed a dynamic control strategy for

minimizing energy expenditure in a time varying wireless network with adap-

tive transmission rates. The aforementioned works set up the foundation for

creating a concrete framework [85, 56] for resource allocation in several wire-

less network types. This framework provides a solid presentation of the theory

of Lyapunov optimization applied on queueing networks and have formed the

foundations for the work presented in this work for enabling an extensible

elaboration for cooperative relaying networks.

Apart from theoretical works in the literature, there are several studies con-

sidering cooperative implementations in infrastructure-less wireless networks.

To the best of our knowledge the first implementation were the works of Liu

et al. in [79] and Korakis et al. in [75, 76] where authors designed a cooper-

ative MAC protocol, simple and backward compatible with the legacy IEEE

802.11 standard. In those works, each low data rate node selects either direct

transmission or assisted-relay transmission by utilizing a CoopTable where it

stores potential helper/relays rate information. Neighboring nodes exchange

their rate tables so as to automatically decide whether a packet will take longer

to transmit between two nodes directly or via a cooperative relay assistance. In

another work [88], Nikolyenko et al. presented a hardware-independent data

link layer design for cooperative retransmission support to the Linux kernel

wireless SoftMAC implementation (mac80211). Laufer et al. in their work [77]

design a throughput-optimal backpressure architecture for wireless multi-hop

networks. A mesh network is transformed into a wireless switch, where packet

routing and scheduling decisions are made by a backpressure scheduler elabo-

rating a TDMA access scheme in a centralized manner. Although the proposed

framework was evaluated in a Wi-Fi testbed and revealed significant perfor-

mance improvements, an important drawback of this work is the inability to be

seamlessly applicable on commercial Wi-Fi devices, since it was implemented

hard-coded on the firmware of a particular vendors WiFi card.

In [41], Chieochan et al. propose an effective buffer allocation algorithm,

called buffer equalized opportunistic network coding (BE-ONC), to dynami-

cally exploit buffer spaces at a relay node of a relay-based IEEE 802.11 network

by making use of the Click Modular Router Framework [72].
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4.3 network model

We consider the two-hop diamond network depicted in Fig. 16 consisting of

a source node S, two relay nodes R1,R2 and a destination node D. We denote

with N = {S,R1,R2,D} the set of wireless nodes in the network. The relays

help the source node when channel conditions (or other factors such as queue

congestion, power consumption) do not favor direct source-destination trans-

mission by forwarding traffic through alternative links. Time t is slotted. We

also define a set of links L = {SR1,R1D,SR2,R2D} that are interference limited

and impose the constraint that, at any time slot t, only one of the two link pairs

as shown in Fig. 16 can be activated. Namely, the first one is the transmission

from S to R1 and from R2 to D, and the second one from S to R2 and from

R1 to D. Moreover, we assume the existence of a system controller which lies

in the source node S and it is denoted by a(t). Its role is to enable the two

feasible scheduling actions in a centralized manner. Thus, controller can take

the following values a(t) ∈ {1{SR1,R2D}, 0{SR2,R1D}} = {1, 0} relying on collected

system state information from neighboring nodes. Each node i ∈ N maintains

a backlog queue Qi for storing received data packets in the network layer. We

also make the following assumptions:

• Packet injection A(t) in the network takes place only on the source node

with rate λS. All other nodes receive intra-network traffic, therefore λi =

0, ∀ i ∈ N− S.

• Without loss of generality, power consumption Pab(t) in node a for trans-

mitting to node b is spent only during packet transmissions while recep-

tions are free of charge (the model can be extended to include reception

costs as well). As a result, the destination does not spend any power,

since it never transmits any packets.

The concept of this setup is to enforce a switching between relay selec-

tion in order to achieve the objective of the problem under optimization. In

this work, we consider either Maximum Throughput or Minimum Power op-

timization. This concept becomes apparent as the solution on the optimiza-

tion problem reveals a link-pair activation rule that determines the scheduling

policy. A significant point that needs clarification is that the activation rule

captures the changes in network queueing and system dynamics denoted by

S(t) = {SSR1
(t), SSR2

(t), SR1D(t), SR2D(t)} over time. Therefore, the scheduling

policy indicates the optimal schedule towards the optimization objective each
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(a) 1st feasible action set, a(t) = 1. (b) 2nd feasible action set, a(t) = 0.

Figure 16: Relay Selection policy: Controller a(t) enables communication on particular

links each time. Red doted lines indicate active schedules.

time slot, choosing the appropriate pair from the feasible set. The selection of

a schedule link-pair over another does not cause starvation in terms of pure

selective activation, since the denser an activation of a link pair occurs, the less

favorable is to be selected for activation on the next time slot.

4.3.1 Data Transmission and Queueing

Data are delivered to queueing buffers located in each node i ∈ N, for trans-

mission over the wireless links ` ∈ L. Let Q(t) represent the current number of

packets or number of bits in the queue. The queue backlog evolves according

to the following equation:

Qi(t+ 1) = [Qi(t) −
∑
b

µib(t)]
+ +Ai(t) +

∑
a

µai(t), (1)

where [·]+ denotes the max(·, 0) and Ai(t) are the exogenous arrivals on node

i at time slot t (as previously mentioned, only the source node S receives ex-

ogenous arrivals in the network). The transmission rate µab(t) = µab(Sab(t))

in the link (ab) on slot t depends on the link channel state condition Sab(t).

We assume that the channel state S(t) is known at the beginning of each time

slot t and remains constant over its duration, but it can be variable throughout

time slots. The
∑

a µai(t) is the cumulative internal traffic arriving at node i at

time slot t and
∑

b µib(t) is the traffic served from node i to all other nodes at

slot t.
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4.3.2 Definition of Problem Optimization Objectives

Given the topology above and considering the channel state and queue size

variations, the objective is to designate a relay selection/scheduling policy that

determines unicast transmissions activation in the cooperative network with

the separate goals of either 1) minimizing the total power consumption or 2) max-

imizing the total throughput of the network. To this end, we formulate two dif-

ferent problems based on Lyapunov drift theory [85, 56] and we incorporate a

penalty function that reflects the optimization target along with a tuning param-

eter V into the respective resource objective optimization.

Power Minimization: The objective is to keep the total power consumption

low (i.e. to increase the network’s lifetime in case of limited power capacity

in handheld devices) while also stabilizing the networking queues. Hence, we

seek to select schedules so as to minimize the total power consumption in the

cooperative network. We impose a per node total power constraint (in addition

to the scheduling constraints shown in Fig. 16 and the queue’s evolution de-

scribed by Eq. (1)) in order to model actual hardware limitations. The variable

V can be used as a tuning parameter to provide a suitable power performance-

networking delay tradeoff. Specifically, the analysis suggests that the proposed

policy can achieve a total power expenditure arbitrarily close to the optimal

value (for sufficiently large V), at the cost of increased queue congestion and a

corresponding delay.

Throughput Maximization: The objective now is to select schedules so as

to maximize the total traffic rate of the cooperative network subject to the

same constraints (power, schedules etc) as in the power minimization problem.

We also impose a per-node power constraint that reflects the maximum trans-

mission power for a single node, however we have keen interest on selecting

schedules each time slot t that will eventually increase the total throughput. An

appropriate selection of the tuning parameter V , makes the initial problem of

power minimization to be reduced to throughput maximization. By observing the

power minimization formulation, if we set V = 0, we get a max weight schedul-

ing decision algorithm. Therefore, we can consider throughput maximization

as a special case of the power minimization problem.

The desired tradeoff between the achieved optimization objective and congestion-

induced delay can be expressed clearly, by selecting the V parameter value.

Moreover, an important characteristic of both policies which becomes appar-
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ent later, is that even though we consider a joint optimization problem, the

power allocation and scheduling decisions are eventually decoupled (i.e. we

first compute the optimal power allocation for a slot, and then determine the

schedule for this allocation). We examine next the two objectives in more detail

and we provide the scheduling decision rules.

4.4 optimization framework

Consider again the wireless diamond network of Fig. 16. In order to estab-

lish a policy that chooses between two acions from the feasible set of schedules

and activates them each time slot t, so that both networking stability and per-

formance optimization to be achieved, we rely on the Lyapunov drift technique.

Mathematical analysis and proof is given in Appendix.

Solution: The scheduling policy rule is educed by minimizing the bound on

the Lyapunov drift (see [105, 56, 86]) expression given in Eq. 2 with respect to

a(t). The solution follows simply, and the network controller indicates power

efficient schedules by setting a(t) = 1 and selecting {SR1,R2D} for activation,

when the expression inside brackets is negative ([·] < 0), otherwise it sets a(t) =

0 and activates {SR2,R1D}.

a(t)
[
V (PSR1

(t) + PR2D(t) − PSR2
(t) − PR1D(t))

−QS(t) (µSR1
(t) − µSR2

(t)) +QR1
(t) (µR1D(t) + µSR1

(t))

−QR2
(t) (µR2D(t) + µSR2

(t))
]
< 0 (2)

The drift formula incorporates a tunable V parameter for calibrating the net-

working delay against the system performance objective, which is reflected

through a suitable penalty function (power consumption). The higher the V

value, the more the rule goes away from backpressure policy [105], sacrificing

throughput for power reduction. The less the V value, the more throughput is

achieved, however, with a significant expense on power consumption. We next

examine three cases:

a) V = 0, the power consumption expression is disregarded, and the problem

reduces to stabilizing queues. It is indeed the (maximum throughput) ap-

proach implementing the backpressure policy with no consideration for the

power consumption.

b) V >> 0, then power consumption expression dominates in the formula all

the other queueing factors. The problem is reduced to select purely activa-
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Rule 3: Maximum-Throughput.

(V = 0) Maximum-Throughput

if
(QS(t) −QR2(t))µSR2

(t) +QR1
(t)µR1D(t) >

(QS(t) −QR1(t))µSR1
(t) +QR2

(t)µR2D(t)

then

a(t) = 0, Activate (SR2), (R1D) Schedules.

else

a(t) = 1, Activate (SR1), (R2D) Schedules.

tion schedules that consume the least power without any consideration of

queuing backlogs/congestion.

Rule 4: Power-Conservation.

(V >> 0) Power-Conservation

if PSR1(t) + PR2D(t) > PSR2
(t) + PR1D(t)

then

a(t) = 0, Activate (SR2), (R1D) Schedules.

else

a(t) = 1, Activate (SR1), (R2D) Schedules.

c) 0 < V <∞, This is the intermediary regime where the power-throughput per-

formance tradeoff is attained. For large values of V the policy selects more

power conservative schedules causing larger queues and induces larger net-

working delay. For small values of V (close to zero) the power consumption

becomes larger, while the queue congestion falls and the networking delay

is reduced.

4.5 wi-fi implementation

In this section, we consider a Wi-Fi implementation on the diamond relaying

scheme of Fig. 16 by designing a centralized scheduling and relay selection al-

gorithm. The adopted CSMA access scheme in Wi-Fi [102] networks prevents

us from the direct appliance of this algorithm. We firstly seek to design an
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Rule 5: Power-Minimization.

(0 < V <∞) Power-Minimization

if

V (PSR1
(t) + PR2D(t) − PSR2

(t) − PR1D(t))

− (QS(t) −QR1
(t))µSR1

(t) −QR2
(t)µR2D(t)

+ (QS(t) −QR2
(t))µSR2

(t) +QR1
(t)µR1D(t) > 0

then

a(t) = 0, Activate (SR2), (R1D) Schedules.

else

a(t) = 1, Activate (SR1), (R2D) Schedules.

implementation methodology, that describes the techniques that will be used

in order to solve particular problems arising when parallel transmissions are

activated, and latterly to present the complete Wi-Fi solution. Overcoming the

Wi-Fi limitations includes a design of a TDMA frame and a method to suppress

CSMA. The novelty of this implementation lies in its generality to enforce acti-

vation for scheduling and parallel transmission in Wi-Fi operated networks.

4.5.1 Implementation Methodology

Here, we primarily focus on enlightening the rationale behind the proposed

implementation scheme, by presenting certain problems arising when parallel

transmissions are activated, as in the case of the feasible activation link sets in

the diamond network.

Packet Collision during Parallel Transmission in Single Frequency Oper-

ated Networks In a single frequency operated network, packets collide when

parallel transmissions are enabled. This is depicted in Fig. 17 where we observe

packets colliding when parallel transmissions (from S to R1 and from R2 to D)

or (from S to R2 and from R1 toD) are activated. Even enabling CSMA protocol

for collision avoidance, the expected throughput benefit from cooperative relay-

ing technique will be lower due to the operation of the back-off mechanism. In

order to overcome that obstacle the solution that we adopt, in our system de-

sign, is to separate the diamond network in two hops, where the links belong

to the first hop (links from source to relays) and the links belong to the second
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Figure 17: Packet collisions occurring when parallel transmission are activated.

hop (links from relays to destination) operate in different channels. In this way,

parallel transmission in the frequency domain is orthogonal because the two

active links can operate in different channel at the same time, see Fig. 19.

Packet Collision due to Limited Access on the Wireless Card Firmware

Let us consider the following scenario where the network controller takes a

decision to activate two links for transmission (SR1 and R2D), after an active

transmission session on the other set of links (SR2 and R1D). The problem that

occurs is the following: Some packets might be left on the R1 buffer in the

MAC layer queue (from the previous schedule) and since there is no control

of the transmission in the wireless card firmware, a collision with a packet

coming from R1 with any packet being transmitted in the active links (either

SR1 or R2D) can occur (see Fig. 18). Solution In order to be able to prevent this

situation from happening, we firstly must be able to precisely define the time

periods where each scheduling decision is active and secondly to be able to stop

packets that belong to different schedules rather than the nominal activated to

be transmitted. In order to achieve the first goal, we design a TDMA access

method where we orchestrate the transmission periods of each schedule with

accuracy. For the second goal, we exploit the features of the Click Modular

Router framework [72], and we choose to operate in OSI sublayer 2.5 where

this framework stands. We maintain buffers on Click in order to store packets,

because Click offers flexibility in packet gathering and handling. Moreover, we

set the MAC layer queue equals to one and we allow packets entering the MAC

layer of a particular node only when this node is selected for transmission.

Clarifications about the Click framework architecture that we design are given

in Section 4.6.
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Figure 18: Packet collision due to limited control access on the wireless card firmware.

4.5.2 Design of a TDMA Frame

We elaborate a TDMA scheme and we activate it upon the Wi-Fi opera-

tion that uses carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) for accessing the shared

medium. Per hop, the same frequency/channel is shared among users and the

medium access is divided into different time slots. Thereby, active users trans-

mit using their pre-allocated time slot.

For enabling the proposed TDMA access scheme we need a centralized con-

trol mechanism to gather network statistics such as temporal backlog loads or

power consumption levels, so that the source node to obtain this information

coming from the rest nodes inside the network. This control mechanism along

with a mechanism that is used to pass messages-information about schedules,

are employed inside a frame structure that provides accurate timing informa-

tion to all nodes in the network. We explain the implementation details of this

mechanism and we clarify building features in Section 4.6.

A TDMA frame structure showing a data stream divided into frames, and

those frames divided into time slots, is depicted in Fig. 20. In T1 interval, the

mechanism for gathering network statistics is employed and the source node

S is getting updated with the network state. In sequence the next interval T2
marks the broadcast transmission, from the source node S to the relays R1 and

R2, and it is about the control packets that activate the appropriate schedules.

The decision about the schedules has been pre-computed as soon as the source

node was full aware about the updated network state and before T2 starts.

After successful reception of the control broadcast signal, relays are getting
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Figure 19: Feasible schedules are denoted with red lines. Each transmission per hop

is enabled on different channel in order to avoid collisions when parallel

transmissions occur.

synchronized and transmit or not, according to the feasible set of schedules in

the interval T3.

Since T2 and T3 depend on the success in T1, a potential error or delay

in T1, that may lead to a certain information unavailable to the centralized

cotroller, will not severely inflict system’s performance, since the network will

continue to operate relying on the previous scheduling decision. However, this

will cause on the long term, a convergence-delay to the optimization objec-

tive, as the number of errors increases, but with a signigicant robustness profit

in terms of ensured queueing stability, a characteristic which comes from the

Lyapunov drift optimization that allows the controller for capturing changes

on the networking conditions each time slot t and adapt on the networking

dynamics accordingly.

Time duration of the intervals in the frame structure are predefined in the

system configuration setup and can be calibrated considering the volatility of

the networking conditions. The denser the operations occurring in T1 and T2
are triggered, the more accurate the scheduling activations are and the network

converges faster to the problem objective. However, this implies higher effort

and increased overhead. Thereby, the TDMA access scheme comes with a cost

due to synchronization issues along the time periods. Despite the aforemen-

tioned cost, the merit of this scheme is the actual performance improvement

by realizing the centralized proposed policies, that is also verified by the ex-

perimentation results. Moreover, this TDMA scheme is not limited to a sole

diamond network and can be extended to apply on expanded WLAN topolo-

gies. The diamond pattern is repeated among combinations of nodes, belong-

ing on a WLAN that form canonical diamonds (each diamond can be activated

in a round-robin way for avoiding extra collisions), as shown in Fig. 21, hence,
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achieving also a transmission range extension. Below, we summarize the char-

acteristics of the TDMA scheme that we exploit in this design setup:

• Centralized relay selection and scheduling.

• Precise timing and synchronization in transmissions.

• Dynamic slot assignment to the node-users.

• Advanced mechanisms for gathering and sending, network statistics and

control information.

4.5.3 CSMA Protocol Suppression

The elaboration of the TDMA access scheme over the Wi-Fi operation in the

considered diamond network is not so trivial since the CSMA access scheme

that Wi-Fi adopts, not only restricts parallel transmissions in the same frequency-

channel but also deteriorates system performance even if collision avoidance

techniques such as back-off mechanism is incurred. Recall the diamond net-

work of Fig. 16 consisting of a source node S, two relay nodes R1, R2 and a

destination D. In order to be able to assume that links are interference limited

and impose the constraint that, at any time slot t, only one of the two sets of

links (shown in (left-side) or (right-side)) can be activated, we need to enhance

the design setup of the network. This can be achieved by operating the wireless

network in different channels per hop and by equipping relay nodes with two

wireless interfaces, in order to avoid pcket collisions when two nodes (i.e S and

R1, or S and R2) try to access the medium simultaneously [102]. Thus, first hop

links (S → R1 or S → R2) use channel A and second hop links (R1 → D and

R2 → D) use channel B. The enhanced topology setup is illustrated in Fig. 19

and for the experimentation part, we elaborate this setup in the nodes of NITOS

wireless testbed [13]. Moreover, considering the case where collisions might be

occurred when packets from an active schedule (i.e. links SR1 and R2D) col-

lide with packets from a previous active schedule (i.e. from link R1D) due to

the inability of controlling the wireless card firmware, we face this obstacle by

moving the queues and the storing of packets to the Sublayer 2.5 using Click

Modular router. Moreover, we set the maximum length size (capacity in terms

of number of packet storage) of the MAC layer queues of each node equals

to one, so that to be able to suppress the inability of controlling packet trans-

mission from the MAC layer queue and to enforce the packet handling in the
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Figure 20: TDMA frame for the cooperative diamond network.

Sublayer 2.5 where we have full controllability by exploiting the features of

Click.

4.5.4 Algorithm Implementation

The implementation of the maximum-throughput scheduling policy by design-

ing a system architecture that enables parallel transmission in the diamond

network, is given. This system architecture exploits the advanced features for

packet handling of the Click Modular Router and the ath9k driver [2]. A signif-

icant point is that we use the ETT value [53] in order to acquire transmission

rate estimation. The system design for the control and the network status collec-

tion can be transparentely applied to each policy (either throughput maximization

or power minimization). The only difference lies on the actual rule activation to

achieve the different objectives as given by the policies stemmed from the so-

lution of the Lyapunov optimization problem. Let us recall the TDMA access

scheme described in the previous paragraph and explain the execution steps

in each period:

T1 Period, Relays report to the source S the length of their queue size and the

ETT value of each link where they belong. ETT is the expected transmission

time that is used as a metric to capture the link quality and to estimate all

link states. ETT metrics are enabled and gathered by using Click and its

value is given by the following formula: ETT =
1

dfdr

B

L
, where df and dr

is expected forward and reverse link delivery probabilities (product of these

two is the probability of a successful acknowledged transmission), B is the

bandwidth and L the packet data size.
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T2 Period, The source S has already gathered the required information (queue

sizes and the ETT metrics) in the previous period T1. The source node calcu-

lates the maximum throughput policy by evaluating

∆QSR1
(t)

1

ETTSR1
(t)

+QR2
(t)

1

ETTR2D(t)
< ∆QSR2

(t)
1

ETTSR2
(t)

+QR1
(t)

1

ETTR1D(t)
.

If the aforementioned condition is true then controller sets a(t) = 0 and this

scheduling decision is sent to relays from the source node by broadcasting a

control message reporting that the active schedules for the next time slot will

be SR2 and R1D. Otherwise, controller sets a(t) = 1 and source broadcasts a

control message to relays denoting the active schedules for the next time slot

to be SR1 and R2D.

T3 Period, Selected schedules are activated and packet transmissions are en-

abled according to the TDMA scheme. Per packet rate and power configu-

ration is enabled through tweaking the Radiotap header [94]. Each packet,

upon the scheduling transmission decision is configured with the appropri-

ate power and rate level. Those values are the system parameters used for

by the activation rule to produce the optimal scheduling/relay selection de-

cision.

4.6 click and wireless driver implementation

In this section, we present the efforts towards the implementation of a queue

stable scheduling algorithm that exploits cooperative transmissions and the

potential of centralized scheduling under the oid of a TDMA access scheme,

in order to forward traffic from source to destination through relays. The im-

plementation details of this scheme are transparent to the problem formula-

tion objectives (throughput-maximization or power minimization) and illustrate the

blue-prints of the control and the forwarding mechanisms in a Wi-Fi operated

networks under a TDMA access scheme.

4.6.1 The User-level Cooperative Relaying Click Router (CRCR)

The Cooperative Relaying Click Router (CRCR) architecture is illustrated in

Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 . Fig. 22 shows the click architecture for the source and des-

tination nodes while Fig. 23 shows the Click [72] architecture implementation

for the two relays. Both of these schemes represent the packet processing flow

and each element in the graph acts in an event driven way, where the existence
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of an event triggers an operation. Inputs and outputs of these elements repre-

sent the incoming and outcoming packet flows. We have to clarify that for each

incoming packet on any Click element, there is no rule to restrict that the same

packet needs to be forwarded or modified (or not), to one of the output gates

(or more than one) of this element, or even to be discarded. Particularly, when

a packet arrives at an element it can be either consumed, by upper or lower

OSI layers, or can be forwarded to other processing elements.

As mentioned previously, relays are featured with two wireless interfaces

and packet processing and handling differs from the simple transmission or

simple reception case, as source and destination nodes perform. For that rea-

son, a forwarding mechanism is implemented inside Click modular router to

support relaying capabilities. However, both schemes feature common packet

processing blocks that aid in acquiring useful network statistics making use

of an underlying probing mechanism (ETTStat) that estimates the ETT (Ex-

pected Transmission Time) [53] weights of the network links, while it features

an additional probing mechanism (DiamondStat) for broadcasting commodity

backlogs of each node to its neighbors (Moreover, the DiamondStat element in

case of power minimization objective, is used to carry information about power

consumption). Another element is the SimpleQueue that stores control packets

which maintains useful information retrieved from the previous elements ETT-

Stat and DiamondStat. Moreover, one prominent feature of the cooperative re-

laying router configuration, is the structure that stores the data packets. This

element is the DiamondQueue that is not only responsible for storing data pack-

ets but it is also enhanced with the ability of setting the next receiver of the

stored packets, defining the routing flow.

The source-destination architecture (Fig. 22) shares a lot of similarities with

the well-known Roofnet architecture [37], while the main differentiation be-

tween them is the adoption of the DiamondStat extra probing mechanism and

the replacement of the Roofnet data packet storage queue with the enhanced

DiamondQueue. Moreover, the architecture of the relays (Fig. 23) is somehow

more complicated in order to support the utilization of the two wireless inter-

faces. Next we describe the way that a packet is being processed from the very

beginning when it is generated in an application layer process at the source

node S and it is finally received by the destination node D.
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Figure 21: The solid red circle indicates the extended transmission coverage range in a

WLAN. Wireless nodes belonging on a WLAN act as forwarders, forming

canonical diamonds to assist networking when conditions are insufficient

to benefit direct transmission on the cell-edge nodes. Each diamond can be

activated i.e., in a round-robin way, one by one, for avoiding extra collisions.

4.6.2 Packet Forwarding Flow from Source to Destination (T3 interval)

An application (i.e. Iperf ) on the source node S generates some data pack-

ets that need to be transmitted to a final destination D. We explain how this

operation is achieved and we explain packet processing that takes place on

T3 interval of the TDMA frame structure. Let us firstly focus on Fig. 22. The

Pseudo-Interface element implements a TUN/TAP mechanism (virtual network

layer/virtual link layer devices, used for routing and creating network bridge,

respectively) that is able to both receive and transmit packets from upper layers.

Now, the Pseudo-Interface receives those data packets coming from the upper

layer and forwards them to the next processing element called DiamondQueue

that stores those packets until an event triggers a packet request process. This

event reflects an opportunity for transmission in the air when the environment

is clear. The corresponding process activates the Wireless-Interface processing

element, in order to retrieve the packets stored on the DiamondQueue element.

Moreover, the DiamondQueue element changes the next receiver of the packet

to be either the relay R1 or relay R2, according to a calculated metric that

can be based on either Throughput-Maximization or Power-Minimization objec-

tives. (We clarify the details for the scheduling decision over packet control

on the next sub-Section 4.6.3: Enabling control actions for scheduling). Then, the

DiamondQueue element forwards the data packet to the next element named

PrioSched which subsequenlty forwards it to the Wireless-Interface element, that

it will finally transmit those packets over the air. The PrioSched element, how-
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Figure 22: CRCR Architecture in Source/Destination: Click elements are intercon-

nected so that to enable relaying support and packet forwarding.

ever receives also packets from another element called SimpleQueue that stores

control information. So the main role of PrioSched is to choose the packets to

be delivered on the Wireless-Interface element by giving first priority on the con-

trol packets rather than the data packets. When a packet finally ends on the

Wireless-Interface it is transmitted over the air.

Now let us focus on Fig. 23, the relay node (either R1 or R2) uses the Wireless-

Interface (that is configured to operate on Channel A) to listen to the air and

receives some incoming data packets from the source node S. The packet dis-

crimination whether are characterized either as data or control relying on their

content takes place. Then the data packets are forwarded to the next processing

element called Classifier. This element’s role is to classify packets relying on the

delivery destination of each data packet. Keep in mind that the data packets

come from the source node S and need to be sent to the final destination D.

So, due to the fact that the next destination of a data packet is not the relay

node itself, the packet is forwarded to the DiamondQueue B (Channel B), that is

a network layer queue that stores the incoming data packets that will be finally

forwarded to the Wireless-Interface B (that listens to Channel B) through the

PrioSched B element. PrioSched on relay nodes follow the same philosophy as in

source node by prioritizing the packets delivery service to the Wireless-Interface.

Actually, the rules that were described for the source node Click architecture in

Fig. 22, about the PrioSched element, are the same rules regulate the operation

of the PrioSched element lying on the relay nodes in Fig. 23. In sequence, when

there will be a transmission opportunity, and the environment will be clear, the
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Figure 23: CRCR Architecture in Relays: Click elements are interconnected so that to

enable relaying support and packet forwarding.

Wireless-Interface B (Channel B) will start to transmit forwarding packets over

the air to the final destination D.

Now, let us focus on Fig. 22 again. Recall that destination D shares the same

architecture of the cooperative relaying router as the source node S. Destina-

tion D, receives data packets coming from a relay node by using the Wireless-

Interface element. Then data packets are being differentiated from other packet

types (i.e control packets) and then they are being forwarded to the next pro-

cessing element called Classifier. The Classifier element, classifies the data pack-

ets according to their final destination, and since the final destination is the

node D, data packets are forwarded to the Pseudo-Interface element, that is re-

sponsible to store the packets and keeps them until an application process from

an upper layer retrieves them.

4.6.3 Enabling Control Actions for Scheduling (T1 and T2 intervals)

In the previous paragraphs, we described the forwarding mechanism that

uses relay nodes to aid in conveying the data traffic (T3 interval on the TDMA

frame structure). However, in order to enable certain rules for Power-Minimization

or Throughput-Maximization as were given in Section 4.4, a mechanism that will

enable sophisticated scheduling decisions should be enabled taking place on

the T1 and T2 intervals of the TDMA frame structure. For that reason, we make

use of control data that keep information about link statistics, queue backlogs,
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power consumption and control actions for scheduling decisions. Source node

S gathers this information (regarding data queue backlogs, power consump-

tion and ETT links statistics) in order to calculate the next scheduling deci-

sion according to the implemented rule (Throughput-Maximization or Power-

Minimization). Then it transmits the scheduling decision to the relay nodes, in

accordance to the feasible scheduling action sets as they were defined previ-

ously and shown in Fig. 16.

Now let us focus on Fig. 22 again and suppose that the source node S re-

ceives through its Wireless-Interface element packets that are not data. Those

packets can be either ETT statistics from the two relays or backlogs of the Di-

amondQueues that relays maintain. This information is collected on the source

node and the metric for the next scheduling action is calculated. Then this met-

ric is incorporated inside the packets of DiamondStat, those packets are sent pe-

riodically through the path (SimpleQueue−→PrioSched −→Wireless-Interface) to

the relay nodes in order to denote the one relay node that should transmit and

the other one that should receive, thus enforcing a half-duplex transmission

constraint. In this way, relay nodes after receiving that broadcast packet that in-

dicates to them explicitly what they should act in the forthcoming slot, are able

to synchronize their actions and be compliant according to the feasible sched-

ules. Moreover, another operation that ETTStat element is responsible for, on

the source node S, is to gather information for the outgoing links. In addition,

the DiamondStat element is responsible for the update of the information kept,

with the accurate size of data backlogs on the source node S DiamondQueue.

In Fig. 23, focusing again on relay nodes, the ETTStat and DiamondStat ele-

ments collect statistics about relay node’s outgoing links and update the infor-

mation for the queue size of DiamondData element, respectively. Those statistics

and information is being encapsulated on IP layer packets and then are dupli-

cated through Tee element in order for those packets to be forwarded by both

Wireless-Interfaces. This is done in order to enable exchange of information re-

garding data queue backlogs and link statistics among nodes.

4.6.4 Modifying the Radiotap Header to Support per Packet Power & Rate Configu-

ration

In order to exploit the potential of cooperative relaying, it is essential to

enable a per-packet configuration for power and rate control. By having the abil-

ity to configure the packet transmission characteristics, we can adapt to the
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dynamic wireless communication conditions (i.e possible intermissions or fluc-

tuations on the link quality). The need for mitigating such a fickleness as well

as provisioning a design for a robust and stable cooperative communication

network, that can adapt rapidly, is critical for the networking performance and

the system’s efficiency.

For that reason, we exploit the Radiotap Header [94], a mechanism that

is used to supply additional information about packet frame transmission,

considering the cross-layer flows, from the driver to userspace applications,

and from userspace applications to the driver. This mechanism contains sev-

eral fields where configurations about RX/TX antennas, the TX/RX frequency

(Channel) in MHz, the TX/RX data rate and the transmit TX power (expressed

in dBm) are described. Moreover, the Radiotap Header mechanism offers the

flexibility of inserting additional fields to the end of the header without break-

ing ties for existing wirless driver parsers.

We continue with the packet configuration process next. In the transmission

path, userspace applications define optionally the desired values of the fields

in interest which are then parsed by the driver and used in order to complete

the transmission of a packet according to the specified (hardware, region, stan-

dard compliance) settings. On the opposite side, in the reception path, for each

packet received, the driver encapsulates a radiotap header filled with informa-

tion about the reception before passing it to the userspace application.

For the needs of our implementation we took advantage of the following

fields a) Rate and b) TX power (dBm) power, in order to transmit each packet

with the appropriate values of rate and transmit power according to the Throughput-

Maximization or Power-Minimization rule. For each packet, Click Modular Router

fills the radiotap header with the values obtained from the algorithms and then

Click Modular Router encapsulates the header in the packet before passing it

to the driver for transmission. The driver parses the radiotap header to obtain

the rate and transmit power values and then it strips off the packet before

transmitting it. It is worth to mention here that Click router is an application

layer deamon, that actually intercepts and injects packets with the use of libpcap

library [106].

In order to enhance ath9k driver performing on per-packet basis configuration,

we activated the corresponding identifiers for the two options mentioned ear-

lier: Rate and TX power (dBm). Particularly, we enabled the supported mecha-

nism to be able to identify that configuration by reading those options and to
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apply the new settings on the hardware. In the Listing 1 we quote the changes

applied for the Radiotap header to activate that functionality under the “compat-

wireless/net/mac80211/tx.c” file in the ath9k driver[2].

Listing 1: Radiotap Header.

...

case IEEE80211_RADIOTAP_RATE:

bitrate=(*iterator.this_arg)*5;

for (i=0; <sband->n_bitrates; i++) {

if (sband->bitrates[i].bitrate==bitrate)

break;

}

if (i!=sband->n_bitrates)

info->control.rates[0].idx = i;

break;

case IEEE80211_RADIOTAP_DBM_TX_POWER:

tx->local->user_power_level=*iterator.this_arg;

ieee80211_hw_config(tx->local, 0);

break;

... �
Moreover, in order to validate that packets were transmitted with the correct

configured values of transmission power and rate that we set, we acted twofold:

1st) For each succesful received packet in the destination node, we decapsulate

the radiotap header and we read the actual values on the rate and power fields.

2nd) We used the Whireshark tool [111], an open-source packet analyzer, that

was hosted by another wireless node (a non-participatnt node outside of the

cooperative network but close to its vicinity) . We chose to set it up in another

NITOS node close to the vicinity of the cooperative network, in order capture

cooperative network’s transmitting live data and display the format and the

corresponding rate and power transmission values.

4.7 experimental results

For the performance evaluation of the proposed policies aiming at maximiz-

ing throughput efficiency and minimizing the total power consumption, we

conducted 3 different experimentation setups relying on ath9k Wi-Fi driver

[2] implementation, Radiotap header [94] enhancement and the Click Modular

Router [72] exploitation, to achieve per-packet scheduling and control. We used
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Figure 24: 1st Experiment: (a) Received Throughput at Node D and (b) Packet Losses

for Different Values of Iperf for Coop/MT, Random and Direct Transmis-

sion Policies, (b) Packet Losses for Different Values of Iperf for Coop/MT,

Random and Direct Transmission Policies, 2nd Experiment: (c) Received

Throughput and (d) Packet Loss in Coop/MT Policy, for Different Values of

Network-Layer (Click Buffer) Queue Size.

NITOS [13] testbed facility, located in the University of Thessaly campus in

order to select a valid setup for the diamond network topology and to perform

the experiments. In the 1st experiment setup, we compare the received through-

put and the packet losses of the cooperative maximum-throughput (Coop/MT)

policy with two different algorithms implementing a random selection schedul-

ing policy and a direct scheduling policy, respectively. We show that in both

cases the Coop/MT policy outperforms achieving better throughput results

rather than the other two policies. In the 2nd experiment setup, we evaluated

the received throughput performance for the Coop/MT policy when we tuned

the maximum length of buffer size in the network-layer queue on the Click Mod-

ular Router, where incoming packets are stored. In the 3d experiment setup,

we measured the efficiency of the power minimization rule at a cost of the

induced delay caused by equalizing the V parameter, achieving also a delay-
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performance tradeoff. Moreover, in all setups we keep the MAC layer queue

size equals to 1 (one), as a means to enforce the suppression of CSMA protocol

and to avoid undesirable collisions.

4.7.1 1st Experiment

In this experiment, we compare the performance of maximum-throughput

policy against the direct transmission policy and a random selection scheduling

policy. We configured the links on the first hop (second hop) to operate on

channel 100 (140) respectively, in IEEE 802.11a mode. For a static configuration

of the PHY rate that was set on 9 Mbps, we collected measurements regarding

the received throughput, when we injected application traffic (UDP traffic with

retransmissions disabled) on different rates (6, 9, 11 and 14 Mbps) by using Iperf

tool. Moreover, for the same experimentation setup, we collected the packet

losses as we kept the PHY rate constant at 9 Mbps, and changed the Iperf rate.

The TDMA access scheme period was set on 100 ms, and each experiment

session last for 1 min. We repeated this experiment 10 times to take average

values.

Experimental Inference: We observe that the achieved throughput efficiency of

the Coop/MT policy is better comparing to the efficiency of the random relay

selection policy and the direct transmission from the source S to destination D

for different values of the Iperf rate. Specifically, in the direct transmission sce-

nario from source S to destination D, we selected an experimentation setup of

rich interference where nearby wireless networks were configured to operate

on the same frequency/channel as the source/destination pair in the diamond

network. So we assumed a setup, where direct transmission does not benefit

throughput efficiency. Results collected are reported in the Table 3 and also

illustrated in Fig. 24.a. For the packet losses, we observed that when we in-

jected higher application rate in the Iperf, we received higher packet losses.

This is expected, since the PHY rate configured on 9 Mbps acts as a bottle-

neck, when we use higher application Iperf rates, causing higher packet drops

and losses. Packet losses on cooperative maximum-throughput (Coop/MT) are

lower comparing to packet losses on random relay selection policy, and this

justifies the performance efficiency of the Coop/MT scheduling policy. Table 4

summarizes the packet loss results, while Fig. 24.b shows a graphical represen-

tation. The lower percentages of packet losses when we use direct transmission

is explained by the fact that in the case of Coop/MT and random selection poli-
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cies, we employed the TDMA framework built in Click [72] for packet control-

lability and forwarding that injects extra synchronization overhead and latency.

However, in the case of direct transmission this framework is missing.

4.7.2 2nd Experiment

In this experiment setup, we observe the impact of the buffer queue size on

the throughput performance and the packet losses in the implemented cooper-

ative maximum-throughput (Coop/MT) policy. For that reason, we keep constant

the PHY rate at 9 Mbps, and the Iperf rate at 14 Mbps and we collected the re-

ceived throughput at the destination node D and the packet losses for different

sizes of the network-layer queue maintained in the Click implementation. Test-

ing sessions were performed for buffer queue size spanning from 600 packets

to 10000 packets capacity size. Each experiment session duration was set to 1

min. We repeated also this experiment 10 times to take average values. Results

collected are reported in the Table 5 and also illustrated in Fig. 24.c and 24.d

Experimental Inference: We observe a significant rise in throughput as the

queue length size increases (up to a critical point) while also at the same time

the packet loss percentage drops. This behavior is expected due to fact that the

more the queuing capacity storage availability, the more the capability of receiv-

ing higher amounts of traffic is satisfied, having impact in higher throughput

and lower packet drops. After the critical point, despite the increase in the

buffer queue size the received throughput is saturated since the buffer queue

size does not affect the throughput performance any more, however packet loss

Table 3: Received Throughput at Node D for Different Values of Iperf for Coop/MT,

Random and Direct Transmission Policies.

Iperf Rate (Mbps) Received Throughput (Mbps)

Coop/MT Random Direct

6 5.49 3.61 3.11

9 6.12 3.63 3.32

11 6.15 3.92 3.34

14 6.48 4.93 3.48
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percentage drops significantly down, since larger buffer capacity storage aids

in improved maintenance and robust packet transmissions.

4.7.3 3rd Experiment

In this experiment setup we seek to investigate the congestion (induced de-

lay) - power performance tradeoff by measuring the total average queue sizes

and the total average power consumption, for different values of V parameter.

The larger the V value the more the network controller selects more power ef-

ficient schedules and that results in important power consumption reduction

with a cost of obtaining large increment in queue sizes. On the other hand, for

small values of V the network controller chooses scheduling decisions that will

keep queues size low but with a sufficient cost in the power consumption lev-

els. Results collected are reported in the Table 6 and also illustrated in Fig. 25.

Fig. 25.a shows the total average power consumption achieved for different

values of V and Fig. 25.b shows the respective total average queue sizes.

In order to estimate for the (ab) link, the channel condition (Sab(t)), we

arbitraly quantize the received ETT metric into three levels, thus representing

three discrete states that a link quality can be characterized of. Namely, Good,

Medium or Bad quality. The quantization levels were chosen after measurement

epxerimentation on the particular diamond topology chosen in the NITOS [13]

testbed facility and by making use of the NITOS connectivity tool C.[10], D.[3],

an online web tool for link connectvity assessment. Then, we defined the re-

spective power (Pab(t)) transmission levels, over a link, depending on the link

Table 4: Packet Losses for Different Values of Iperf for Coop/MT, Random and Direct

Transmission Policies.

Iperf Rate (Mbps) Packet Loss (%)

Coop/MT Random Direct

6 0.9% 40% 11%

9 21% 52.1% 11.2%

11 35% 54% 25%

14 62% 61% 39%
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Table 5: Received Throughput & Packet Loss in Coop/MT Policy, for Different Values

of Network-Layer (Click Buffer) Queue Size.

Queue Size Received Throughput (Mbps) Packet Loss (%)

600 4.56 64%

800 4.82 61%

1000 5.74 56%

1200 6.14 47%

1400 6.25 46%

2000 6.28 43%

5000 6.3 31%

8000 6.29 19%

10000 6.32 11%

quality quantization scheme that was estimated before with the use of ETT

metric. More specifically, the power needed for the transmission in a Good link

was PGood = 3 dBm, on an Medium link was PMedium = 9 dBm and on a Bad

link was PBad = 15 dBm. Results shown are translated in Watts relying in the

following formula: P(mW) = 10
(PdBm/10).

We configured the links on the first hop (second hop) to operate on channel

100 (140) respectively, in IEEE 802.11a mode. The PHY rate was set at 9 Mbps

and we injected application traffic on a rate of 14 Mbps by using the iperf tool.

The network-layer queue size on the Click Modular Router was set at 10000

packets. We set the parameter V at five different values (2, 10, 100, 1000 and

10000) and measured the average total power consumption and the average

queue length. The TDMA access scheme period was set on 100 ms, and each

experiment session last for 1 min. We repeated this experiment 10 times to take

average values.

For each experiment, total average value for power consumption P̄ and queue

size Q̄ are estimated by the following formulas: P̄avg(t + 1) = t
t+1 P̄avg(t) +

1
t+1

∑
i Pi(t) and Q̄avg(t+1) =

t
t+1Q̄avg(t)+

1
t+1

∑
iQi(t), where for the TDMA

time slot t on each transmitting node i ∈ {S,R1,R2}, the Pi(t) and Qi(t) repre-

sent the measured power consumptions and the queue sizes in buffers, respec-

tively.
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Experimental Inference: We observe that parameter V can be used to calibrate

delay and performance efficiency in the intermediate regime 0 < V < +∞.

The higher the value of V parameter chosen, the network controller tends to

select power-efficient schedules. This has impact on end-to-end delay, as V

grows, queue backlogs also increase in load and, hence buffer congestion. So,

the performance-delay tradeoff is attained as follows:

• Higher V (↗) results in less power consumption (↘), but larger end-to-

end delay (↗).

• Smaller V (↘) results in higher power consumption (↗), and less end-to-

end delay (↘).

4.8 conclusion

In this work, we presented an implementation design for a TDMA protocol

about optimal relay selection and scheduling in cooperative diamond topolo-

gies for infrastructure-less wireless networks. The significant merit of this work

is the exploitation of the potential of centralized scheduling through TDMA to

achieve optimal performance efficiency. We elaborated a network controller

within the TDMA frame to enforce policies getting inspired by the Lyapunov-

drift optimization methodology. In our formulation, we considered the class

of scheduling policies that select concurrently a non-interfering subset of links.

We sought to attain particular performance-delay tradeoffs in our system de-

sign.

Our implementation was based on modifying the ath9k [2] wireless driver

and the radiotap header functionality[94] as well as on exploiting the features

of Click Router [72]. Our architecture design is backwards compatible on com-

mercial Wi-Fi products and not limited in the presence of the CSMA proto-

col. Results collected through testbed experimentation in the NITOS facility

revealed improvement in performance per objective when our relay selection

scheme was applied. Although, our work was implemented and evaluated for

infrastructure-less cooperative wireless networks, a significant merit of this de-

sign is the ability to leverage the optimal centralized scheduling in infrastruc-

ture (cellular) wireless networks, such as the emerging 4G-LTE which employs

TDMA as an access scheme and supports relay assisted transmissions in its de-

sign primitives. Therefore, as a future plan we intend to implement this TDMA

scheme for optimal relay selection and scheduling in 4G-LTE networks.
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Table 6: Measured Total Time Average Power Consumption (Watt) & Time Average

Value of (Click Buffer) Queue Size.

V Avg. Power (Watt) Avg. Queue Size

2 0.003608 2269

10 0.002315 2457

100 0.002233 2611

1000 0.002129 2798

1000 0.001835 2853
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Figure 25: 3rd Experiment: Power minimization, (a) Total average power consumption

and (b) Total average queue size vs. V parameter.
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5
T O WA R D S E V O LV E D U S E R E Q U I P M E N T F O R 5 G S Y S T E M S :

LT E - A C O O P E R AT I V E N E T W O R K I N G

As the roll-out of 4G technology is on track, the plans for 5G have substantially

ascended the ambitions for high quality broadband experience and promise

to meet the increasing demand for high throughput and low latency services

by end users. Moreover, the recent trend in LTE deployments that considers

heterogeneous and small cells in harsh, dense and mobilized environments in-

dicates the importance to deliver effective and evolved solutions as enablers for

end-to-end services. To this end, this chapter discusses a potential evolution of

LTE that employs user equipments (UE) as an active element of the network, in

order to enable new use-cases. The proposed architecture leverages the legacy

UE and extends its capabilities to operate simultaneously over multiple base

stations (eNBs). Therefore, an evolved-UE (eUE) is introduced to enable re-

liable multi-hop operation through cooperative relaying and to achieve low

latency communication through L2/MAC forwarding. The arising benefits are

twofold: i) From the network perspective, eUEs extend its operation and restore

the point-to-point X2 air-interface through virtual links so as to reestablish the

inter-eNB communication, and ii) for the eUE, the new architecture provides

multiple data pipes through collaborative radio bearers so as to increase capac-

ity.

Keywords – evolved UEs, Wireless Mesh, LTE-A.
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Figure 26: Evolving the future Radio Access Networks (RANs): Evolved UEs (eUEs)

are leveraged to become active network elements, providing backhaul ac-

cess to core-isolated celss and realizing diverse communication paths.

5.1 introduction

In a race against time to meet the stringent requirements for satisfying the un-

precedented growth on mobile data traffic, both industry and operators strive

at fierce competition within research and development for delivering novel and

disruptive solutions on the promise of future (5G) networks. Providing such so-

lutions that can offer tangible results for low latency and increased throughput

communication has been in the keen interest and diligent activity among re-

searchers so as to tackle the challenge of inadequate capacity.

Contrary to the prior generations of cellular networks’ technology (2G, 3G),

the recent 4G technologies (LTE-A Rel. 11 & Rel. 12), have raised the ambitions

substantially for enabling reliable, rapid and ubiquitous communications in

a flat all IP architecture. In recent years, the wireless broadband community

has witnessed a growing expansion of the newest generation (4G) wireless net-

work deployments. The proliferation of 4G deployments has been increasing

worldwide, promising to offer to carriers the capabilities to keep up with the

increasing traffic growth. However, on the opposite side the number of mobile

users with data-hungry (resource intensive) devices, has been exploded expo-

nentially attaining almost the cellular networks’ capacity capabilities. Cisco and

Qualcomm forecasts for traffic explosion are indicative of this stern situation

[64, 92].

Moreover, the requirements for 5G technology that have been partially de-

fined, render new communication trends for seamless connectivity, heteroge-
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neous networking and interoperability highly attractive [27, 49]. Those trends

stipulate a combination of sophisticated techniques that have been in the fore-

ground research promising to be the key enablers for facing the aforemen-

tioned intimidating challenge of increasing traffic. Small cell and heteroge-

neous network deployments, data offloading techniques, tighter 4G/WiFi in-

terworking, advanced interference coordination techniques and spectrum man-

agement, coordinated multipoint (CoMP) tran smissions, relaying and multi-

flow techniques across small cells are the most promising solutions to offer

improved networking if both enabled and combined successfully. Despite their

promising benefits, all the above techniques require a network infrastructure

that can simultaneously provide lower costs, lower latency, and greater flexibil-

ity.

In this Chapter, we propose a new paradigm for L2/MAC information trans-

fer, enabled by information forwarding that is performed by evolved UEs

(eUEs). Our approach promotes a clear trend to rethink and redesign what

is perceived today as wireless end-to-end information transfer. Theoretical dis-

cussions in that respect about future and upcoming advances for next gen-

eration wireless networks more akin to a “flatter” network architecture, are

quickly developing now. The major finding is the exploitation of a new vir-

tual air-interface for next generation radio access network (RAN) systems that

extends the classical point-to-point information transfer and enables new use-

cases. We re-establish the X2-air interface to accommodate a new mobile wire-

less access paradigm of low latency communication where two eNBs exploit

intermediate mobile eUEs to interconnect and exchange data. Therefore, a vir-

tual air-interface is being established between two eNBs with the aid of col-

laborative eUEs. Yet, existing techniques are expressed only at a 3GPP legacy

in-band/out-band relaying level [112, 107]. Although state-of-the-art results for

relaying and data forwarding have exhibited the feasibility of such approaches,

their disadvantage is that relays are used to serve UEs exclusively, terminate

all the S1-AP protocol and signaling passes through their S-GW and MME [19].

This means that relays must maintain sufficient backhaul access to the core to

be operational.

We illustrate our envision in Fig. 26, where eUEs are leveraged to intercon-

nect two eNBs. We claim that, our architecture if translated to realistic network

coordination methods, can radically refine and disrupt the way that we or-

ganize resources and perform end-to-end information transfer in cellular net-

works. Nevertheless, the integration of such an architecture in cellular net-
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Figure 27: Network Topology: Moving, small and core-isolated cells exploit eUE-

enabled multipoint connectivity to access backhaul, when either non-ideal

X2-air interfaces cannot be effectively utilized to inter-connect eNBs or

wired interfaces are infeasible or too costly to be deployed.

works introduces implementation and design challenges that we need to effec-

tively come up with. Next, we present those that have been the main motives

on the design of the proposed architecture and provide solutions to effectively

address them.

5.1.1 Motivation and Scope of this Work

Our aim is to design a scalable, flexible and resilient architecture for support-

ing packet-level forwarding by leveraging and evolving legacy UEs to operate

as active elements of the network, to forward the traffic and to provide back-

haul access to moving and core-isolated eNBs.

Challenge 1: Evolve radio access network - Enable new use cases by ex-

ploiting greater flexibility and diversity. Evolving UEs for enabling new use-

cases such as moving cells which are required by public safety and intelligent

transport systems (ITS) applications is of paramount importance. In example

as illustrated in Fig. 27, network coverage extension can be realized rapidly by

taking advantage of the diverse and multiple paths that eUEs can potentially

create in scenarios where network planning cannot be previously contemplated

or designed. Moreover, core-isolated cells that miss wired/fiber connection to

the core network or experience poor wireless connectivity to another eNB due

to a non-ideal X2 air-interface, can be capable of accessing the core through the

diverse paths created by users. In parallel multiple eNBs provide alternative

paths for routing and service to users.
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Challenge 2: Improve network capacity and provide low latency communi-

cations. The challenge of limited capacity can be tackled effectively by enabling

multiple associations of an eUE to more than one eNBs so as to exploit inter-

node radio resource aggregation or CoMP reception. Moreover, extending UEs

capabilities with intelligent protocols and advanced RF processing so as to be

able to forward packets within the network, can be advocate of wireless mesh

networking over the cellular network. Packet forwarding involves advanced

collaborative relaying performed by eUEs, that are used/enabled as a service

by the eNBs [54]. We claim that a potential wireless mesh multi-hop operation

introduces an extra communication overhead that if not carefully considered

would increase delay and communication latency. Induced latency can be re-

duced by enabling advanced access techniques at the access layer, providing

services locally to the clients, using adaptive modulation and coding (AMC)

schemes, enabling packet-level forwarding at the MAC/L2 layer when a col-

laborative transmission is being identified and using of advanced buffer aware

scheduling techniques.

Challenge 3: Design a both light-weight and cost-effective architecture that

will enable mobile broadband operators to be competitive, from a price/per-

formance perspective compared to wired networks for accessing the core:

In this perspective, UEs cannot be passive listeners any more that filter out

the signals coming from eNBs and keeping the content destined exclusively

to them, while also dropping the rest information as noise. Therefore, in the

proposed architecture UEs are evolved into on-demand intermediate data for-

warders (called eUEs) that convey traffic among eNBs. From the one hand, at

a cost of a more dynamic network and resources management, eNBs can lever-

age eUEs to assist them with cooperative forwarding so as to improve their

performance. From the other hand, eUEs can realize alternative paths to the

core network so as to experience improved throughput. Moreover, eUEs need

strong incentives to participate in such traffic admission and as a consequence,

a promising economical business model is introduced where operators com-

pensate users for assisting them [61, 99]. This dual benefit is important for

the operators as it provides a tangible solution to reduce CAPital EXpenditure

(CAPEX) and OPerational EXpenditure (OPEX) costs by removing the need for

infrastructure investments with legacy 3GPP relays and network re-planning.

Moreover, operators will be capable of providing end-to-end services in iso-

lated cells through the diverse routing paths that eUEs enable. In addition eUE

can benefit from participating in such a collaboration acquiring fiscal gains

upon agreement offered by the operators.
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Contribution: In this Chapter, we discuss a disruptive architecture which

elaborates evolved-UEs (eUEs) in the context of future cellular networks. A

more intelligent user equipment is introduced, that is capable of associating

with multiple eNBs. The intellectual merit of this concept can be realized

twofold: i) In moving cell scenarios, eUEs extend the network coverage area

by building virtual links (VL) to provide access to core-isolated eNBs located

on public transport buses or dedicated public safety vehicles. The eUE func-

tionalities are exploited by moving eNBs as a service for improving the net-

work performance. ii) In small and/or densified cell scenarios, network and

subsequently eNBs provide multiple connectivity and data pipes to the eUEs

through different radio bearers so as to increase their capacity and provide

seamless handover between the connected eNBs. Through cooperative relaying

and L2/MAC forwarding, eUEs are utilized to provide reliable and low-latency

communication and as a consequence they become enablers for wireless multi-

hop networking among eNBs.

Organization structure: The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows: In

Section 5.2 we describe representative use-cases that exploit eUE-aided L2 for-

warding. In Section 5.3, we describe the design of the proposed architecture as

an enabler of a wireless mesh operation over a cellular topology. Then, we give

an overview of the procedures designed in PHY and MAC layer for enabling

this architecture. Individual rationality and performance evaluation of our ar-

chitecture are validated in Section 5.4. In sequence, related work is presented

in Section 5.5 and Section 5.6 concludes our work.

5.2 explore for new use cases

5.2.1 Moving Cells

In public safety or intelligent transport system (ITS) scenarios, the planning

of the point-to-point wireless interface for backhaul access may often be infea-

sible to be established between moving and/or static cells. Currently, in 3GPP

an interface named X2 is used to allow meshing of neighboring eNBs so as to

coordinate base stations and assist UEs’ handover procedure.

Public Safety: When a major emergency situation such as an earthquake,

wildfire, hurricane or warfare strikes communication networks related to civil

or military purposes, need to be built rapidly and on-the-fly. That is the case
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where first responders and military require immediate communications sup-

port to save lives, establish relief operations and provide ongoing assistance

in affected communities. In such tactical response cases, providing backhaul

access to a rapid network deployment can be effectively enabled by leveraging

the respond commander terminals (UEs) to convey traffic.

Intelligent Transport Systems: In planned deployments for public trans-

port, employing moving relay nodes in vehicles (buses, metro, trains, etc.) is

a promising solution to overcome potential shortages like shadow fading that

cause poor QoS and QoE to end-users [103]. Solutions stemming from heteroge-

neous and small cell networks, data relaying and offloading methods promise

performance improvements and are quite attractive to immerse into future cel-

lular networks[35].

However, what is missing is a light-weight and cost-effective solution for

the unplanned deployments. Core-isolated eNBs of moving vehicles often fade

away from the macro eNB’s coverage range as they move out of the predefined

trajectory which ensures communication. By exploiting the potential of eUEs

to convey traffic within the network, operators can provide resilient backhaul

access to the core for these moving cells. This solution comes also with zero

cost for network planning and infrastructure deployment.

5.2.2 Small Cells

In a dense urban area, where large physical obstacles such as buildings cre-

ate a harsh communication environment, coverage holes may often occur due

to volatile ambient conditions, even when network planning had been contem-

platively designed. Although, the solution of small cells can offer improved

capacity and extended coverage to users, an UE may still experience poor per-

formance, mainly at the cell edge or during handover, since it is only served by

only one eNB regardless of the number of macro or small base stations in its

vicinity, thus missing the actual diversity benefit.

In fact, carriers need a cost-effective, fast and resilient solution to offer to

UEs efficient alternative paths for service which can fully exploit the available

resources. By allowing eUEs to communicate with multiple eNBs realizing a

CoMP, the benefit to users is clear. “The higher the number of active alterna-

tive paths from which a user can be actually served, the more the received

throughput and the less the incurred latency.”
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5.3 architecture

Our architecture aims to support a flexible and resilient network topology

by providing benefits both to eUEs and to eNBs. eUEs, by enabling multiple

association to eNBs, can improve their throughput, as well as the handover

experience by exploiting inter-node radio resource aggregation. U-plane data

can be delivered to the eUE through multiple sources. For eNBs of core-isolated

cells, having a plenty of intermediate assisting forwarders at their disposal,

provides them with diverse routes for backhaul access when a non-ideal X2

wireless or wired backhaul connection for accessing the core is infeasible or

too costly to be deployed. The above can be realized as a new coordinated

multipoint (CoMP) concept, as it is realized by the eUEs forming a virtual

MIMO antenna to transmit to the moving/core-isolated eNB.

5.3.1 LTE Mesh Network Overview

The network topology that we consider in this work, is a wireless mesh

network that is built on the top of LTE. This topology is assumed to be 2-

level hierarchical or clustered, where a cluster is defined as the set of nodes

which are characterized by one-hop connectivity with the eNB macro base sta-

tion. Fig. 27 illustrates the network topology and the new use-cases introduced

by eUE-assisted packet forwarding. In this topology, there exist three type of

nodes.

• eNodeBs-(eNBs) act as 3GPP base stations and they are responsible for i)

the coordination of user traffic, ii) the management and scheduling of radio

resources (i.e. time, frequency, and space) within a cell and iii) the routing for

intra and inter cell communication. It should be considered that user traffic

UE traffic is not necessarily passed to the core network through eNBs.

• User Equipments-(UEs) They are legacy 3GPP user equipment.

• evolved User Equipments-(eUEs) are actually evolved UEs with enhanced

capabilities of associating to multiple eNBs and thus interconnecting adja-

cent eNBs. They act as 3GPP UE terminals maintaining their initial opera-

tion and also act as a slave with respect to the eNBs perspective. As UEs

do, they also interpret the scheduling messages coming from eNBs on sig-

naling channels so as to enable traffic routing and forwarding relying on the

allocated physical resource blocks RBs. eUEs can be also used to extend the

cell serving area and provide backhaul access to core-isolated eNBs. eUEs as
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Figure 28: An Overlay Mesh Network of eNBs.

intermediate nodes are utilized so as to forward the traffic originating from

or destined to eNBs. They belong on the control of the radio access network

(RAN) of the bridged eNBs.

5.3.2 Virtual Overlay - Enable Mesh Networking

Consider this: In cellular networks, we have to deploy typically wires (fiber/-

coper) to base stations in order to access the core network and enable internet

connectivity to the wireless access part. Although it is the standard method in

LTE and LTE-A deployments to access an internet gateway, the proliferation of

relays and small cells, although it promises to tackle this problem, it introduces

additional costs both for the operators and the users. The former need to invest

and the latter are called for buying new equipment (e.g. Home-eNBs). While

in LTE the X2 air-interface can be utilized for interconnecting eNBs, it has been

mainly formed for exchanging control plane information between eNBs for as-

sisting handover procedures and advanced inter-cell interference coordination

(ICIC) techniques. Contrary to the above, our networking approach rethinks

the standard way of wireless cellular communication transfer. We design a net-

work architecture that can enable a virtual overlay wireless mesh on the top

of cellular topology that is abstracted by the eUEs collaboration. We claim that
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for enabling the wireless meshing in large scale requires fundamentally ad-

vanced SDN (Software Defined Networking). Moreover, in order to establish

a virtual link by appropriately selecting the subset of eUEs, it should be con-

sidered also the level of cooperation they are able or willing to provide to the

network according to a Service-level-agreement (SLA). The selected eUEs list

is then provided to the corresponding eNBs so as to initiate the establishment

of a collaborative virtual link [61, 99]. That is out of the scope of this work and

we mainly focus on the PHY and MAC operations for proving the individual

rationality of this architecture. However, the significance of the above concept

implicates the need to describe the hidden potential offered.

Fig. 28 illustrates the layered structure of a wireless mesh in a large scale.

Nevertheless, a virtual link (VL) between two eNBs is composed of at least two

consecutive point-to-point links with the assistance of one intermediate eUE.

Multiple eUEs can collaboratively participate in the formation of one VL. There-

fore a VL can be perceived into two phases: a broadcast point-to-multipoint

(P2MP) phase from (source) eNB to eUEs and a cooperative multi-point-to-

point (MP2P) phase from eUEs to (destination) eNB. The interaction among

the layers that is dynamically enabled by the eUEs suggests a new type of col-

laborative transmission for cooperation that is realized as a CoMP in uplink

where eUEs form a virtual MIMO antenna for transmitting to the destination

eNB.

Particularly, this architecture implicates the PHY layer to present a VL as a

link abstraction to the MAC layer with a given probability of packet erasure

and subsequently the MAC layer to present a VL to the network layer as a

means of enabling collaborative bearers for local traffic routing between eNBs

and supporting end-to-end services.

• Signal-level Cooperation is operated by the PHY layer, which is responsible for

identifying the optimal way to cooperate at the signal-level so that the bit

error probability is minimized with respect to predefined quality constraints.

Signal-level cooperation presents an interesting abstraction to higher layers:

that is, a VL with a given probability of packet erasure. Moreover, coop-

eration at signal-level implicates all eUEs regardless of the perceived link

quality in TX or RX mode with the interconnected eNBs. An appropriate

selection of a relaying and coding scheme e.g. Decode-and-Forward (DF) or

Quantize-Map-Forward (QMF) and distributed Alamouti codes allows for

independent coordination among eUEs and indicates an over-the-air signal

combination towards the destination eNB [54].
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• Packet-level Cooperation is operated by the MAC, or more generally Layer 2

(L2), which is responsible for data-forwarding and packet scheduling. More

specifically, L2 will create the virtual link by leveraging the legacy 3GPP

connection establishment procedures in order to complete packet transmis-

sions between two specific end-points. It will identify which physical links

(PLs) and their respective end-points need to be activated so that end-to-end

frame error rate is minimized, hence drastically improving the efficiency of

the signal-level cooperation. The actual decision about VL establishment and

PL activation is obtained by the higher layers and L2 from its side identifies

and reports this induced relay selection to the higher layers. In addition, to

regular scheduling MAC performs scheduling of collaborative broadcast in

DL and CoMP transmission in UL. The routing path is optimized as packets

do not have to traverse the whole protocol stack and when identified by the

MAC they are forwarded for collaborative transmission. Reliable end-to-end

packet delivery over a VL may be also handled by L2 through retransmission

and/or forwarding-error-correction-codes (FEC), e.g. Hybrid-ARQ (HARQ).

• Network-level Cooperation The decision about local traffic routing and relay

selection (control plane) over a VL can be performed either at the network

or higher layers. This information is passed to the MAC. Therefore, there

is a need to select one or a group of eUEs that will be used as relays to

enable signal and packet level cooperation (data plane). Furthermore, the

control plane and the data plane are decoupled as the routing decision and

relay selection are performed at the higher layers while data forwarding at

the MAC/PHY layer. Therefore, a sophisticated mechanism to support the

cooperation by giving access to the forwarding table of the MAC is required

and need to be enabled. Such a mechanism can be implemented either locally

or over the network. In the former case, the MAC/L2 forwarding table can

be simply built based on the routing table in a similar way as done in the

L2.5/L3 forwarding in the multiprotocol label switching (MPLS). In the latter

case, a software defined networking approach can be applied to interface

between the control and data plane.

5.3.3 Procedures

PHY Layer Design.

Consider the following scenario where a source eNB intends to transmit to

the destination eNB over a VL. The timing of scheduling messages and data
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transmission adopt the standard procedures in legacy LTE. This end-to-end

transmission is realized reciprocally over the two hops that constitute the VL

in downlink and uplink direction. Thus, when the first hop is on downlink the

second is on uplink.

Cell-search: Search procedures is the primary step to access the LTE net-

work, and consists of a series of synchronization stages to determine time and

frequency parameters required for correct timing in uplink and downlink. Stan-

dard LTE synchronization procedures allows a terminal to detect the primary

and subsequently the secondary synchronization sequences (PSS, SSS) from

at most 3 eNBs distinguished by their cell ID group (also known as physical

layer identity) representing roots of the Zadoff-Chu sequences [17]. Using this

property, the procedures by which an eUE is attached to the network could

be activated for non-primary eNBs. The attachment procedure, that an eUE fol-

lows so as to associate with an eNB follows the standard 3GPP RRC connection

reconfiguration process.

Synchronization: For core-isolated eNBs, over-the-air decentralized network

synchronization can be utilized by allowing a designated (usually the Donor

eNB) to provide a time reference synchronization within the network. Then,

eUEs will propagate the signal to the core-isolated eNBs through a common

synchronization channel. This approach also resolves the interference problem

for scenarios with multiple transmitters and one receiver as all the core-isolated

eNBs are synchronized with the same reference point and that the cyclic prefix

is able to absorb the differential propagation delay. Regular UEs will follow the

standard timing advance procedure controlled by their respective eNBs, while

the eUEs will select one of the available timing advance value (e.g. the mini-

mum value or that of communicating eNB). Note that this solution does not

require any coordination, and scales smoothly with the number of connected

eUEs. However, if the reliability of a unique reference point cannot be assured,

due to network mobility or harsh environmental conditions, the designated

eNB could be dynamically elected based on parameters of interests, e.g. cell

stability. Ultimately, the fire-fly synchronization technique could be applied if

a fully distributed approach is required [109].

Coding: The PHY layer uses orthogonal frequency division multiple access

(OFDMA) in a single frequency mesh network, where all network nodes eNBs,

eUEs and UEs share the same resources both in downlink and uplink. In down-

link (eNB-to-eUE) a Decode-and-Forward DF technique is implemented. Then on

the second hop in uplink, we apply a distributed Alamouti coding scheme [67]
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Figure 29: eUE MAC layer architecture and collaborative logical channels: The func-

tional blocks aggregation, forwarding, reporting and queuing and co-scheduling

allow for buffer-aided collaborative packet forwarding to interconnect iso-

lated eNBs.

in order to exploit the diversity gains offered by eUEs for forwarding pack-

ets and implementing a virtual MIMO antenna. The destination eNB specifies

the same time-frequency resources for the framing allocation to the eUEs by

sending them a scheduling grant with an additional information related to the

PDUs sequence number, size and HARQ id. Then, each eUE performs Alam-

outi coding independently and transmits the codes to the destination eNB. At

the end the destination eNB requires at least one eUE to have correctly trans-

mitted so as to be able to decode the Alamouti code. Therefore this technique

allows for flexible coding as it is robust to the number of participating eUEs

that have correctly send their codes.

Advantages of PHY design:

• eUEs belonging on a VL can dynamically participate in the collaborative for-

warding a-priori regardless their respective to eNBs link quality. At least one

eUE is required to establish a VL in-between two adjacent eNBs. Relying on

the standard LTE detection and synchronization procedures, the maximum

number of eNBs that an eUE is permitted to obtain the synchronization is

three, we exploit this feature for the connection procedure at E-UTRAN.

• A significant advantage of the Alamouti coding scheme (at PHY layer) is

that it utilizes eUEs as autonomous antenna elements. So, it can operate
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independently to the number of active transmitting eUEs since this is not

required by the receiver to decode the signal.

MAC Layer Design.

To operate effectively on collaborative packet forwarding, MAC layer, apart

from the legacy 3GPP procedures, requires a sophisticated mechanism to man-

age a VL and perform packet forwarding. Packets are encoded in the source

eNB with DF and then are broadcasted to the eUEs, where after successfully

received by the eUEs, they are decoded and stored in the eUEs buffer queues

maintained at the MAC layer. The reason why the packets are not forwarded di-

rectly to the destination eNB is twofold: i) In legacy 3GPP LTE, eNBs schedule

packet transmissions, therefore eUEs cannot autonomously decide to transmit

without having received a scheduling grant request by the destination eNB (It

should be considered here that the eUEs have already notified eNBs through

a buffer status report (BSR) about their PDU availability). ii) If eUEs perform

packet transmissions as soon as they receive them, synchronization and over-

the-air signal level combining of the packets cannot be guaranteed at the sec-

ond hop (eUEs-to-eNB).

The new MAC layer that is designed to enable eUE packet forwarding for

collaborative transmission is illustrated in Fig. 29 and is composed of five ad-

ditional functional blocks to handle the VL between two end-points, namely:

• queuing: It handles packet storage on buffers maintained by the MAC layer.

When a packet is correctly received by eUEs, it is stored locally at MAC

buffers waiting to be scheduled by the destination eNB. The buffer supports

indexing mechanisms using AVL trees for PDUs storage so as to optimize

requests for PDUs that are identified by their sequence number (SN) and

their PDU size.

• reporting: It sends periodically the MAC buffer status report (BSR) to the des-

tination eNB indicating which MAC protocol data units (PDUs) have been

correctly received and stored.

• aggregation: It is used to concatenate the requested MAC PDUs instructed by

the destination eNB.

• forwarding: It identifies whether an incoming PDU on the intermediate eUEs

is related to a VL, in which case queuing block will be instructed to store the

PDU in a buffer associated with the destination eNB.

• co-scheduling: It schedules the outgoing PDUs on the intermediate eUEs cor-

responding to a VL requested by the destination eNB.
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eUE Cell Association and Initialization: eUE initialization follows the same

process of a legacy UE performing “initial attach” to its serving eNB. The eNB

that has access to the core network provides the S-GW and P-GW functionali-

ties. The eUE retrieves configuration parameters from this certain eNB during

its initial attachment and also a list of other eNBs to which it is allowed to at-

tach additionally. Then, RRC connection reconfiguration procedure is triggered

for establishing a second connection to another (moving or core-isolated) eNB

reported on the aforementioned list. During this establishment procedure each

eNB initiates apart from the setup of the regular bearers for the S1, the virtual

data radio bearer interfaces and the corresponding PDU buffer queues.

Virtual Link setup: When instructed by the higher layer, a VL establishment

procedure is triggered by the source eNB to setup a collaborative radio bearer

(CO-RB). Through this procedure, the VL will be mapped to a set of physical

links (PLs) from a source eNB to eUEs and from eUEs to a destination eNB. A

VL provides an abstraction to the cooperative transmission at the MAC layer.

Thus, the multiple access scheme at the higher layer perceives the lower PHY

layer of the protocol stack still as a packet erasure link even though it may

be decomposed into several point-to-point links. A VL is used as a means of

hiding the information to higher layers: that is, a VL between two points is

composed of several point-to-point links formed with the aid of intermediate

forwarding eUEs. An eUE can participate at the same time to multiple VLs.(see

for example Fig 27 where a PL can be used by multiple VLs and Fig. 29, where

these VLs are contemplated on the eUE side.) The MAC layer is responsible for

managing the virtual/logical links. More specifically the MAC layer is respon-

sible for identifying the links that will be created in order to complete a single

packet transmission between two specific endpoints. Moreover, it is responsi-

ble for the identification and scheduling of collaborative transmissions both in

downlink and uplink direction.

For that reason, we introduce the concept of the Collaborative-RNTI as an

identification number to differentiate a regular transmission from a collabora-

tive one. In LTE, an RNTI (Radio Network Temporary Identifier) is a kind of an

identification number. There are many type of RNTIs used for example to iden-

tify paging, system information, cell or random access procedures. Specifically,

this CO-RNTI type, is used for indicating that a certain packet is on a collabora-

tive transmission via a VL. The CO-RNTI is carried as a part of the MAC header

in the Control Packets that are transmitted from an eNB to eUE in order to es-

tablish the VL. A collaborative transmission over a VL requires at least one eUE
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Figure 30: Collaborative Transmission over a virtual link. eUEs adopt a flexible proto-

col stack so as to be able to associate to two eNBs and perform efficiently

L2 packet forwarding.

acting as packet forwarder and two CO-RNTIs that describe the point-to-point

transmission on the (eNB-eUE) physical link. Two CO-RNTIs (an ingress and

an egress) can participate to form a VL setup. The ingress CO-RNTI is used by

the destination eNB to identify the appropriate buffer - queue in the respective

eNB so that to be able to schedule the packets stored (which were previously

indicated to the destination eNB by the same eUE). From the perspective of

the destination eNB that needs to communicate back to the source eNB over a

collaborative transmission, this design is symmetric and another CO-RNTI is

used that describes the transmission being done from the destination eNB in

this point-to-point link towards source eNB via an eUE. That CO-RNTI refers

to the egress CO-RNTI. Therefore, the least number of CO-RNTIs at a given

eUE that is essential to compose a bidirectional VL is two.

Link Adaptation, Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) - Coding Rate:

In LTE, Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) Scheme is performed ac-

cording to the CQI values that UEs report back to the eNBs so as to support

the highest Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) that can effectively decode

packets with a BLER probability not exceeding 10% [101]. For a given MCS an

appropriate code rate is chosen relying on the Table 7.2.3.1 of 3GPP TS36.213.

Therefore, link adaptation matches the transmission parameters of MCS and
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eNB CO-Scheduler: A MAC Layer scheduler for PDUs collaborative trans-

mission.
Input : u ∈ U of selected eUEs and V ∈ V VLs.

Output : Collaborative PDUs transmission over VLs enabled by eUEs.

Data: Request N PDUs

Result: Grant resources for u ∈ U eUEs.

foreach TTI t do

foreach V ∈ V /* Virtual Links. */ do

foreach u ∈ U
⋃
V do

Receive a BSR for N PDUs identified by their SN, size and HARQ id.

if U ′ ⊆ U
⋃
V respond with a positive BSR for N ′ 6 N PDUs then

foreach u ∈ U ′ do

Grant resources for scheduling u eUE to transmit N ′ PDUs.

Acknowledge PDU reception/failure to HARQ for transmitted PDUs in

t− 1 TTI.

else

Notify HARQ to manage a reschedule of |N−N ′| PDUs.

foreach u ∈ U do
Provide the Channel State and CQI reports to the higher layers for the PL

between u and eNB.

coding rate to the channel conditions. It should be clarified here that UEs in

LTE, and hence eUEs are not permitted to deliberately decide about an au-

tonomous MCS and coding rate selection. This is a control information that is

instructed by the eNBs so as to optimally control and configure transmissions

within the cell. Moreover, all the resource blocks within a subframe that are al-

located to a certain user should use the same MCS. A key issue in the design of

AMC policy in the two-hop topology interconnecting two eNBs is whether the

MCS assigned to a specific eUE for a collaborative transmission should be the

same over the two hops or different exploiting the intermediate buffer storage

at the eUEs. In the 1st case, the source eNB uses that MCS that captures the

worst CQI over the two consecutive physical links for the eUE configuration

so as to minimize packet drops and sustain adequate end-to-end communica-

tion quality. In the 2nd case, each interconnected eNB can opportunistically

use a different MCS for the transmissions with the bridging eUE relying on

the fact that packets are temporarily stored in the buffer queues in order to be

transmitted with the best possible MCS over each physical link.

eNB MAC CO-scheduler: In LTE cellular networks, packet scheduling de-

cisions are orchestrated by eNBs. Therefore, eNBs are responsible to decide
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Figure 31: OAI Measurement Results of a LTE wireless mesh network enabled by

eUEs.

which packets should be transmitted by whom by requesting a buffer status

report (BSR) from the collaborating eUEs. A source eNB schedules the broad-

cast transmission, while the destination eNB schedules a CoMP transmission

in uplink in the same way as in downlink. Until now, eNB schedulers have

aimed either at the sole optimization of a specific metric (i.e max. throughput,

or min. delay) or aimed at attaining desired trade-offs for achieving a balanced

compromise between different competing interests (i.e. Proportional Fairness

or Min. Power vs. Delay). To effectively leverage eUEs for benefiting from a

collaborative transmission at the MAC layer, we advance the eNB scheduler -

apart from applying a specific policy - so as to be able to indicate the common

packets that are stored in eUEs’ buffers and are identified by their sequence

number (SN) and PDU size.

The introduced eNB CO-scheduler is capable of selecting a subset of collab-

orating eUEs as this is instructed by higher layers and network-level cooper-

ation. The selected eUEs are leveraged to store incoming packets and convey

traffic when this would be instructed to them by the destination eNB. eUEs

with bad link qualities that cannot support a predefined CQI Cth to sustain a

certain MCS Mth and coding rate, will still be able to contribute to the signal

by transmitting a common packet by exploiting Alamouti coding and CoMP

techniques.
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Flexible eUE Protocol Stack: eUEs adopt a light-weight and flexible net-

working mechanism for mobile devices enabling them to operate simultane-

ously on two cells. Fig. 30 illustrates the protocol stack of this mechanism that

enables collaborative packet forwarding and multiple DRB reception. Observe

that eUEs adopt in L2 (RRC, RLC and PDCP sub-layers) a dual-stack protocol

in C-plane and D-Plane. This allows for eUEs to associate and communicate in

parallel with two different eNBs and handle simultaneously regular transmis-

sions. Additionally, the aim is to enable packet forwarding at the MAC layer so

as to prevent packets in a collaborative transmission from passing through the

whole protocol stack aiming to reduce communication latency when this col-

laboration is identified with the appropriate collaborative RNTI (Data plane).

At L1 a source eNB broadcasts packets to collaborative eUEs. If these packets

are correctly received by the eUEs and belong to a Collaborative Data Radio

Bearer, the L2/MAC of eEUs identifies them at stores them temporarily in

buffers. Then a collaborative CoMP transmission in uplink is scheduled by the

destination eNB so as to activate eUEs to transmit the requested PDUS identi-

fied by their SN. L2 transmission presents an abstraction to the L3 layer where

the VL is established by hiding the point-to-point physical transmissions. The

above architecture enables eUEs being capable of handling simultaneous traf-

fic that is originated and destined from interconnected eNBs in a seamless and

efficient manner. This approach is backwards compatible with legacy UE oper-

ation.

Advantages of MAC design:

• It evolves RAN by introducing a light-weight mechanism for packet forward-

ing and packet storage at L2.

• It leverages eUEs to act as active network elements.

• It establishes VL connections for collaborative transmissions. Thus, hiding

information to upper layers aiming efficiently to reduce end-to-end commu-

nication latency.

• It offers radio aggregation benefits by allowing eUEs to associate and com-

municate simultaneously with multiple eNBs. Thus, improving their aggre-

gate rate.
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5.4 performance evaluation

In this Section, we demonstrate the performance evaluation and the valida-

tion of the rationality of the proposed architecture. We first present the ob-

tained gains considering packet level forwarding when interconnecting two

eNBs for various number of employed eUEs, in terms of throughput, latency

and packet loss rate. Moreover, we demonstrate eUEs’ benefits that stem from

multiple connectivity to eNBs and from the exploitation of diverse radio data

paths in terms of received throughput.

5.4.1 OpenAirInterface Emulation

We leveraged OpenAirInterface (OAI) to test the performance of the collabo-

rative forwarding in a practical setting, the distributed synchronization proce-

dures and the 3GPP protocol operations for eNBs and eUEs (full implementa-

tion code is online available:[10]).OAI is an Open-source software implementa-

tion of the 4th generation mobile cellular system that is fully compliant with the

3GPP LTE standards and can be used for real-time indoor/outdoor experimen-

tation and demonstration. OAI features a built-in emulation capability that can

be used within the same real execution environment to seamlessly transition

between real experimentation and repeatable, scalable emulation [34]. Specif-

ically, two channel and physical layer (PHY) emulation modes are supported

which differ in the level of detail at which PHY is realized.

Table 7: LTE-A TDD System Configuration.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Carrier Freq. 1.9 GHz max eNB TX Pow. 20W [43dBm]

Bandwidth 5MHz Fading Channel

AWGN

Frame Dura-

tion

10ms Pathloss 0dB

TTI 1 ms Pathloss Exp. 2.67

UEs 1, 2, 3, 4 Mobility Static

RBs per TTI 25 Traffic Type UDP
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Figure 32: Logical topology for the performance evaluation scenario: A VL is setup

to interconnect two eNBs with the aid of 4 eUEs. Each eUE maintains a

forwarding table of CO-RNTIs so as to identify the VL and the respective

MAC buffers.

5.4.2 Experimentation

Topology Description: In our system validation scenario, there exist two

eNBs and four eUES located in an area of 500m2. Table 8 summarizes the sys-

tem configuration setup and Fig. 32 illustrates the logical topology overview.

Leverage eUEs to provide backhaul access connectivity to core-isolated

cells: The MAC layer performance is measured in terms of throughput, packet

loss and latency for different number of UEs={1, 2, 3, 4} and for different BLER

probabilities for the backhaul link (1st hop: DL source eNB-to-eUEs) and for a

bad channel configuration on the 2nd hop UL (eUEs-to dest eNB) characterized

by a BLER probability equals to 0.18. The above setup captures a harsh scenario

where eUEs assistance is validated. The traffic pattern is a constant bit rate of

4KB/s and PDUs’ payload ranges from 512− 1408 Bytes that means extra delay

and overhead due to de/fragmentation and reassemble in RLC. Fig. 31 illus-

trates the obtained results for the above scenario and demonstrates clearly the

eUEs contribution. As the number of employed eUEs increases the latency and

packet loss rate reduces while there is an improvement on end-to-end through-

put performance. For the sake of comparison 3GPP, latency requirements for

QoS Class Identifiers QCIs 1 and 4 that characterize two guaranteed bit rate

(GBR) bearer types for VoIP call and Video streaming are set to 100ms and

300ms respectively [101]. Using 4 collaborative eUEs the measured latency is

constantly below 60ms for all BLER probabilities.

Collaborative Rationale: We need to clarify that the largest portion of the la-

tency is experienced on the 2nd hop in uplink as the destination eNB needs

to schedule each eUE independently, while in the 1st hop in downlink the
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source eNB performs broadcast transmission. The actual benefit that we ob-

tain, that is the gist of collaborative transmission is that as the number of eUEs

increases the respective periodicity that the eNB receives the PDUs from the

collaborative MAC actually decreases. Keep in mind the four way handshake

that needs to be acknowledged between the eNB and each eUE for performing

the scheduling request and the scheduling grant and consider the coherence

of this procedure in time as the number of eUEs increases and have the same

sequence of PDUs to transmit.

The impact of queuing storage: Each eUE maintains for each VL two MAC

buffers for the corresponding ingress and egress CO-RNTIs (see Fig. 32). Those

buffers are utilized reciprocally in both directions to store the incoming PDUs

identified by their ingress and egress CO-RNTIs. The absence of the buffers

would occur all the PDUs to be lost as it would be impossible to be forwarded

directly to the dest eNB without scheduling. In our experimentation we used

a maximum buffer size equals to 100 PDUs. As the buffer storage capacity

increases, the PLR is expected to be reduced. However, this comes at a cost of

increased overhead and storage for the MAC layer that needs to be attained.

Another benefit from maintaining buffers is that they used to store the PDUs

until their reception will be acknowledged. As the BLER increases, the PLR

grows slightly constant (see Fig. 31.(b)) as buffers aid in robust transmission

and packet recovery.

The benefit of the signal level cooperation in throughput: The actual throughput

benefit that is attained by the destination eNB (see Fig. 31.(c)) is due to signal-

level cooperation. The more the employed eNBs, the over the air signal com-

bining allows the dest eNB to experience increased received throughput.

Exploit multiple eNB communication capabilities to improve eUEs net-

working performance: Fig. 33 illustrates the measured results for the scenario

where an eUE is benefited from multiple eNBs connectivity. In this scenario, the

payload size ranges from 64-128 Bytes and we measure the received through-

put gain when the eUE is served by two eNBs vs. a sole eNB service for differ-

ent BLER probabilities. UDP constant bit rate traffic of 2.1 KB/s is transmitted

by both eNBs. The queue size has no impact at all as the eUE absorbs traffic.

As can be seen from Fig. 33.(a) the eUE almost doubles its throughput when

experiences dual eNB connectivity and maintains this difference slightly re-

duced as the BLER increases. This slight throughput reduction is due to the

PLR that increases as the bad channel quality defects the communication (see

Fig. 33.(b)).
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Figure 33: OAI Measurement Results of an eUE experiencing multiple eNB communi-

cation.

5.5 related work

In pursuit of designing a scalable and resilient architecture, we differentiate

from prior studies in the literature dealing with the problem of backhaul access

provision and packet relay forwarding.

Backhaul access: The explosion in mobile networking and multimedia applica-

tions have swiftly shifted backhauling from a state of low priority to a centre

of attention. Andrews in [27] distills the most important shifts in HetNets ar-

guing that efficient backhauling through picos and femtos can significantly

affect both operators and users. A substantial number of works provide exten-

sive study about the verification of functionality and feasibility for backhaul

access solutions in cellular and heterogeneous networks (HetNets). Works in

[49, 107, 89, 116] aim at offering improved wireless backhaul access solutions

and pose significant design and deployment challenges so as to be capable

of introducing an automation toward self-organizing-networks (SON). Our ap-

proach not only complements those studies but also differs by proposing a

flexible and light-weight architecture that can fully exploit eUEs as active net-

works elements/resources.

Relaying and packet forwarding: In their seminal works [100], Sendonaris et

al. advocate that in a multi-hop relay scenario, cooperative communication is

being considered as an efficient solution for transmissions, as it provides robust

and resilient forwarding by recruiting multiple intermediate relays to collabora-

tively transmit the source signal to the destination. Authors in [66, 91], compare

different relay types and topologies in LTE-Advanced and WiMAX standards.

Simulation results show that relay technologies can effectively improve service

coverage and system throughput. Those works motivate the applicability of

packet forwarding solutions in relay assisted networks. Our work is differenti-
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ated from the above in the context that it rethinks the end-to-end information

transfer as relays terminate the S1-AP protocol. The current practice considers

relays as a part of network planning that maintain sufficient backhaul access

to the core (MME/S-GW), while in our architecture eUEs adopt a light-weight

design to effectively enable new use cases in small and moving cell scenarios.

Although both relays and eUEs operation requires a dual protocol stack, a

distinctive characteristic is that RNs play the role of UE with respect to DeNB

and the role of eNB with respect to the UEs, while the introduced eUEs remain

always UEs with respect to the connected eNBs. Moreover, our work shares the

same concept of enabling a holistic approach on the management of network

resources with the experimental study in [54]. Authors discuss the evaluation

of a cooperative relaying scheme that exploits QMF for WiFi infrastructure

networks. A PHY layer design is presented motivating the need for a close

interaction with a suitable MAC to exploit the benefits of relaying diversity

either through link switching or link cooperation.

Cooperative Communications: Two significant works [87] that are strongly re-

lated to our study present a novel cross-layer design that exploits benefits of

PHY/MAC interworking to enable cooperative relaying in a WIMAX system (a

competitive to LTE technology). Authors propose a MAC layer protocol, named

CoopMAX that is in compliance with WiMAX standards to allow for leverag-

ing intermediate relays to service cell edge users. Contrary to the above, our

work introduces the concept of collaborative radio bearer establishment in LTE,

where multiple eUEs can be leveraged to support backhaul access connectivity

to core isolated eNBs as well as to benefit by multiple inter-node radio aggre-

gation. In a preliminary work in [43], we studied the throughput efficiency

in the presence of two UEs when DF is used in system-level simulator in ab-

sence of any protocol. We enhanced this preliminary work aiming at enabling

low latency transfer in inter-cluster communications, introducing a full proto-

col implementation mechanism for MAC/L2 packet forwarding that exploits

buffer aware scheduling.

5.6 conclusions

Contemporary cellular networks are significantly strained due to the un-

precedented growth of data traffic caused by mobile users. As this situation

is likely to oppress the operators for delivering services to satisfy user de-

mands, the need for a light-weight and scalable architecture that can also en-
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able new and diverse use-cases becomes essential. In this Chapter, legacy UEs

are evolved to become active network elements (eUEs) and collaborate to for-

ward packets at L2 (packet-level cooperation). Our work has been motivated

by the need to introduce a holistic approach in future cellular networks enabled

by the interplay of three pillars (i) signal, (ii) packet and (iii) network level co-

operation. The intellectual merit of the proposed architecture consists of the

enabling of alternative wireless backhaul access to moving/core-isolated cells

while also allowing users to reap benefits from communicating with multiple

eNBs simultaneously. Moreover, this architecture, being a promising solution

to enable wireless meshing can impact on future cellular networks. eUEs mo-

tivated by monetary compensation or service elasticity offered by the opera-

tors can admit part of the cellular traffic and participate in this collaborative

forwarding, while operators exploit eUEs as a service to reduce their capital

and operational costs [99, 61]. Our prototype evaluation in the OAI [34, 10]

system validation platform demonstrates throughput and latency performance

improvements and validates its individual rationality.
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6
C 2 M : M O B I L E D ATA O F F L O A D I N G T O M E S H N E T W O R K S

As the unprecedented growth of mobile data traffic places significant strain on

cellular networks, alternative plans for exploiting already existing and under-

utilized wireless infrastructure, become quite attractive. In this Chapter, we

study data offloading for LTE-A cellular mobile users to WiFi mesh networks,

which are built and managed collaboratively by users. Such networks are devel-

oped in the context of community networks or, recently, as commercial services

among residential users. Mobile network operators can lease these mesh net-

works to offload their traffic and reduce their servicing cost. In this context, we

introduce an analytical framework that determines which mobile users should

be offloaded, based on the energy cost incurred to the cellular base stations

(eNB) for serving their demands. Accordingly, we design a routing policy that

the mesh network can employ so as to serve the offloaded traffic with the

minimum possible cost. Moreover, the reimbursement offered by the operator

should be dispensed to the different mesh users, according to their contribution

and added-value significance. We address this issue by employing the Shapley

value profit sharing rule, which ensures the participation of the mesh nodes in

this joint task. We evaluate our work by simulating the operation of the LTE-A

network, and conducting testbed experimentation for the mesh network. The

results reveal significant savings for the eNBs power consumption and signifi-

cant compensation profits for mesh network users.

Keywords – Data Offloading, Network Economics.

Related Published Work:

C.[2] Apostolos Apostolaras, George Iosifidis, Konstantinos Chounos, Thana-

sis Korakis and Leandros Tassiulas. “C2M: Mobile Data Offloading to Mesh

Networks.” to be presented in Global Communication Conference, Globecom,

2014
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6.1 introduction

6.1.1 Motivation

Today we are witnessing an unprecedented growth of mobile data traffic [63]

that places significant strain on cellular networks and increases the CAPital

and OPerational EXpenditures (CAPEX, OPEX) of mobile network operators

(MNOs). Therefore, it is not surprising that methods for offloading part of this

traffic to WiFi networks are gaining increasing interest both from industry and

academia [24]. At the same time, recent technological advances and standard-

ization efforts, such as the Hotspot 2.0 protocol defined by the WiFi Alliance,

and the ANDSF service of 3GPP[23], render such solutions highly attractive by

encompassing simplified roaming and seamless handover techniques. In this

new era, WiFi mesh networks that are built and managed collaboratively by

users, can play a very important role.

Such mesh networks emerge nowadays in various different contexts. First,

several community networks (CNs) have been deployed by residential users for

sharing content and network resources [5]. CNs complement conventional cel-

lular network infrastructures, mainly in areas where coverage is poor, and/or

access is expensive. Therefore, they constitute an ideal solution for offload-

ing mobile data. Similar models have been recently commercially launched1

[16], [3]. For example, the BeWifi service of Telefonica [3] enables residential

users in proximity to create mesh networks and share their Internet access.

The idea is to exploit the diversity, in the time domain, of users’ needs and net-

work resources, and increase the average Internet capacity per user, through

resource pooling. Such mesh networks can serve as an offloading solution un-

der a proper (monetary) compensation offered by the MNO.

This promising cellular-to-mesh (C2M) collaborative data offloading architecture

inevitably raises three basic issues. First, the MNO should determine which

mobile users (MUs) are the most intense resource-consumers and hence more

preferable to be offloaded. The answer depends on the demand of each user,

the quality of her cellular channel, as well as her eligibility to be offloaded

based on the mesh network coverage. Second, the mesh network should devise

the minimum-cost servicing policy for admitting this offloaded traffic. This

policy should take into account the energy consumption of the mesh nodes,

1 Besides, today there exist many WiFi communities, such as FON [8], where users can coordinate

and provide similar offloading services.
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the available capacities of the point-to-point and Internet access links, and the

respective Internet usage costs. Finally, the mesh nodes should agree on a rule

for sharing the compensation offered by the MNO, based on their contribution

and incurred servicing costs. This is necessary in order all nodes to be willing

to participate in this collaborative offloading service.

In this work, we study this problem both from the perspective of the oper-

ator and the mesh network. First, we investigate what are the potential cost

savings of an operator from offloading a user request, and how should he de-

cide which of his subscriber(s) to offload. We formulate this as an optimization

problem where the objective is to minimize the energy consumption costs of

the operator, that is probably the major cost component of cellular networks.

This calculation serves as the basis for estimating the reasonable reimburse-

ment that the operator should offer to the mesh network so as to admit the

offloaded data traffic. Accordingly, we consider a general model for WiFi mesh

networks and provide an optimization framework for deriving the minimum-

cost servicing policy. This solution takes into consideration the Internet access

costs and the energy consumption of each mesh node. This way, the mesh net-

work ensures that it will have the maximum possible benefits from serving

cellular users.

6.1.2 Methodology and Contributions

The proposed architecture is depicted in Fig. 34. We consider a macrocell of

an LTE-A network where a base station (BS), also known as eNB, serves a set

of mobile users MUs (or user equipments UEs) who also have WiFi interfaces.

The macrocell partially overlaps with a WiFi mesh network that is managed

by a set of residential users (other than the MUs) [3]. Hence, a subset of the

MUs are in range with one or more access points (APs) of the mesh network.

The users differ also on the amount of data they need to download or upload

from/to the Internet, and their channel conditions with the base station.

First, we investigate the cost savings of the operator when offloading user

requests. We assume that the main cost component of the cellular network for

this setting is the energy consumption of the base station [69], [32]. The MNO

determines the spectrum and the transmission power that needs to allocate to

each MU so as to satisfy her requests, while minimizing the aggregated energy

consumption cost of the base station [57], [81]. Accordingly, the BS decides to

offload the user(s) that consume the most energy. This decision is constrained
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Figure 34: An LTE-A macrocell serving mobile users that are partially covered by a

mesh network.

by the availability of the mesh network, as the offloaded users should be in

range with an AP having adequate capacity.

Once the operator has decided the traffic that should be offloaded, the mesh

network determines how this data will be further routed to/from the Internet

gateways. These decisions are based on the available resources of the network,

i.e., the point-to-point and Internet access capacities of the nodes, and also take

into consideration the respective energy consumption and Internet usage costs.

We cast this as a multicommodity minimum-cost flow optimization problem,

where each commodity corresponds to the data of each offloaded mobile user.

Nowadays, such policies can be derived and imposed in a very small time scale

[51].

Accordingly, we design a mechanism for dispensing the net benefit of the

mesh network, i.e., the received compensation minus the servicing cost, among

the mesh nodes. This rule is based on the notion of the Shapley value [33]

which ensures that the cooperating mesh nodes will agree to jointly provide

the offloading service. In particular, we define a respective cooperative game

[84] and prove that, based on this sharing rule, all the mesh nodes will have

positive net benefits, and hence an incentive to participate.

The proposed offloading architecture takes into consideration the particular

characteristics of such systems. For example, user association (and hence the
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offloading decisions) cannot be derived in a very small time scale as base sta-

tion reselection requires several seconds[97], [57]. On the other hand, the eNB’s

resource allocation decisions can be taken in ms (every transmission time in-

terval, TTI), but channel quality feedback information (CQI) from the MUs to

the eNB, which are used for estimating the channel gains, are available every

tens of ms (with a minimum of 8ms). We explicitly model these limitations.

Moreover, for investigating the offloading potential of the mesh network, we

executed experiments in the NITOS wireless testbed [13], using a setup that

resembles a mesh network among residential users, e.g., such as in BeWifi [3].

To this end, the contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• C2M Architecture. We propose a new architecture for offloading mobile data

to collaborative mesh networks. The proliferation of community mesh net-

works [5], and similar commercial mesh networking platforms [3], [16], ren-

der such solutions very promising for alleviating cellular network conges-

tion.

• Optimization Framework. We introduce an optimization framework that can be

used for calculating the cellular energy cost benefits, for each user, and the

respective energy and Internet usage costs for the mesh network that admits

the offloaded traffic. Our analysis can be used for different mesh network

architectures [3], [5]. Moreover, we provide a cost-sharing rule, based on the

Shapley value, and prove that it ensures the participation of all the mesh

nodes.

• Performance Evaluation. We evaluate the above decision framework, using a

detailed simulation analysis. Moreover, we conducted extensive experiments

in an actual mesh network deployed in the NITOS testbed [13], and we mea-

sured the energy consumption costs and the perceived user performance in

terms of experienced delay.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2 we discuss

related works. Section 6.3 introduces the system model for the cellular and

the WiFi mesh network. We formulate the respective optimization decision

frameworks in Section 6.4. In Section 6.5 we present the numerical results, the

experimental setup and the experiments’ outcomes. Finally, we conclude in

Section 6.6.
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6.2 related work

Several recent studies have quantified the benefits of macrocellular data of-

floading to WiFi networks [78], [96]. These benefits can be further enlarged

when the user needs are delay tolerant [52]. Clearly, the offloading performance

depends on the APs’ availability. Apart from operator deployed APs, another

recently proposed solution for addressing the availability issue, is the leasing

of third-party WiFi APs [65], [90]. This method enables the dynamic expansion

of network offloading capacity, without any significant CAPEX or OPEX costs.

We extend this architecture by proposing data offloading to third-party mesh

networks deployed and managed by users [5], [16], [3]. The offloading capac-

ity of these networks is significantly larger from single APs as, not only they

aggregate more network resources (e.g., in terms of Internet capacity), but also

increase their availability through resource pooling, i.e., exploiting the diversity

of the nodes’ needs and resources. For example, an AP not having currently

Internet access (e.g., because it has exceeded its monthly quota), can admit

and relay the mobile data traffic to another mesh node with adequate Internet

capacity.

To quantify the benefits of this architecture, the operator needs to deter-

mine the resource allocation policy, in terms of resource blocks assignment

and power transmission. This is particularly challenging for LTE-A networks

since it requires the solution of a multi-variable optimization problem [57], [26].

Among the different possible policies, such as proportional allocation, the total

power transmission minimization policy [57], [81], is of paramount importance

for cost savings [69]. However, this is a well known NP-hard problem that

can be either solved using exhaustive search methods for small instances (e.g.,

branch-and-bound), or various approximation techniques [80]. Here, we do not

delve into the details of such an analysis. Besides, in order to reduce the com-

plexity of the proposed mechanism, we decide which traffic will be offloaded

based on the resource allocation policy of the eNB, which has to be devised for

serving the users.

Finally, offloading can be seen as a type of vertical handover. Such mech-

anisms have been studied for integrating 3G and operator-managed WLANs.

The handover policies vary from simple signal strength-based rules, to sophis-

ticated schemes that consider the network load and the QoS requirements [83],

[42]. The proposed offloading architecture here however, differs in that the
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WiFi resources are not controlled by the operator. Moreover, such offloading

schemes are typically used for best-effort services and hence there are no QoS

concerns. Therefore, the main decision criterion is the cost reduction of the

operator, while ensuring the delivery of the requested data.

6.3 background and model

In LTE-A networks, resource allocation decisions by each eNB can be de-

vised in a very small time scale, namely every subframe of duration 1ms. How-

ever, these decisions require feedback from the mobile users (channel quality

indicators, CQI) in order to assess the respective channels. This information

is provided in larger time periods ranging from 8ms to even several frames

(tens of ms) [97]. Frequent CQI transmissions improve the accuracy of resource

allocation decisions but induce significant communication and computational

overhead. Here, we assume that CQIs are transmitted once over several frames,

and are used to calculate the respective channel gains. Besides the user associa-

tions and hence the offloading decisions can only be taken in a large time scale

(of several seconds), due to eNB reselection constraints [97].

LTE-A Network. We consider the downlink operation2 of one macrocellular

base station for a time period of T subframes, possibly expanding over multiple

frames. There exists a set N of N users within the cell. Every user n ∈ N needs

to download an amount ofDn > 0 bytes during this period. Some mobile users

may be in range with one or more access points (APs), while some others may

not be covered by any AP. The base station has a set M of M available resource

blocks (RB) that can be allocated to users in each subframe t = 1, 2, . . . , T . The

value of M depends on the available spectrum. Hence, there are in total M · T
RBs. The system is considered quasi-static, i.e., users do not join or leave the cell

during the current time period, and the channels do not change significantly

(flat fading). Note that, even if channels change rapidly, the eNB will not be

aware of this fact, as users transmit their CQI parameters only once during this

time period.

In the beginning of the period, the eNB devises the resource block assign-

ment and power allocation policy for serving his users. Let xnm(t) ∈ {0, 1}

denote whether RB m ∈ M is allocated to user n ∈ N during subframe t. Let

2 The analysis for uploading is similar, although one should take into account the possible differ-

ences that may arise in the physical layer and the respective RRM techniques. We leave this as a

future work.
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Pnm(t) denote the respective transmission power. For each RB the base sta-

tion can determine a different transmission power. However, the total power

consumption should not exceed a maximum level of aggregated transmission

power Pmax Watt. Assuming orthogonal allocation of RBs [97], and ignoring

inter-cell interference, i.e., we assume proper eICIC techniques are applied, the

instant rate (in bps) for each user n is:

rn(t) =

M∑
m=1

xnm(t)Wb log
(
1+

hnmxnm(t)Pnm(t)

σ2

)
(3)

where Wb is the symbol rate per RB3, and hnm the channel gain of user n in

RB m during the current time period. These parameters are estimated through

the CQI feedback that is provided by the users, once every period T.4 Hence,

the scheduling policy of the base station consists of: (i) the RB assignment

vector x =
(
xnm(t) : n ∈ N, m ∈M, t = 1, . . . , T

)
, and (ii) the power allocation

vector P =
(
Pnm(t) > 0 : n ∈ N,m ∈M, t = 1, . . . , T

)
. Notice that this policy is

derived by the eNB so as to serve the current user requests. At the same time,

based on this policy, the operator determines which users will consume the

most power and hence are more costly and should be offloaded.

The mesh network comprises a set of WiFi APs owned by different users-

nodes5. Some of the APs are operating solely as relays, i.e., routing traffic to

other APs, while other are operating also as gateways, i.e., connecting the mesh

overlay to the Internet.

Mesh Network. The mesh network is described by a directed graph G = (V,E),

where V is the set of the V = |V| APs, and E the set of the available links. Each

node v comprises a wireless mesh router for the backbone links, and possibly

a WiFi AP for serving local traffic (hereafter called local AP). Moreover, some

of the nodes may have Internet connections. The channel fading gains, and

3 In a 3GPP LTE-A system, OFDM symbols are grouped into RBs. An RB has a total bandwidth

of 180KHz, in the frequency domain consisting of 12 subcarriers with spacing of 15KHz. In the

time domain, in one RB slot there are 7 symbols that last for 0.5ms. Each symbol can carry from

2 up to 6 bits based on the modulation, QPSK, 16QAM, or 64QAM.
4 It is possible to have more frequent feedback transmission. However, this increases the complex-

ity and induces communication overhead in the uplink. Typical intervals are 8ms.
5 Here, with the term user we mean another set of entities, disjoint with the cellular users N.
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Figure 35: Mesh Network Architecture. Some nodes may have AP for serving local

traffic and/or Internet access.

the network configuration are considered constant during the time period of

interest6.

In particular, every mesh point-to-point link (v,u) ∈ E has an average avail-

able capacity of Cvu > 0 bps. Moreover, each node v ∈ V serving as an AP has

an available capacity of Cv0 > 0 bps for serving local traffic, and an Internet

access capacity of Cvg > 0 bps. Notice that these are the available (“idle”) capac-

ities, i.e., those that the mesh network has decided to assign to this offloading

mechanism. Therefore, they may vary across different APs and backbone links.

Such a segragation is possible with tools such as AFFIX and Click [1, 72].

The policy of the mesh network comprises the data routing decisions for

serving the set No ⊆ N of the users that are offloaded by the cellular network.

Let f(n)
vu > 0 denote the average flow (bps) of data transfer over link (v,u)

for the offloaded user n ∈ No (commodity n). Also, f(n)
v0 > 0 denotes the

WiFi flow of node v for serving locally offloaded traffic, and f
(n)
vg > 0 the

Internet average rate of flow from node v. The mesh network policy denoted

f =
(
f
(n)
vu , f(n)

v0 , f(n)
vg : (v,u) ∈ E, n ∈ No

)
, is constrained by the respective link

capacities.

Additionally, each node v ∈ V is half-duplex constrained and cannot simulta-

neously send and receive flows with maximum rate to all her neighbors. More-

over, each node performance is limited by the concurrent transmissions in oc-

6 Tasks such as channel reallocation and AP deployment that may change the properties of the

mesh network, involve many different entities (nodes of the network). Thus, it is not reasonable

to assume that reconfiguration is accomplished very often.
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curring her vicinity by her neighbors. Then, according to the interference pro-

tocol model [60], in order to be feasible, the policy should satisfy the following

constraints [71] for each link (u, v) ∈ E:∑
n∈No

( ∑
i∈In(u)

f
(n)
iu

Ciu
+

∑
i∈Out(u)

f
(n)
ui

Cui
+
∑

i∈In(v)

f
(n)
iv

Civ
+

∑
i∈Out(v)

f
(n)
vi

Cvi

)
6 1 (4)

,where with Out(u) we define the set of nodes for which the node u has an

outgoing flow, and with In(u) the incoming set respectively. We need to clarify

here that we do not consider the possibility of different channel assignment that

would allow parallel transmissions over the point-to-point links. Nevertheless,

such an approach can be easily incorporated in our model, e.g., see [71]. The

local transmissions and the Internet access is realized over different channels

and hence do not interfere with the mesh backbone links.

The mesh network policy should take into consideration the energy con-

sumption of the mesh nodes. We denote with eTX
uv > 0 and eRX

uv > 0 (Joules/bit)

the transmission and reception energy consumption for each link (u, v) ∈ V,

respectively. Also, eTX
v0 > 0 and eRX

v0 > 0 are the respective parameters for trans-

mitting local traffic, which is expected to be lower than the point-to-point links.

We do not consider the energy consumption for the Internet connections as

these are considered wireline links. Finally, we denote with pv > 0 the price

node v pays per bit she downloads from the Internet. Notice that some users

may have flat pricing scheme while others may have usage-based plans. In both

cases, this price reflects the Internet access cost during the period of interest

and without loss of generality it is assumed to be constant.

6.4 offloading decision framework

LTE-A Offloading Policy. In order to understand what is the servicing cost for

each user n, we first need to analyze how the operator devises his resource

allocation policy for serving the MUs (or UEs). In this context, the problem

of the operator is to minimize the aggregate transmission power for the base

station, while ensuring the data delivery constraints for the users that it serves.

This can be written as follows:

min
P,x

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=1

xnm(t)Pnm(t) (5)

s.t.
T∑

t=1

rn(t)T0 > Dn, ∀n ∈ N, (6)
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M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

Pnm(t) 6 Pmax, ∀ t, (7)

xnm(t) ∈ {0, 1}, Pnm(t) > 0 ∀n, m, t, (8)

where T0 = 1ms is the duration of the subframe, and rn(t) is given by (3).

We assume that this problem has a feasible solution [81] denoted (x∗,P∗), i.e.,

the maximum transmission power and the available spectrum, are sufficient to

serve the users.7.

The benefits from offloading the traffic of a user n ∈ N, can be calculated

by taking into account the energy consumption cost of the eNB as well as

the charged energy prices. The total operation power consumption of a base

station is generally a linear function of the total transmission power [32], [69].

Clearly, the operator will decide to offload as many users as possible, based on

the available mesh network capacity. Notice that we assume that the offloaded

users are those that do not receive a guaranteed bit rate service (GBR) from the

eNB, and hence there are no quality of service concerns. Yet, we explain below

(and evaluate in our testbed deployment) that the offloaded users experience a

comparable service from the mesh network.

Once the servicing policy of the base station has been devised, the offloading

decisions can be determined. In this context, every mobile user is described by

the amount of energy she will consume according to the solution (x∗,P∗), the

amount of data she requests, and whether she is covered or not by a mesh

AP. The base station sorts the users in a decreasing order of energy consump-

tion and selects the most energy-consuming that are eligible, i.e., within the

coverage area of one AP. The exact amount of offloaded mobile data depends

on the actual energy cost, which in turns is shaped by the energy prices. We

emphasize here that this is a greedy method for determining the most energy

consuming nodes as it leverages the results - policy that the eNB has to devise

for serving its MUs. Finding the exact energy cost incurred by serving each

user would require to solve multiple times the problem (3)-(6) in a very small

time scale. This would induce huge computational complexity into the prob-

lem, especially for this small time scale. Hence, we opted to use the already

devised resource allocation policy of the eNB.

7 If the eNB cannot serve all the users, some of them will be dropped. This case does not affect

our analysis.
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Mesh Network Servicing Policy. Once the base station has determined the

set of users No to offload, the mesh network determines the routing policy

f so as to meet the data delivery requirements. We study the mesh network

for a time period of Q seconds. Our experimentation results indicate that Q

is comparable with the respective period T . Clearly, this depends on the mesh

network available resources and its architecture, e.g., the number of links/hops

connecting each AP to an Internet gateway. During this period, the data that

will be downloaded from all the node-gateways and delivered to each user

n ∈ No should satisfy her demand:∑
v∈V

f
(n)
vg Q > Dn,

∑
v∈V

f
(n)
v0 Q > Dn. (9)

For each node v, and each commodity n ∈ No, the flow conservation con-

straints should be satisfied [71]:

f
(n)
vg +

∑
q∈In(v)

f
(n)
qv = f

(n)
v0 +

∑
u∈Out(v)

f
(n)
vu (10)

where f(n)
vg is the flow node v downloads from the Internet, f(n)

qv is the incoming

flow from each incoming node q ∈ In(v) that has link to node v, fv0 is the flow

for data delivery from v to user n, and fvu is the flow delivered to each one of

the outgoing neighbors of node v, u ∈ Out(v).

The objective of the mesh network is to deliver the requested content, within

the time period8 Q, while incurring the minimum possible cost. This will en-

sure that the community mesh network will have the largest possible net ben-

efit which consists of the reimbursement given by the operator minus the in-

curred cost. The policy of the mesh network can be derived by solving the

minimum cost flow optimization problem (MFP):

minf α

V∑
v=1

∑
n∈No

eTX
v0 f

(n)
v0 +α

∑
(v,u)∈E

∑
n∈No

(
eTX
vu + eRX

vu

)
f
(n)
vu

+

V∑
v=1

∑
n∈No

pv f
(n)
vg (11)

s.t. (9), (10),

0 6
∑

n∈No

f
(n)
vu 6 Cvu, ∀ (v,u) ∈ E (12)

8 Notice that depending on the value of Q the network can decide about the QoS Class Identifier

(QCI) to specify the offloading treatment. Assuming that Q = T , requires a full convergence

between WiFi and LTE-A cellular network. For values of Q close to T , i.e. Q ' T , the considering

time period is adequate for offloading, as it is justified by our experimentation results. In the

case where Q >> T and hence Q >> D the problem is relaxed and delay tolerance is implicitly

inserted, which should be clarified.
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0 6
∑

n∈No

f
(n)
vg 6 Cvg, 0 6

∑
n∈No

f
(n)
v0 6 Cv0∀ v ∈ V (13)

where parameter α > 0 is properly selected so as to transform the energy

cost to monetary cost (i.e., based on the charged energy prices or a stipulated

compensation agreement between the operator and mesh network users). This

is a linear programming problem, with closed, compact and convex constraint

set [36]. Hence, it can be solved optimally in polynomial time.

6.4.1 Cost Sharing Policy

Each node of the mesh network will agree to cooperate in this offloading

task only if she receives a fair portion of the net profit the network makes. The

latter is determined from the payment of the operator, which is constant for

a certain amount of offloaded traffic, minus the cost induced by serving this

traffic. In game theoretic terms, the mesh nodes participate in a cooperative

game with transferable utilities (TU game) [84], as the profit can be shared in

an arbitrary fashion among them. In this game, each node decides whether to

participate or not in the offloading service. This decision affects the servicing

cost of the mesh network, as each participating node contributes new resources

to the network and hence changes the solution space of the MFP problem.

In particular, we define the cooperative TU game GM =
(
V, I(·)

)
among the

V nodes of the mesh network, where I : S → R+ is the so-called characteristic

function that assigns a positive scalar value to each coalition S ⊆ V. That is,

each subset of nodes S that decide to cooperate, achieves a net profit:

I(S) = Hop − J
(
f∗(S)

)
, (14)

where Hop is the payment of the operator, which is constant as long as the

service offloads all the agreed traffic, and f∗(S) is the solution of the MFP

problem when the subset S of the mesh nodes participate in this task. The

critical issue in this context is how the value of each coalition will be allocated

to its members. In turn, this determines the coalitions that will be formed, i.e.,

which nodes will cooperate with each other. A particularly important question

is whether the grand coalition S = V will be formed and if it will be stable.

We employ the concept of Shapley value [33], which is an axiomatic fairness

criterion, for allocating the profit among the mesh nodes. In detail, for each

player v participating in a coalition S ⊆ V, the Shapley value φv(S, I) is the
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portion of the net profit that should be allocated to v. The Shapley value has

certain desirable properties that render it self-enforcing [33], [84]. Moreover,

there exists a closed form expression for finding this value for each player:

φv(S, I) =
∑
S⊂V

|S|!(|V|− |S|− 1)!
|V|!

(
I(S∪ {v}) − I(S)

)
When the coalition game is super-additive and super-modular [84], then al-

locating the Shapley values to each player ensures that the grand coalition is

formed and it is stable. That is, all nodes will participate in the offloading ser-

vice and each one of them will receive a payment that is larger than his cost (in

terms of energy consumption and Internet usage). Interestingly, the game GM

poses both of these properties as it is stated in the following lemma:

Lemma 1. The characteristic function I(·) of the game GM has the following proper-

ties:

1. It is superadditive, i.e.:

I(S1 ∪ S2) > I(S1) + I(S2), ∀ S1, S2 ⊂ N, S1 ∩ S2 = ∅

2. It is supermodular, i.e.:

I(S∪ {v}) − I(S) 6 I(Q∪ {v}) − I(Q), ∀ S ⊆ Q ⊆ V \ {v}

Proof. The above properties are quite intuitive, as there is no participation cost

for the mesh nodes, nor conflicting objectives among them. The detailed proof

is given and simple to prove. The superadditivity property can be easily veri-

fied if we consider that cooperation does not entail any additional cost to the

nodes, e.g., they do not have to buy additional equipment. Therefore, when

two disjoint sets of nodes cooperate, in the worst case they can achieve the

same performance of their previous disjoint operation.

Regarding the supermodularity property, we have the following:

I(S) = Hop − J
(
f∗(S)

)
, I(S∪ {v}) = Hop − J

(
f∗(S∪ {v})

)
and

I(Q) = Hop − J
(
f∗(Q)

)
, I(Q∪ {v}) = Hop − J

(
f∗(Q∪ {v})

)
Substituting the above to the definition of the supermodularity property, we

get:

J
(
f∗(S)

)
− J
(
f∗(S∪ {v})

)
6 J
(
f∗(Q)

)
− J
(
f∗(Q∪ {v})

)
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Table 8: LTE-A FDD System Configuration.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Carrier Freq. fc 1800

MHz

max eNB TX

Power

20W

[43dBm]

Bandwidth 10MHz Shadowing Log-normal

Frame Duration 10ms Fading Rayleigh

Tslot / TTI 0.5ms /

1ms

Pathloss Model Hata

Cost 231

UEs 40 eNB Radius 5km

RBs per Tslot 50 eNB Height ht 50m

RBs per TTI 100 UE Height hr [1m-10m]

Subcarriers per

RB

12 Symbols per RB 7

PL[dB] = 46.3+ 33.9 log10(fc) − 13.82 log10(ht)

+ (44.9− (6.55 log10(ht)) log10(d)) − a(hr) +C (15)

where a(hr) = (1.1 log10(fc) − 0.7)hr − (1.566 log10(fc) − 0.8)

and C =

 3 dB, for metropolitan areas

0 dB, for medium cities and suburban areas

It is easy to see that the above inequality holds. The critical observation is

the following. When optimizing the policy f for a larger mesh network, e.g.,

Q, then the value of the minimum cost is upper bounded by the respective

(minimum) cost for a smaller coalition S plus the additional costs that incurred

by S for not having the additional resources that the nodes Q \ S contribute

to the network. Notice that any coalition can achieve the minimum cost of a

smaller coalition by adopting exactly the same servicing policy. Moreover, the

benefits from adding one more node to the network, increase with its size, as

there are more options for exploiting the additional node resources.

6.5 performance evaluation

In this Section, we present: (i) the simulation results for the performance

evaluation of the LTE-A cellular network that indicates how costly users are
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offloaded, (ii) the testbed experimentation results and the assessment for the

WiFi mesh network that will host the offloaded users, and (iii) the profit sharing

results for the offloading monetary study.

6.5.1 LTE-A and WiFi Mesh Networks System Setup

LTE-Advanced Cellular Network Simulation: We consider an LTE-A FDD sys-

tem for one eNB cell operating in 1800 MHz with an available bandwidth of 10

MHz. Table 8 summarizes the operational system characteristics. We assume

the existence of 40 UEs that lie in the eNB’s coverage area of a 5km radius.

We have modeled the pathloss (PL) that each UE experiences in a metropolitan

network topology, according to the Hata Cost 231 model [50]. Our assumption

is aligned with the 3GPP adopted models for cellular network performance

evaluation according to[22]. Moreover, we model slow shadow fading SH as

log-normal with zero mean and a standard deviation of 8 dB. FD models a

Rayleigh fast fading channel with a Doppler of 5 Hz. Therefore, the corre-

sponding channel gains are derived according to h = 10
(SH+PL+FD)/10 .

Every TTI the eNB takes a scheduling decision to dynamically assign the

available time-frequency resources blocks (RBs) to the 40 UEs. The eNB sched-

uler aims at power efficient minimization while also at satisfying UEs demands

(see problem def. in (5)). According to [57] the minimum size of radio resource

that a scheduler can assign, is the minimum TTI in time domain which cor-

responds two 2 consecutive RBs. The size of each RB is the same for all band-

widths which is 180KHz. We assume that 90% of the available spectrum is effec-

tively utilized for data-carrying and the rest 10% for pilot and guard signaling.

Therefore the total number of data-carrying available RBs per Tslot (0.5ms) is

0.9 10MHz
180KHz = 50 and per TTI (1ms) is 100. Every T subframes the eNB decides

to offload the most power-consuming users, to the WiFi mesh network. We ar-

bitrarily set T = 20 capturing the sparse time the eNB decides to offload. Given

the problem definition in Eq. (5)-(8), the eNB needs to solve a mixed integer

non-linear programming (MINLP) problem. For solving this NP-hard problem

[80], we utilize OPTI [47], an embedded MATLAB optimization toolbox for

attaining a feasible solution over the scheduling and power constraints.

Wireless Mesh Network Experimentation: In order to investigate the applicabil-

ity of the proposed offloading approach in realistic environments, we deployed

an indicative experimental setup in the NITOS indoor wireless testbed [13] for

the wireless mesh part. NITOS nodes are equipped with both wireless and
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Figure 36: Wireless Mesh Experimentation Topology: (left) NITOS interior

building testbed setup. (right) Optimal flows for mobile users A

and B (Kbits).

wired network interfaces. We employed the wired interface to provide Internet

access for the gateway nodes, while the Atheros 9380 wireless cards were used

to implement the wireless mesh network. In Fig. 36, we illustrate the experi-

mental topology, which spans three different floors of the same building. In

order to provide for a clearer interpretation of the collected results in this basic

experiment, we decided to fix the physical layer data bit rate equal to 12 Mbps

for all the wireless adapters.

Based on the configured setup, we assess the maximum achievable through-

put per link in the worst case scenario, which considers that all nodes con-

stantly transmit saturated traffic to all their one-hop neighboring nodes. Ap-

plication layer traffic was generated through the Iperf command [9]. Table 37

summarizes the gathered throughput capacities per link. Moreover, deriving

of precise energy consumption results requires the collection of real time low

level statistics per node, such as frame retransmissions. We managed to col-

lect such information, by enabling the ath9k debugging option in the Ath9k

driver [2]. Relying on the results of the work in [70], we estimated the energy

consumption that the Atheros 9380 consumes while transmitting a single bit

of information for all the available 802.11 a/g physical layer bit rates. Based

on the above, we remark that when the AR9380 is configured to operate at 12

Mbps, it consumes eTX = 10.2083 nJ/bit for transmission and eRX = 7.7083

nJ/bit for reception.
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Figure 37: Wireless Mesh Network Link Capacities (Kbps).

Cvu 1 2 3 4 5 AP

1 0 0 1445 0 1380 -

2 0 0 363 949 572 -

3 431 357 0 387 510 -

4 0 521 392 0 244 1000

5 290 225 211 211 0 -

GW 4000 - - - 2000 -

6.5.2 Experiments

LTE-A Network: In this simulation setup, we evaluate the power performance

efficiency of an LTE eNB for servicing its associated users when offloading. The

most costly users are those who require the greatest combination of power and

resource allocation assignment during scheduling. As scheduling decisions are

derived from the solution of the MINLP problem, the most costly users can

be indicated directly, so as to be offloaded in nearby WiFi mesh networks. The

total UEs demand saturates the LTE capacity for the period of T = 20 sub-

frames. For a different number of offloading users, we illustrate in Fig. 38 the

power saving costs for the eNB as the number of offloaded users increases. The

eNBs’ total power consumption (in one slot) for servicing 40 UEs is measured

P = 19.3308 Watts. The saving in power consumption is expected to grow as

the number of offloaded users increases. In addition, the average power con-

sumption per servicing user reduces as this number decreases. An important

finding is that the total gain remains high for a low number of offloaded users

(|No| = 4) while this gain remains low as the number of offloaded users in-

creases. The rationale behind this is that as the eNB scheduler tends to select

the most power consuming users to rid, the servicing users left can be charac-

terized as less consuming and less power divergent. Fig. 39 illustrates the above

finding showing the average power consumption per servicing user when of-

floading.

Wireless Mesh Network: For any user being served in a LTE cell, we must guar-

antee that her demands will be satisfied in an adequate time while toggling in

the WiFi network. Although offloading can benefit eNBs and improve their ef-

ficiency due to power minimization, this must not degrade roughly the users

experience. For two different users A and B being offloaded from the cellular

network, we assess the servicing region of the mesh (see Fig. 40). It is impor-
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tant to remark, that the servicing region illustrates the geometrical space of the

feasible supported loads by the mesh network.

For various demands that lie within the servicing region, we solve the mini-

mum cost flow optimization problem (Eq. 11) by using optimization software

tools [47] and estimate the minimum incurred cost. Fig. 41 illustrates the solu-

tion evaluation. After the grey shaded line, there is no solution to guarantee the

constraints in MFP. Moreover, for the two mobile users A and B being offloaded

and requesting DA = 70 and DB = 125 Kbits accordingly, the optimal routing

solution is also depicted in the right-side of Fig. 36 showing the amount of data

transported through each link. (Recall that, for the sake of comparison that the

number of subframes after when the eNB takes an offloading decision is T = 20

and the duration of each subframe is 1ms.) We measured the delay that each

user experiences from the service in the WiFi mesh to be dA = 0.34155ms for

the A and for user B dB = 0.56198ms. The delay is less than and comparable

to the TTI duration of 1ms that the eNB schedules the resources. However, the

offloading decisions occur sparser in time and this implies that the wireless

mesh operation can afford offloading. Notice that, depending on the value of

T , it may be required to take fast policy decisions in the mesh network (e.g.,

in the scale of several seconds). This is currently easily implementable using

software-defined networking (SDN) techniques which are available and have

been already considered for routing in mesh networks [51].

Profit sharing: Offloading the most costly users from the cell network does

not come as a free of charge service for the mobile operators. For the mesh

users, in order to participate and aid in offloading process for servicing cellular

users, a strong motivation is required, that is usually expressed in monetary

gains. Operators compensate mesh users for their service with a fixed Hop

payment that is stipulated upon agreement. At the end the mesh users should

be motivated so as to continue participating in such a coalition. Therefore,

mesh users are getting reimbursed for their service according to their provided

effort and they share their profits relying on the Shapley values. In Table 9, we

summarize the profit sharing values φi’s’ for the mesh nodes that participate

in such a coalition. We arbitrarily set α = 1 and pu = 1 to transform energy

to monetary cost, for different values of Hop (virtual money) and aggregated

user demands.
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Table 9: Shapley Values: Profit Sharing.

Demand Payment Cost Shapley Values

DA+DB Hop J(f∗(V)) φ1 φ2 φ3 φ4 φ5

10+ 200 5000 2100 75 250 491.6 1525 558.4

10+ 200 10000 2100 325 500 1158.4 4275 1641.6

70+ 125 5000 1950 87.5 250 504.2 1612.5 595.8

70+ 125 10000 1950 337.5 500 1170.8 4362.5 1679.2

150+ 50 5000 2000 83.4 250 500 1583.2 583.4

150+ 50 10000 2000 333.4 500 1166.6 4333.4 1666.6

6.6 conclusions

As the rapid proliferation of the 4G technology will not alleviate the ever-

increasing demand for capacity, alternative solutions for heterogeneous net-

working interplay seem quite attractive. In this paper we presented a frame-

work for cellular to mesh (C2M) offloading. Our approach captures the follow-

ing aspects of the problem: (i) From the operators perspective, we determine

the power costly users aiming at reducing the power consumption. (ii) From

the wireless mesh perspective, we motivate the participation in an interplay

with cellular networks for servicing offloaded users. Mesh user stimulation re-

lies on the monetary compensation provided by the operator and the final fair

profit sharing.
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7
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E W O R K

7.1 summary of the contributions

In this thesis, we have investigated testbed experimentation-based research

in wireless networks. Our research is pertinent to the design and implementation

of resource allocation protocols. Particularly, we rethink the standard operation of

the contemporary wireless testbeds, in order to develop (deploy and evolve)

a wireless testbed infrastructure characterized by a user-oriented twist. Our

focus aimed at the provision of ease in the experimentation procedure that

usually frightened and alienated non-advanced linux/systems users from real

experimentation.

Moreover, we have proceeded in studying emerging topics in wireless net-

works: Cooperative Relaying and Data Forwarding, as well as Mobile Data Offloading.

Our approach was not only based on concrete mathematical formulation and

analysis relying on the optimization theory, but it was strengthened by real

system implementations. Our initial motivation was the evaluation of the per-

formance of the proposed techniques in real wireless networks, so as to prove

their validity and ensure their applicability.

7.1.1 Developing a wireless testbed framework to facilitate instrumental experimen-

tation

• We have introduced the notion of spectrum slicing so as to utilize wireless

testbed efficiency.

• We have managed to incorporate a wireless testbed scheduler as a com-

ponent of a well-known free-open source testbed managerial framework

- OMF, in order to enable coordinated remote accessibility in a wireless

testbed.
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• We have implemented tools that can be utilized to support and assist

researchers at different stages of their experimental study.

• We have proposed and implemented a Topology and Link Quality As-

sessment Protocol (TLQAP) to inspect link quality among the nodes of a

wireless .

• We have utilized TLQAP inside a web-based link connectivity tool to

facilitate wireless experimentation procedure and help researchers to find

the topology that best fits their experimentation profile/description.

7.1.2 Unleash the hidden potential of wireless communications through cooperative

relaying and data forwarding

• We have designed and implemented a TDMA access scheme for packet

forwarding, which is backwards compatible with CSMA enabled com-

mercial devices and it is also effectively applied upon Wi-Fi networks

using off-the-shelf equipment.

• We have elaborated a centralized network controller in the TDMA frame

to enforce scheduling and relay selection policies, relying on Lyapunov

optimization.

• We have explore performance enhancements in terms of either through-

put optimal or power efficient scheduling by implementing centralized

networking.

• We have sought to obtain desired tradeoffs between networking perfor-

mance efficiency metrics, such as power consumption (or system through-

put) vs. networking delay.

• We have implemented the proposed centralized relay selection algorithm

for Wi-Fi operational networks, by exploiting Open Source Software ca-

pabilities of the Click Router [72] and the Ath9k driver [2].

• We have achieved a per packet power and rate configuration by exploiting

the Radiotap header [94].

• We have tested and evaluated our solution on the NITOS [13] wireless

testbed.
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• We have explored the potential applicability in WiMAX systems using a

commercial Samsungs’ System Level Simulator/Emulator.

7.1.3 Evolve 5G Infrastructure for enabling disruptive future radio networks with

relays

• We have introduced an evolved user equipment (eUE) device to disrupt

future 5G networks.

• We have identified particular scenarios where our proposed relaying ar-

chitecture that elaborates eUE can be effectively utilized. We consider

moving cells as well as public safety scenarios.

• We leverage eUEs so as to extend the network by building virtual links

(VL) in order to provide access to core-isolated eNBs.

• We restore X2 air interface for interconnecting isolated eNBs by establish-

ing virtual links with the aid of intermediate eUEs.

• We have considered cooperative relaying and L2/MAC forwarding, so as

eUEs to restore the X2 air-interface in order to provide reliable and low-

latency communication and as a consequence they become enablers for

wireless multi-hop networking among eNBs.

• In small and/or dense cell scenarios, network and subsequently eNBs

provide multiple data pipes to the eUEs through different radio bearers

so as to increase their capacity.

• Software defined air interface and spectral usage techniques, including

disruptive approaches for increasing network capacity and new wireless

backhaul solutions

• We have implemented and tested the proposed architecture by using the

OpenAirInterface platform.
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7.1.4 Wireless Data Offloading: To Disrupt Contemporary Wireless Communications

• We have proposed a new architecture for offloading mobile data to col-

laborative mesh networks to alleviate cellular network traffic congestion

by determining the power-costly users that need to be offloaded.

• We have introduced an optimization framework that can be used for cal-

culating the cellular energy cost benefits, for each user, and the respective

energy and Internet usage costs for the mesh network that admits the of-

floaded traffic.

• Our analysis can be utilized for different mesh network architectures.

• We provide a cost-sharing rule, based on the Shapley value, and prove

that it ensures the participation of all the mesh nodes.

• We have evaluated the proposed offloading decision framework, using a

detailed simulation analysis.

• We have conducted extensive experiments in an actual mesh network

deployed in the NITOS testbed

• We measured the energy consumption costs and the perceived user per-

formance in terms of experienced delay.

• We have investigated the cost savings of the operator when offloading

user requests.

• We have designed a mechanism for dispensing the net benefit of the mesh

network, i.e., the received compensation minus the servicing cost, among

the mesh nodes

7.2 future work and open research problems

We conclude this thesis with a discussion of open research problems consid-

ering facilitating testbed experimentation based research as well as topics that

are open and pertinent to resource allocation and scheduling schemes.

Facilitating Wireless Testbed Experimentation
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Jourjon et al in [68] mention that experiments are a cornerstone of research in

networking. Moreover, they ascertain that the experimental approaches that are

used so far by the research community often suffer from shortcomings as in-

consistency with widely adopted scientific methods, lack of proper replication,

reproducibility and verifiability to support consistent and qualitative analysis

of the obtained results. Moreover, Collberg et al. in [44] noticed the problem

of the reproducibility in experimentation and tried to reproduce the results of

significant published works in high quality conferences. Their stimulating mo-

tivation lied on the following fact that “only if my colleagues can reproduce

my work should they trust its veracity. Excepting special cases, in applied Com-

puter Science reproducing published work should be as simple as going to the

authors’ website, downloading their code and data, typing “make” and seeing

if the results correspond to the published ones”.

According to the above apparent observations, the actual problem is in-

deed that experimentation is conducted in an ad-hoc manner. Especially when

custom-built or tailored software is used, the same experimentation setup can

seldom be utilized or reproduced by third users. There are a lot of and diverse

reasons for the above. Nevertheless, relying on the assumption that researchers

are not willing to intentionally cheat, the common ground lies on the diversity

of the tools, software and hardware versions that can become obsolete from

time to time.

To this end an open research issue involves the design of an experimental

methodology that will facilitate wireless testbed experimentation research at

all stages. This would involve a sophisticated framework for experimentation

where i.e. a user that is not interested to physical layer procedures to be able

to experiment in higher layers and reproduce results from other experiments

that might be useful to his experimentation, without facing any prohibitive

or frustrating obstacles. Moreover, the researcher would be ideally submit a

“description” of the specifications and the requirements of his/her experimen-

tation and an intelligent agent would report a description of actions that he

should consider, a mapping with the appropriate resources that he should re-

serve and steps that he should follow.

Cooperative Relaying and Data Forwarding in Wireless Mesh Networks

In the cooperative networks field, there exist a substantial number of research

works where new schemes have been proposed to improve the communication
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performance by using relays. But there are also several open issues still need

to be solved.

An open challenge is the design and the implementation of an architecture

that would adopt a holistic view in the resource allocation and scheduling and

potentially combine signal and packet level cooperation and relaying. Cross-

layer techniques are leveraged to optimize critical parameters which are closely

dependent to each other, affect the systems performance almost mutually and

they are located on different layers of the protocol stack. A holistic view can

radically rethink the above understanding and can enhance the network op-

eration considering signal and packet level cooperation interplays. A holistic

architecture can represent the communication performance achieved in one

layer to other layers with particular performance metrics such as error prob-

abilities or delays. Those metrics constitute valuable information that is prop-

agated throughout the layers in order to enable ambient adaptation and self-

organization. Enabling efficient cooperative networking involves also advanced

spectrum and frequency management techniques, perceptual scheduling and

sensitive delay management in cases of different types of information (video,

voice, raw data) as well as incentives provisioning to motivate users to partici-

pate in data forwarding and cooperative relaying.

Mobile Data Offloading

We have investigated mobile data offloading from an energy saving perspec-

tive. Various ramifications of the above problem include also throughput and

delay perspectives. However, the most challenging is the enabling of an end-to-

end principle such that the user toggling from cellular to wireless mesh to be

performed seamlessly.

Moreover, integrating an effective incentive scheme to encourage active so-

cial participation is of paramount importance in cellular to mesh mobile data

offloading so as to alleviate the problem of increased traffic congestion. In addi-

tion, the monetary reimbursement that is dispensed to wireless mesh network

users is an attractive motivation that stimulates participation. However, what

will be the cost for the cellular carriers if wireless mesh networks realize their

potential and not only absorb traffic from cellular networks but also initiate

to offer alternate routing through their network with direct charges to mobile

users. Issues related to pricing and billing models for rational traffic offloading

between cellular carriers and WiFi mesh users or operators still remain open.
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A P P E N D I X T E S T

a.1 lyapunov optimization analysis

Let the system state be Θ(t) = Q(t). The Lyapunov function that describes

the aggregate network congestion is the sum of squares of queue backlogs

L(Θ(t)) ≡ 1
2Θ(t)

2 ≡ 1
2Q(t)2. and the corresponding Lyapunov drift is given

by:

∆(t) = E[L(Θ(t+ 1)) − L(Θ(t))|Θ(t)] (16)

The Lyapunov drift plus penalty expression is bounded by the following in-

equality:

∆(t) + V E{p(t)} 6 B|N|+
∑
i

Qi(t)λi (17)

+
∑
i

Qi(t)

(∑
a

µ̂ai(a(t)) −
∑
b

µ̂bi(a(t))

)
+ V E{p̂(a(t))},

Let p̂(a(t)) be a controllable penalty function of power consumption that de-

pends on the system controller a(t) and it is equal to p̂(a(t)) = a(t)[PSR1
(t) +

PR2D] + (1− a(t))[PSR2
(t)+PR1D]. For the wireless diamond network of Fig. 16

the Lyapunov drift plus penalty expression with the objective of power perfor-

mance optimization is described by Eq. (18). Observe that only source node S

has an exogenous traffic inserted, so we only consider λS and for the rest nodes

λR1
= λR2

= λD = 0 are equals to zero.

∆(t)+V E{p(t)} 6 BN+QS(t)λS + V
{

a(t)
[
PSR1

(t)

+ PR2D(t)
]
+ (1− a(t))

[
PSR2

(t) + PR1D(t)
]}

−QS(t) [a(t)µSR1
(t) + (1− a(t))µSR2

(t)] (18)

−QR1
(t)(1− a(t))µR1D(t) −QR2

(t)a(t)µR2D(t)

+QR1
(t)a(t)µSR1

(t) +QR2
(t)(1− a(t))µSR2

(t),

where B =
(
Ai(t)

)2
+
(∑

a µai(t)
)2

+
(∑

b µib(t)
)2

+ 2Ai(t)
∑

a µai(t) and

λi = E{Ai(t)}. Transmission rate µ̂a,b(a(t)) is also a controllable system pa-
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rameter that depends on the system controller a(t) each time slot t. More-

over, it holds that µ̂ab(a(t)) = a(t)µab(t) and µ̂ab(a(t)) = (1− a(t))µab(t), if

(ab) ∈ {SR1,R2D} and if (ab) ∈ {SR2,R1D} respectively.
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